CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“NonComplying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply
occurs, Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or
at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its
sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the
deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent
purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of
both sales, all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both
sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be
in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammereddown to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or
at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from
the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended the
exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of their
appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described as
having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 297-6056 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions, LLC
Sale No. 697 - Public Auction Sale
To be held at our office:
4 Finance Drive, Danbury, Connecticut 06810

Collections, Stocks and
Accumulations of the World
featuring
The Worcester Holding - Continued Offerings from
the J & N Fortier Stock
“DeVeaux” Ballance Collection of U.S. Including Revenues
Milton Zucker Worldwide Collection
Guy K. Lawrie Collection
Dr. Robert L. Kugel Collection
Final Offerings from the Harold b. nogle Collection
The properties of over 150 other consignors covering the Globe

Saturday, March 11 - 10:00 A.M.
Session 2

Viewing
Schedule

Lots 3317 - 3889

Feb. 27 - March 3

By appointment at our Connecticut Office.

March 6 - 9

Connecticut Office 9 AM - 6 PM

March 10 - 11

Connecticut Office for lots that have not sold.

kelleherauctions.com

Bidding also available on stampauctionnetwork.com
Connecticut Mailing Address:
4 Finance Drive, Suite 100
Danbury, CT 06810
Phone 203-297-6056 Fax: 203-297-6059

Boston Office:
181 Wells Avenue
Suite #105
Newton, MA 02459
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Session 2: British and Foreign
Saturday, March 11, 2017, at 10:00 A.M.
British Commonwealth Country Collections

British Commonwealth Area Collections
British Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3445-3446
. . . . .
British America. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3447-3448
. . . . .
British Asia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3449
. .
British Commonwealth. . . . . . . . . . . . . .3450-3473
. . . . .

Antigua. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3317
. .

British Pacific . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3474-3475
. . . . .

Australia and States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3318-3324
. . . . .

British West Indies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3476
. .

Barbados. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3325
. .
Bermuda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3326-3328
. . . . .
Canada and Provinces . . . . . . . . . . . . .3329-3366
. . . . .
Cook Islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3367
. .
Cyprus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3368-3369
. . . . .
Dominica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3370
. .
Fiji . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3371
. .
Gibraltar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3372-3374
. . . . .
Gilbert & Ellice Islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3375
. .
Gold Coast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3376
. .
Great Britain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3377-3390
. . . . .
Grenada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3391
. .
Hong Kong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3392
. .
India and States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3393-3397
. . . . .
Ireland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3398-3410
. . . . .
Jordan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3411
. .
Leeward Islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3412
. .
Malaysia Area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3413-3416
. . . . .
Maldive Islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3417
. .
Mauritius . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3418
. .
Nevis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3419
. .
New Zealand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3420-3424
. . . . .
Palestine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3425-3427
. . . . .
Papua New Guinea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3428
. .
Rhodesia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3429
. .
Sierra Leone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3430
. .
Singapore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3431
. .
South Africa & States . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3432-3435
. . . . .
South Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3436
. .
South West Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3437
. .
Tonga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3438-3442
. . . . .
Trinidad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3443
. .
Turks & Caicos. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3444
. .

Europe and Colonies Country Collections
Andorra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3477-3478
. . . . .
Austria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3479-3485
. . . . .
Belgium and Colonies . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3486-3490
. . . . .
Czechoslovakia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3491-3493
. . . . .
Denmark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3494
. .
Faroe Islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3495
. .
Finland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3496
. .
France and Colonies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3497-3519
. . . . .
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3520-3521
. . . . .
German Area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3522-3543
. . . . .
Greece . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3544-3545
. . . . .
Hungary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3546-3548
. . . . .
Italian Area. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3549-3557
. . . . .
Liechtenstein. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3558-3561
. . . . .
Monaco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3562
. .
Netherlands & Colonies . . . . . . . . . . . . .3563-3572
. . . . .
Norway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3573-3575
. . . . .
Poland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3576-3577
. . . . .
Portugal and Colonies . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3578-3582
. . . . .
Romania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3583-3585
. . . . .
Russia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3586-3600
. . . . .
Spain and Colonies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3601-3606
. . . . .
Sweden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3607-3611
. . . . .
Switzerland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3612-3620
. . . . .
Ukraine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3621-3623
. . . . .
Vatican . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3624-3629
. . . . .
Yugoslavia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3630
. .

Europe and Colonies Area Collections
Baltic States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3631-3632
. . . . .
Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3633-3645
. . . . .
Scandinavia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3646-3652
. . . . .
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Asia, Middle East and Africa Country Collections

Latin America Country Collections

Bhutan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3653
. .

Argentina. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3701
. .

China. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3654-3660
. . . . .

Bolivia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3702
. .

Egypt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3661-3664
. . . . .

Brazil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3703-3706
. . . . .

Israel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3665-3668
. . . . .

Chile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3707-3708
. . . . .

Japan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3669-3672
. . . . .

Colombia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3709-3712
. . . . .

Kazakhstan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3673
. .

Costa Rica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3713
. .

Korea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3674-3675
. . . . .

Dominican Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3714
. .

Liberia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3676-3678
. . . . .

Ecuador . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3715
. .

Macao . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3679
. .

Haiti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3716
. .

Pakistan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3680
. .

Honduras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3717
. .

Saudi Arabia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3681-3684
. . . . .

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3718-3721
. . . . .

Syria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3685-3686
. . . . .

Nicaragua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3722
. .

Thailand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3687
. .

Panama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3723
. .

Turkey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3688-3690
. . . . .

Paraguay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3724-3726
. . . . .

Turkmenistan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3691
. .

Salvador . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3727
. .

United Arab Emirates . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3692-3693
. . . . .

Uruguay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3728-3729
. . . . .

Yemen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3694
. .

Venezuela . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3730
. .
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Latin America Area Collections

Asia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3695
. .

Central America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3731
. .

Independent Africa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3696-3697
. . . . .

Latin America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3732-3737
. . . . .

Middle East . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3698
. .

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3738
. .

South East Asia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3699-3700
. . . . .

Worldwide
Topical Collections. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3739-3748
. . . . .
Cover Collections . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3749-3773
. . . . .
Stamp Collections . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3774-3834
. . . . .
Accumulations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3835-3871
. . . . .
Dealers Stocks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3872-3877
. . . . .
Stamp Boxes and Supplies . . . . . . . . . . .3878-3879
. . . . .
Philatelic Literature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3880-3889
. . . . .

Bidding Increments:

Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $50.00; increase by $5.00				
Over $50 to $200; increase by $10				
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25				
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50				
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100			
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by 5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.
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envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include light
cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist in most 19th century covers and are
not always described and therefore not grounds for return.
Catalogue Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalogue values (2016/17 editions) are quoted in dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as provided.

SecondSession
Saturday, March 11, 2017, at 10:00 a.m.
Lots 3317-3889
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

British Commonwealth
Country Collections
3317 HH/H
Antigua, Collection, 1862-1953. On Safe pages in folder; noted Stanely Gibbons 1p and 6p in various perfs,
#19, 20, 22, 23, 29, 30, 31-40, 41-50, 55-61, 62-80, 81-90; CV over £6500, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3318 m
Australian States: Impressive Mostly Used Collection. Loose Minkus and French album pages, the
duplication makes for a great source for varieties and shades; New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia,
Tasmania, Victoria and Western Australia all well represented; noted NSW: 1 and 2 (four full margins), 2c, 5-10, 12-13,
15, 17-19, 23-25, 31, 44, 44e, 76d, Service Stamps and Dues; Queensland: 1, 3, 12, 83 (appears mint), AR1, AR20;
South Australia: 2, Service and Postal-Fiscals; Tasmania: 2 (2; one cut to shape), 5a, 6, 7-9, 87 with “A” perfin, 107
with “T” perfin, AR2, 24, 26, 27 plus mint AR2, 24-27; Victoria: 1, 3a, 3b, 8, 14, I1, Dues, Revenues and Service;
Western Australia: 1, 3, 4, 5, 16, 80, “OS” perfins, Postal-Fiscals, well worth the viewing, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3319 H/m
Australian States, Group of Oldtime Collections. Small balance collections of Queensland, Victoria &
Western Australia, nearly intact in two auction folders in which they were purchased circa 1959; condition is a bit mixed
but a few F-VF highlights include Queensland 5º, 6Fº, 61*; Victoria 4º, 132*, 151a*, 155*; and Western Australia 57*. A
useful lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3320 H/m
Australian States: Victoria, Beautiful Mostly Used Specialised Collection, 1850-1912. Blank album with
much material, specialised on perfs and shades; also nice Officials, Dues, Postal Fiscals, Perfins, special cancels etc.
Very nice collection! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3321 H/m
Australia, Better Mint and Used Selection, 1913-30. About 125 stamps arranged on three manila
stocksheets and identified by Scott number; used high value Kangaroos include 5s & 10s first watermark (12, 13), 5s
second watermark (44), 5s-£1 third watermark (54, 55, 56a, 57), 10s & £1 multiple Crown & A watermark (101, 102) and
10s & £1 multiple Crown & C of A watermark (127, 128); mint highlights include #45a, 48, 50, 51a, 53, 60a, 61 (NH),
66-76, 67a, 95a (NH, small stain, 97, 98, 113-125, 183 (NH), J50-61 (4d perf 14), J57-61, J63 and O3-14; as for
condition,the mint, which catalogs abot $3,000, is virtually all clean and F-VF, while among the used #13, 56a & 102 are
not well centered, #54 & 102 have a few “shortish” perfs, but the rest is just about all F-VF. A useful lot. Scott $11,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3322 HH
Australia, 1978-1990. A clean and fresh accumulation, housed and identified in glassines which include
singles, extensive sets, souvenir sheets, mini presentation folders, gutter strips including traffic light gutters and full
panes, a few earlier issues are included, some light duplication, but overall a very useful group worth a peek, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3323 HH
Australia and New Zealand, 1988-2001. Australia Post and New Zealand Post Deluxe Year Books/Stamp
Albums/Collector Editions, beautful books, many hard-bound with complete stamp issues; New Zealand 1989-2001
($820 current retail) and Australia 1988-2000 ($1080 current retail) annual publications, plus 10 Australia Post Special
Collectors vulumes/stamps, such as “The Anzacs Tradition,” “Trains of Australia,” “Australian Im,pressionsits,” “The
Colonial Collection” ($500 current retail0, plus hundreds of FDCs and mint stamps, not counted; these are popular
Down Under! Original price was over $4,000 in all, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Limited Editions, many still sealed!
Scott $2,500+.
Estimate $400 - 600
www.kelleherauctions.com
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3324 )
Australia and New Zealand, 1979-99. Extensive collection of hundreds of Official FDCs in a Showguard
cover album and in a small bin; apparently all different, unaddressed; New Zealand looks largely complete for period,
Australia is freom 1990s; this includes souvenir sheets, special issues, sets, high-values; some of these were
overlooked when issued, and the retail is now $5-10 per cover for many of them; a goldmine for the avid collector or
online retailer! Special Bonus: Complete BC Crown Agents FDC issue of 9 sets and 7 souvenir sheets for the 75th
Anniversary of RAF! F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
3325 m
Barbados, Mostly Used Collection, 1852-1966. On quadrilled printed pages, largely complete through
1966; 2, 5, 6, 6a, 8-9, near complete early small Britannias, 69-79, 81-89 used; 83a and 84a mint; War Tax overprints,
159 Specimen, 207 mint with plate flaw, Dues, numeral cancels identified, plus a page of duplicates, a lovely collection;
viewing encouraged to appreciate all it offers, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
3326 H/m/)
Bermuda, Collection, 1865-1949.
Absolutely astonishing collection on detailed privately-made
Exhibition-style pages (each page protected in plastic sheet protectors) in two large three-ring binders; intense
specialization that follows studies by Ludington, Glazer and Dickgiesser; about 75% mint and 25% used; there is almost
everything here, including comb/line perfs, standard/compound perfs, brown/clear gum, chalky/ordinary paper, wet/dry
printings, thin/medium papers, shades (with anilines), and watermark varieites, such as mint SG #54cw (watermark
inverted), listed but unpriced in Gibbons catalogue; there are also many blocks, reference number positions, early, late
and worn plates, different printings, constant plate varieities (such as broken or damaged frames, “damaged flag,” fresh
entries and re-entries), overprint varieties on War Tax stamps, booklets/booklet panes, postal cards, air letter-sheets,
newspaper wrappers; also includes: the famous Spiro Brothers forgeries of the first issue; SG #16 used, #22-24a
mint/used, #25-29b with worn platre of #28, #51b-55, extensive 1910-22 Caravel issues, including examples of Plates
I-IV and plate positions; tremendous range of George VI Key Plates, such as SG #120 in 11 of the 12 major/mainor
varieites; #120b has BPA Photo Certificate; the catalogue value as basic stamps is massive; this major Exhibition-level
collection is being offered completely intact; words alone cannot adequately describe this beautiful, impressive
collection, F.-V.F., you must see to believe!
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3327 HH/H
Bermuda, Collection, 1953-2012. Extremely extensive and specialized 10-volume collection of
Elizabethan-era on hand-made mylar-protected exhibition-style pages in three-ring binders; all mint except for a few
special items, appears to be all or mainly MNH; includes:each different printing of a stamp/issue by date; Types, die,
re-touches, re-entries, plate positions and frame varieites; color shifts, offsets and shade varieites; special printings,
reprints and overprint/surcharge varieites; paper (fluorescent, dark, high-bright, low-bright, dull-backed, bright-backed,
thick, normal); gum varieites (normal, PUC, gum arabic); dozens of blocks and cylinder blocks; hundreds of gutter
pairs/blocks (virtually complete from 1970-onwards), including trafiic light and inscription pairs; aerogrammes, postal
cards, post office envelopes, booklets, miniature sheets and souvenir sheets; some of the better individual items are (by
SG numbers): #164w 2d. very scarce watermark inverted 1962 used (£325), #168w 6d 1962 inverted watermark
(£200); #186w inverted watermark 2-shilling Boy Scout 1965, #232w inverted watermarked 1c surcharged definitive,
#471dw “Crown to right of CA” watermark variety (£150); the study of the Architectural Stamps of 1962-1970 are
possibly definitive; this is very intense and represents decades of study; great to either continue or to break down into
different specialized collections; an additional album of material is included that has not yet been entered into the
collection; this is very intense and represents decades of study; great to either continue or to break down into different
specialized collections; our best estimate is a catalogue value of $8,000-10,000! F.-V.F., seldom offered.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3328 )
Bermuda, Covers, 1952-2006. Collection of 170 mainly Official (O.H.M.S.) covers in three large binders,
about half stampless, all from Bermuda to US, mainly from Bermuda Philatelic Bureau, including different handstamps,
machine cancels, slogan cancels, US receiving marks, etc; several postcards from 1950s and 60s, and several mint
official envelopes, plus a dozen official FDCs, many signed by Bermuda Postmaster General; each written up in great
detail, F.-V.F., a modern postal historian’s delight.
Estimate $250 - 350
3329 H
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Powerful Mint Collection, 1857-1947. The balance of the John
Millar collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album; comprises solid 19th century and nearly complete twentieth, missing
only #77, 78, 128, C1, C4, C5 & C18 and including a number of varieties, most notably the Trail of the Caribou 15¢
Prussian blue (124b) and the Gilbert perf 14 varieties complete (217b-225a); condition is a little mixed in the 19th
century (mostly gum problems), but from #59 onward just about everything is F-VF o.g. An excellent lot. There is also a
scattering of other B.N.A., the best item being a nice mint British Columbia & Vancouver Island #7. Scott $13,000 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3330 H
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Mint Collection, 1857-1947. A marvelous, fairly complete
collection, neatly arranged by Scott number in a stockbook; includes (all o.g.) #1, 5, 11A, 12A, 18-23, 27, 29, 31, 37,
44-46, 53-54, 56-74, 78-114, 115-126 (most NH), 127-144, 145-159 (all but 6¢ NH), 163-171 (NH), 183-270, C6-11,
C13-17 and J1-7 & varieties (all NH); condition, with only a few exceptions, is clean and F-VF. A terrific lot. Scott $8,500
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3331 H
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Selection of Better Mint Sets & Singles, 1865-1931. About 120
mostly different identified by Scott number on two manila stocksheets; highlights 30, 57, 59, 61-74, 75 (used), 76,
87-126, 131-182, C2, C2a, C3 and C3f; all clean and F-VF, the mint with OG. Scott $4,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3332 HHa
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Mint Block of Four Collection, 1932-46. Nice selection of mint
blocks of four, includes 212-219, 221-225, excellent collection of the 1933 Sir Humphrey Gilbert Issue less #220, come
on down and peruse this little beauty, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350
3333 H/ma
Canadian Provinces: Nova Scotia, Mint and Used Collection, 1851-63, blocks of 4. The Pence Issue
comprises two each 3d #2 & 3 (one #2 XF appearance with a thin, others all Fine), and a sound 6d yellow green with only
one margin; the Cents Issue, which is all F-VF, the mint with o.g., comprises 11 mint singles (including a 5¢), 10 used
singles, a used pair (2¢) and six mint blocks of 4, three with imprints. Scott $3,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3334 H
Canadian Provinces: Prince Edward Island, Mint Collection, 1861-72. A nearly complete collection
(missing only #2) plus duplicates, arranged on a black stocksheet; the 1857 2¢ (1) is perfectly centered with o.g., but has
a light crease and a small thin; the 6¢ (3) is without gum, and has a small thin and average centering; condition on the
rest is mixed; also includes a couple Nova Scotia & New Guinea (not counted). Scott $4,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
3335 H/m
Canada, Magnificent Supreme Court Exhibit Collection, 1876-1915. A formidable and delightful
collection, neatly mounted on exhibition pages containing singles, multiples and used on documents which are scarce
to be found with these issues, virtually every issued stamp is present in this collection less FSC27 and FSC28, of special
note there is a set of the 1876 black and color proofs as well as unfinished specimens without serial numbers, a set of
finished specimens with serial numbers and hand stamped “CANCELLED” in violet, the collection runs through to the
end of King George VI with such notable items as mint and used FSC10, mint FSC13, used FSC19, mint and used
FSC23 and mint FSC29-31 “IN PRIZE” overprints, there are also 13 documents in total in which the Van Dam catalog
lists as very rare to scarce, catalog value of this collection is considered conservative with no premiums added for
documents and multiples, viewing is an absolute must to be appreciated, F.-V.F. and attractive, a difficult collection to
assemble in lovely condition. Van Dam FSC1//FSC31; C$40,200 ++ ($30,150).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3336 H/m/)
Canada, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1864-2000. A magnificent stock filling many boxes, stockbooks and
files, there is so much material that it is difficult to know where to start this description, with mint and used, first day
covers, used blocks and large pieces, plate blocks, sets, and back of the book, one value has early mint, another has
early used, a gargantuan amount of mint face, with much of it from the 1950s to the 1970s, with many dollar values,
catalog value will add up quickly, make sure you set aside enough time to properly ascertain this lots true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
3337 HH/H
Canada, Elephantine Mint Accumulation, 1860-2005. Filling six large boxes, this mostly mint lot contains
booklets, coils, souvenir sheets, full sheets, year sets, several hundred plate blocks, and more face, well into four
figures and likely reaching or exceeding five figures, you’ll even come across a few surprises, unchecked for varieties,
F.-V.F., ex Worcester.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3338 H/m
Canada, Meaty Collection, 1859-1975. Mounted on album pages, with the great early 20th century
complete commemorate and definitive sets that are so popular today along with some great classic sets (Quebec
Tercentenary, Jubilee, et cetera), plus a few of the difficult shades and some decent back of book, with the following
better highlights: New Brunswick mint: 6-11, Canada used: 14-15, 17-20, 21-30, mint: 34-36, 40, 41-47, 50-65
complete! 66-73, 74-84, 85-86, 87-88, 89-95, 96-103, 104-22, 120a, 123-33 pairs, 136-38 pairs, 149-59, 160-61 pairs,
162-77, 178-83 pairs, 195-201, 205-7 pairs, 217-27, 228-30 pairs, 241-45, 249-62, 278-81 pairs, 302, C1-5, E1-11,
J1-5, J6-10, J11-14, MR1-4, MR6-7 pairs, O241-45. O241a, O6-11, O16-25, F1-F3 and F1b. Gum and condition are
problematic among the early issues, with some 19th and early 20th century issues without gum or with disturbed gum,
as you move forward you will find hinged stamps mixed with never hinged stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance, ex
Worcester.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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3339 H/m
Canada, Selection of Better Stamps, 1870-1950s. About 135 mostly different stamps identified by Scott
number and arranged on three manila stocksheets; highlights include complete Queen Victoria Jubilees, used except
½¢, 6¢ (both regummed) and $1, then (mint unless noted) #73, 96-103, 123, 124 (NH), 125-130 (NH), 131-134 (all but
2¢ NH), 136-138 (NH), 149-159, 162-177, 217-227 (NH), J1a, J2a, J3, J4a, J5, J6-14, MR4a (used) and MR5; condition
is virtually all F-VF, though the used dollar-value Jubilees are heavily canceled, the $3-$5 just Fine. Still a very useful lot.
Scott $13,000 nearly (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3340 H/m
Canada, High Catalog, Mainly Mint Collection, 1859-1951. A few hundred stamps in a Lighthouse
hingeless album with slipcase; highlights include (all mint) Jubs to $3, #73, 78 (VF, NH), 84, 86 (VF NH), King Edward
VII to the 10¢, 5¢-20¢ Quebec, some decent Admirals, an attractive 50¢ Bluenose with a small thin, then just about
complete 1935-51; there is also a scattering of Provinces, most notably Newfoundland, but nothing of great value. As for
condition, the owner was not too critical of the back of his stamps; as a result, there are a good number of stamps with
disturbed gum and/or hinge remnants, and we did note an occational shallow thin (the $2 Jubilee, for instance), but he
did go for freshness and centering, so overall, the condition is generally Very Fine, especially the 20th century. This
would actually would make an outstanding starter collection. Scott $15,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3341 H/m
Canada, Powerful Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1967. A virtually intact collection neatly mounted and
identified by Scott number on blank pages; highlights include used #21, 24, 40 and mint 23 (no gum), 29, 30, key value
Jubilees to the $1 (high value with thins), 69-73, 79-92, 94, Quebec complete, and complete from Admirals onward ($1
Parliament no gum); both is also nearly complete including Airs, Special Deliveries and Officials; F3 is part o.g. and War
Tax includes MR7a; condition is just a bit mixed through the Large Queens, but is otherwise just about all clean,
generally F.-V.F., an excellent lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3342 H/m
Canada, Collection, 1859-1974. In Lighthouse spring back hingeless album with the majority of the stamps
in mint (mostly hinged) condition, containing highlights include: 14, 17, 18, 23, 28, 47-48, 66-73, 50-62, 80, 81, 83, 84,
85-86, 89-93, 95, 96-102, 104-22, 123-34, 149-58, 160-61, 162-77, 178-83, 195-201, 217-26, 241-45, 261-62, C1-4,
E5, J11-14, plus an envelope of duplicates. Some problematic condition among the early issues, but general condition
is mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3343 HH/H/m Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1852-1994. Housed in three Lindner hingeless albums, the collection is a
mixture of mint an used throughout with light duplication in the early issues, of note, contain in the collection used Scott
#4, 5, 9, 21-30, 61-65, 95, mint 66-84 with mixed mint and used after 1912, also included are Airmails, Special Deliveries
Registered with an F3, War Tax, Postage Dues and Officials, a nice collection for expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3344 H/m
Canada, Useful Mint and Used Collection, 1852-69. A few hundred stamps in Minkus 3-ring album; 19th
century is mostly used with not much before the Jubilees, though we do note a reasonably nice used #4; most of the
value is in the mint including such highlights as #29, 46, 56, 58, 101, 103, 123-134, 141a, 160-161 pairs, and 178
through the issues of 1969 virtually complete (NH from 1942; back-of-the-book includes and attractive used F3 with a
small repaired tear, J1-10 and some nice Special Deliveries, Officials (O6-10 are used) and War Tax; there is also a
scattering of British Columbia & Vancouver Island (with an unused #8 and a used #9) and Newfoundland; condition is
just about all clean and F-VF (mixed in the earlies, but that’s such a small part of the value that it’s really not relevant). An
exceptional starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3345 HH/H/m Canada, Charming Collection, 1870-2005. Housed in a large box, mint includes postal notes with blocks of
four, excise tax, law stamps, officials, booklet panes, coils, special deliveries, back of the book, mint & used Provinces,
lots of easily sale able material, a surprise in every glassine and counterbook page, examine carefully to reap the full
reward of this winner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3346 H/m/)
Canada, Accumulation with Many Better Items. On loose album pages and black dealer cards, with
highlights that include: used: 158 with PSAG certificate, 158 (4), 159 (2), CL42 on cover, CL46 on cover, Newfoundland
C3b used on cover, with APS certificate, C8 and mint: 100, 101, 103, 141-45, 149-59 (50c is used), 175, 201, 226, 227,
262, C3 block of 6 with Swollen Breast variety with APS certificate, C4 block of 4, E5, CL29b, CL41 block of 4, CL42,
CL42 pair, CL44 block of 4, CL48 block of 4, CL52 block of 4, some high denomination values, Newfoundland C3f with
APS certificate, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3347 H/m/)
Canada, Small Specialized Collection of “Admirals”. Comprises 4¢ olive bister and shades: seven
singles and a block of 4 including a golden yellow (110c) XLH, three singles and the bottom two stamps in the block are
NH; also three used singles and two covers: a single franking and one used with an 8¢ “Scroll” registered to the U.S.; 7¢
red brown: dry printing NH, wet printing LH plus a used block of 4 and two covers; 8¢ bister brown & yellow brown:
two singles, two blocks of 4 (one yellow brown, NH, other no gum), an NH block of 12 (one stained, centering F-VF to
mostly Fine) and five covers; 20¢ olive green and shades: three singles, one wet (NH), two dry (one sheet margin with
split arrow (straight edge) and an LH block of 4 of the wet printing in gray green (119d). A great lot for the specialist. Scott
$3,850 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3348 HH/H/m Canada, Cyprus & Ireland, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1979. Mounted in a Scott album, Canada with
better mint 51-54, 56-60, 66-69, 72, 74-78, 80.104-122, 162-177, 241-245, C1-C9, E2-E3, Cyprus has 206-218, Ireland
includes 65-76, 106-117, 118-119, 142-144, 149-150, 175-176, C1-C7, some nice material present just waiting to be
plucked and sold, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3349 HH/H
Canada, Face Value Lot, 1950-2000. A great lot consisting of full sheets, souvenir sheets, coils, plate blocks
and singles, values from 1¢ to $5.00, total face over $1,700.00, be sure and check her out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3350 H
Canada & Worldwide, Miscellaneous Assortment. An old Elbe Expandable stockbook with a metal cover
containing primarily Canada including better Revenues like used FB 14 (Van Dam $200), FB14 (75), FB24 (13 @ $40),
and MNH FSC2 ($150), FSC18 ($45) & FSC26s ($250); we also note Canada mint $1 Fisheries (2 NH), C2 (6, two NH)
& C4 (3 NH blocks of 4, three with natural paper wrinkles); also lots of Centennial issue plate blocks, some tagging vars
and a good bit of “face”; the non-Canada includes New Zealand 131d (1d Victoria Land, NH) and a good bit of mint U.S.,
most of it “face” but we also note three NH line pairs of the 6¢ Prexie. An interesting lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3351 HH/H/m Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1868-2000. Presented in a Harris album and a small box, scattered
mostly used until 1967, then mint material with singles, coils, blocks, souvenir sheets, ducks, dozens of complete
booklets, plus the blue Whale and Snowbirds stamps and coin sets, enormous face value, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3352 H
Canada, Investor Lot. A couple hundred stamps including a few U.S.A., 99% mint and pre-1950, on
stocksheets, approval cards, retail pages and in glassines, mostly just as purchased. Nothing rare here, but the goal
was Extremely Fine or better, so there are lots of stamps cataloging $5-$40 and more in exceptional condition, the
majority of them NH. A great lot for an eBay marketeer. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
3353 H/m
Canada, Mint Stock and Used Collection. Containing a stock book of mint modern issues with highlights
that include: 51-52, 85, 141-45, 152 NH, 156 NH, 174 NH, 201 NH, 209 (2 NH), O32 corner margin block and 18
booklets of Canadian duck stamps. The collection of used issues contains stamps from 1859-1955 with highlights that
include: 46-47, 50-60, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95, 96-103, 123-34, 149-58 and 162-77. Stamps in the mint stock book are
mostly sound with some better centered singles, stamps from the used stock book are a little mixed, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
3354 m
Canada, British Columbia Law Stamps Accumulation, 1879-1970. Many hundreds of stamps in
envelopes and loose in small boxes contained in a red #102 box, a great assortment with much duplication and wide
ranging cancels, catalog value should prove to be high, great for packet makers and eBay sellers, viewing is invited,
F.-V.F. Van Dam BCL1//BCL58.
Estimate $400 - 600
3355 HH
Canada, Collection, 1989-2001. Canada Post annual Deluxe Year Books Collector Editions, beautful
books, hard-bound with complete stamp issues; complete from 1989-2001 ($1400 current retail) annual publications,
plus hundreds of mint stamps, souveniur sheets and many, many booklets (1980s and 1990s appear mainly complete),
not counted; these are very popular special Limited Editions, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
3356 m
Canada, Used Selection of the 1859 “Cents” Issue (14//19). Comprises 1¢ (3), 5¢ (2), 10¢ (4), 12½¢ (8)
and 17¢ (1); nice range of shades, all sound, V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,185 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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3357 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Comprehensive Revenue Collection, 1864-1971. A lovely and diverse collection in
4 Van Dam Revenue albums plus two binders, contained are singles, multiples, blocks and used on documents, the 4
volumes start off with a good study of the 1st Bill issue including varieties, the 2nd Bill issue includes proofs and trail
colors, a nice range of Inspection stamps with a few on document, Supreme Court issues including “IN PRIZE”
overprints, War Tax, Excise, Thrift Stamps on Savings Cards, War Savings with a complete FWS15 booklet, Consular
Fee (FCF1-5) with mint FCF4 in blocks of 12, 15 and 50, Medicine Stamps with mint block of FM1a in a block of 10,
Postal Note & Script mint singles and blocks, an interesting grouping of Unemployment Insurance stamps in singles,
strips and blocks including Specimen singles, Lock Labels FLS2, the Provincial issues are fairly well represented with
Law Stamps, Vacation Pay, Telephone, Probate, Inland Revenue, Beer NFB1, Luxury & Gasoline Tax, Prohibition,
Telegraph, Prisoners of War etc, also a binder of Alberta Law stamps AL1//16 plating reconstructions and a binder of
Federal Inspection Stamps, there are numerous items on documents throughout the collection, total catalog value is
very high, close inspection will prove be very rewarding, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3358 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Revenue Collection, 1864-1990. A lovely holding contained in a Lindner Hingeless
album and binder starting with Bill stamps, Gas & Electrical Inspection, Weights & Measures, Supreme Court, War Tax,
Inland Revenue, Excise, War Savings, Postal Script, Unemployment Insurance etc., then moves onto the Provinces
Law Stamps, Inland Revenues, Hunting Permit etc., also a binder of duplicates and another binder containing revenues
on checks and documents, overall a wealth of material worthy of close inspection, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3359 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1860-1943. On Scott Specialty pages, mostly mint with many better
singles and complete long sets, containing better items including: 41-43, 46, 47, 50-59, 66-70, 72, 74-79, 81, 85-86,
89-93, 98-103, 104-22, 123-24, 125-34, 139-40, 149-59, 162-77, 178-83, 195-201, 217-27, 241-45, 249-62, C1-9,
E1-11, F1-F2, J1-J20, MR1-7, New Brunswick 6-9, Newfoundland 11A, 18, 20, 24, 27, 32, 35 36, 37, 41//51, 56, 57,
61-66, 75, 78-85, 86, 87-97, 98-103, 104-14, 115-26, 129-30, 131-43, 145//56, 183-99, 212-25,C6, C7, C9-11, C13-17,
Nova Scotia 8-13 and Prince Edward Island 5, 9, 11, 14-16. Condition is somewhat mixed, with a few faults, some
regumming and no gum among early classic issues, high Scott value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3360 H/m/)
Canada & Provinces, New Zealand & Topical, Dealer Stock, 1900-2000. A mint and used collection of
Canada in four counter books, better mint includes 51-53, 104-105, 107-110, 115, 118, 158, E8, EO1, mint
Newfoundland has 58 (2), 199, 226-229, plus loads of face, two counterbooks of New Zealand with 181, 199-201,
218-222, 229-241, B2, world wide Animal topical collection filling two volumes and a small box, and finally a Norman
Rockwell cover collection, great range of material, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3361 HH/H/m Canada & Provinces, Mostly Mint Collection, 1897-1990. Presented in a large box containing two
Wisewind Stockbooks, with booklets, yearbooks, Newfoundland has mint 78-85, 86, 115-128, 131-164, 145-159,
183-199, 212-225, J1-J6, Canada includes 217-227, 241-245, 249-262, 268-273, E6-E8, plus a load of face, a nifty lot
that could be broken down and sold separately, examination urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3362 )
Canada & Provinces, Cover Collection, 1840-90. Over seventy five stampless & franked covers to or from
Canada or Provinces, some better includes 63 & three 65 on cover from Baltimore to Halifax, 73 & 76 on 3¢ postal
envelope from Canton OH to Concord Canada West, 35 on cover from blue Island IL to Clinton Canada West with rare
red “U.States/Paid/10", pair 37 and block of six 34 on cover from Delaps Cover to Paris ONT, Ohio City OH to St
Catherines with red straight line ”Us. States 6", “Way” on cover from Quebec to Montreal, bootleg St John to London,
stampless from Halifax to Bristol England with red “Halifax/Paid/Oct/18/Nova Scotia”, with many New Brunswick
covers, an amazing lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3363 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Dealer Stock, 1852-1965. A good assortment of material with light duplication, which
is mostly used, housed in 2 binders on manila stock sheets, included are pence and first cent issues along with Large
and Small Queens then carries on through to around 1965, Back of the book is fair well represented with airmails,
special deliveries, registrations postage dues and O.H.M.S., the Provinces have some representation as well, condition
is very mixed in the early period, a quick inspection should reveal useful items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3364 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1859-1995. Mid-level collection on Scott Specialty pages with mounts in
green binder, early material is mixed condition as often, most is mint, from 1930s and 1940s becomes NH, from 1950s
fairly complete modern except for highest values, great collection to build upon; a good deal of cancels and especially
nice railroad and Canadian Railways cancellations and perfins not counted, also a very enticing page of revenues,
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again not counted; concludes with some scattered Newfoundland ($286), Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island ($85);
lower-value modern stamps not counted, definitely worth a look! generally Fine. Scott $3,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3365 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Collection of Revenues, 1864-1940s. An excellent collection in a K. Bileski album;
there are no Federal Bill stamps, for some reason, but otherwise plenty of stamps cataloging $20-and-up in Van Dam’s
Canadian Revenue Stamp Catalogue, including FWM8 and SL18. A great lot, condition being above average for this
material. Van Dam C$2,700 ($2,020) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3366 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Mint and Used Accumulation, 1851-1995. Useful group contained in four binders
and one stockbook with duplication in Canada including back-of-the-book, precancels, Squarred Circle grouping,
Presentaion Books, Annual Souvenir Collections are mostly from the 80’s, and a small grouping of F.D.C. etc.,
Provinces have useful representation with light duplication, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3367 HH/H
Cook Islands, Collection, 1893-1975. In self made album, o.g., mostly hinged and some never hinged, a
lovely collection F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
3368 H
Cyprus, Collection, 1880-1984. On very well filled homemade pages in a spring back album; mostly mint,
including Stanley Gibbons #2 (plates 208 (1) and 217 (5, of which 1 pair)), 3 (plates 14 (8) and 15 (6, of which 1 pair)), 18
(2), 21, 35, 45, 46, 47, 50-57, 60-71, 74-84, 85-99, 114, 115, 116, 117, 133-43, 151-63, 167, 173-87, 188-202, etc.,
F.-V.F., a nice collection with very high catalog value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3369 H
Cyprus & Gibraltar, Mint Collection, 1896-1975. Residing in a Scott album, mint Cyprus has 28-31, 40-41,
50-53, 72-83, 123, 136-139, 183-197, Gibraltar includes 96-99, 100-103, 132-145, 147-160, 186-199, some foxing
affecting a few stamps, viewing will be a breeze, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
3370 H/m
Dominica, Well Filled Collection, 1874-1966. Folder of homemade album pages; mint and used, including
Stanley Gibbons used #2, 3, 4-9, 10-12, 46, 54, 99-108a, 112-13, 120-34, 140-58; mint 25, 42, 71-91, mint and used
27-36, etc., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3371 H/m
Fiji, Collection, 1870-1950. Nicely filled, mint hinged and used collection on album pages. Collection
contains #33, 42, 64, 67, 69, 117, 124, 137, 239, 241, 253, 254, 258, 260, 266b, 271, D6-10, D11-18, etc., F.-V.F., high
catalog value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3372 HH
Gibraltar, £2 Engagement of Prince William to Catherine Middleton, 2010 (1266). 2000 examples in PO
sealed pack, Face Value £4,000 = $5,200, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $19,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3373 HH
Gibraltar, £2 Engagement of Prince William to Catherine Middleton, 2010 (1266). 2000 examples in PO
sealed pack, Face Value £4,000 = $5,200, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $19,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3374 HH
Gibraltar, £3 Royal Wedding Prince William & Catherine Middleton, 2011 (1283). 500 examples in PO
sealed pack, Face Value £1,500 = $1,950, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
3375 HH/H
Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Collection, 1911-2000. Extensive collection of this former-British Western Pacific
island group, complete through its break-up in 1976, and continuing through their seapartion into Kiribati and Tuvalu,
complete through 2000 except for one stamp! On White Ace British Empire hand-made blank pages in large three-ring
binder, plus a large box with all issues after 1986, many unmounted in Showguard mounts ready-to-go, and the rest in
glassines from the new issue service all VF MNH; most stamps from 1960s onwards appear NH; including: Gilbert &
Ellice (mint unless noted): #1-7 ($210), #14-25 ($105), #27-31 ($185), #J1-8 NH ($175), Kiribati #618-21 NH ($55),
Tuvalu #818-26 NH ($60), etc.; many great topicals and crisp, beautiful stamps! generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $3,200+
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
3376 m
Gold Coast and Ghana, Cancels Collection. In three stockbooks; extensive with duplication, includes
various better; over 1700 stamps, plus a 1990 cancel catalogue from the West Africa Study Circle, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3377 HH/H
Great Britain, Magnificent Machin Collection, 1967-92. Incredible Machin Specialized Collection on
self-prepared pages in 16 volumes (13 Elbe Standard binders with dustcases & 3 three-ring binders), plus 2 large
three-ring binders with the British Decimal Stamps Study Circle’s massive “Reference Catalogue of British Decimal
Stamps”; Machins, Have We Got Machins? You have to see this to believe it! This has singles, blocks, booklets panes,
booklets, plus some gutter pairs and many cylinder number blocks; the collection is written up in great detail, according
to the two-volume “Queen Elizabeth II Specialized Definitives Stamp Catalogue” published by the “Machin Collectors
Club; it includes (beginning with pre-decimal Machins through early 1990s, including Regionals): examples from the six
different early types of sheet perforator, as well as the three later perforators (Swedish Rotary, Kampf, and Grover), the
four major types of early coated papers (milky, bluish, original, phosphor) as well as uncoated, experimental, phosphor
and Advance coated, fluorescent coated (underprinting, overprinting, with- and without-phosphor), varnish-coated
(both over- and under-phosphor) and later (Bradbury) papers (normal/thin); PVA, gum Arabic and PVA-Dextrim gum,
color and shade varieties, 4mm phosphor band, two 9.5 phosphor bands and all-over phosphor, cylinder and
cylinder-head numbers, Types and constant plate/die varieties, the nine different Printing Presses (Halley, Jumelle,
Thrissel, Wood, Timson, Harrison’s, Chabon Enschedé, Waddington, House of Questa), the directional printings, the
150 and 250 dpi screenings, etc.; the booklets and booklet panes include the Prestige, Folder (Counter), Christmas,
Machine (Vending) and early Self-Adhesive Booklets; there are a number of the very good varieties/errors, such as
inverted directional printings, a missing color (!), miscut booklet panes, displaced/missing phosphor bands, ZnS
contaminated phosphor, green phosphor; we have kept this completely intact, at least 800-pages! Machins remain the
most popular modern collecting specialty among Britsh stamps; also included are SG Specialized Catalogues (Volume
3-4) and the 2-volume QEII Specialized Definitive Catalogue (by Machin Collectors Club), F.-V.F., this is one you can go
crazy over!
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3378 HH/H/m Great Britain, Collection, 1840-1982. Detailed and attractive collection which becomes increasingly
specialized with later Victorians and Edward VII, on homemade pages in 10 three-ring binders; from George V issues
onwards it becomes extremely specialized, including watermarks, printings, Dies, plates, colors and papers; with QEII it
includes phosphor, gum and paper varieities; also many gutter pairs; earlier material is mainly used, from 1890s-or-so
becomes mainly mint, some are MNH; includes some interesting stampless covers/fronts from 1835-1852, along with a
#1 on cover from December, 1840; Victorians have many plate numbers, alphabet and dike types; used includes: #1-4,
7, 14-16, 20-1, 26-8, 32-3, 37-42, 39d, 43 (Plates 8-9, 11-12), 43a, 44-5, 49-50, 54 (Plate 6-7), 55, 59, 61 (Plate 15-16,
1819), 66, 66a, 67 (six different Plates), 68. 70 (Plate 15-16), 82 (three different), 84 (two different), 87, 89, 96, 142, 173,
179; unused or mint includes: 33 (Plate 71) block-of-four, 58, 89 block-of-six, 90, 100-1, 111-22, 125-6, 127//38, 139,
143-5, 146-50, SG #219d-137e (chalky paper), 151//156B, 155a booklet pane, 159-72, 187190a, 210a-13a, 249-51;
Edward VII issues include examples of De La Rue and Somerset House printings; Die and engraving and watermark
variites on 1911-12 Downey Issue; Large, intermediate and small format examples of Mackennal GV issues (1934-6);
one album with Hagner stock sheets of hundreds of Wilding and Machins not entered, including booklets, booklet
panes, high-values, cylinder blocks and gutter pairs; also a volume with strong Regionals and postage dues mainly all
mint, many appear MNH, some in gutter pairs; there is also a strong volume of British Offices Abroad (with specialized
varieties and printings), mainly all mint (some appear NH), including Morocco #1-8, 12-9, 27-33, 34-45, 46-48, 55-7,
209-19; this is an exciting collection, with many difficult-to-locate special items and Stanley Gibbons-lsited varieites;
quality is generally very high with only sound stamps; this will really beef up your GB collection and take it to a higher
level! F.-V.F. 2017 Scott approximately $20,000+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3379 H/m
Great Britain, Valuable Unmounted Collection, 1840-1940s. Over 200 mostly different stamps identified
by Scott number and arranged on five manila stocksheets; loaded with high values with highlights includingused 1, 2,
2a, 4 (3 strips of 3 & a strip of 4), 5, 5a, 6, 7, 57 plate. 1, 74, 80-8794-95, 98-107, 123, 124, 174, 175, and mint 111-122,
127-138 + varieties, 159-172, 177-178, 183, J9-38, Offices in Morocco 49-66, 56a-57a, 230-234, and Offices in the
Turkish Empire 40-64; used Queen Victoria are typically poorly centered (or margined) and/or heavily canceled, but are
otherwise just about all sound. The mint, which is virtually all F-VF, has a Scott value of over $5,000; the used catalogs
more $25,000! Scott $30,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3380 H
Great Britain, Collection of Gerald King’s Lundy Fantasies, 1980. 2 volume complete collection: 950
stamps, 89 pieces of postal stationery and 69 covers. These show the same whimsical imagination that produced his
famous Alice in Wonderland stamps, a lovely collection no longer available and ideal for the Lundy collector looking for
something new and special, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3381 HH/H
Great Britain, Early Elizabethan Specialized Collection, 1952-92. On Lindner Hingeless specialized
pages and viso-grip stockpages in six black White Ace binders; first volume has singles mint (virtually all NH) from 1952
(#292) through 1982 apparently complete (one stamp appears used, #312, $35); includes perforation, watermark,
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shade, coils, tagging, phosphor, graphite varieties; a quick glance shows; #317-33 ($180), #353c-360a ($115), etc.,
also: #J39-44 ($320); #J45-54 ($550), #J55-67 ($80); includes the Regionals; this first volume must catalogues $25 00;
and, that is just the warmup; the next five volumes are “Machin-Mania”—-Machins to the right, Machins to the left,
Machins ahead—-with an astounding 220 complete booklet-panes and 235 complete booklets (including Wedgwoods
and other scarcer ones); forget catalogue values, there are many hundreds of pounds of face value in this Machin
Heaven, apparently complete through about around 1992; there is tons of retail online value here; there is also much
material for study and specialization in the Machins, F.-V.F. 2015 Scott approximately $10,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3382 HH/H
Great Britain, Wilding Specialized Collection, 1953-68. Major Specialized Exhibition Collection of Wilding
Issues on pages in two three-ring binders, all mint, many appear NH; the Exhibition is divided into ten parts; Part I (Tudor
Crown Watermarked Issues), Part II (St. Edward’s Crown Watermark Issues), Part III (Multiple Crown Watermark
Issues on Cream Paper), Part IV (Graphite Issues), Part V (Multiple Crown Watermark with Green Phosphor Bands
Issues), Part VI (Multiple Crown Watermark with blue Phosphor Bands on Cream Paper Issues), Part VII (Multiple
Crown Watermark Issues on Whiter Paper), Part VIII (The blue Phosphor on Whiter Paper Issues), Part IX (The Volet
Phosphor Issues), Part X (The High Value Issues); Needless to say, this must be examined; it includes mint single
stamps, coil join pairs, booklet panes, unexploded booklets; includes many scarce and highly desirable items, this
Exhibition Collection is being offered completely intact; many items retail over £100 each, F.-V.F., must examine! SG
£6,000+ ($7,380).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3383 )
Great Britain, Gerald King “Elizatoria” and Other Fantasies, 2000. Approximately 1100 re-imaginings of
early British stamps in the QEII era as well as a whole variety of “revenues” and the United States of BNA (UScvlassics
with Victoria heads), US bi-colors, 1869s, Columbians, etc., great fun, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3384 m
Great Britain, Used Accumulation, 1840-1980s. A real “mixed bag”, ranging from an attractive Fine 1840
2d blue and several other better Queen Victoria to an accumulation of a few hundred Queen Elizabeth II high values; in
addition to the Queen Elizabeth II accumulation, there are also groups of Queen Victoria and King Edward VII, with
heavy duplication, similarly organized on blank 5½" x 8½" pages. This one should be looked at carefully because,
among the many low-priced or off-quality stamps, there is plenty of useful, F-VF material to be found, especially in the
Queen Victoria issues. Scott $29,000 Owner’s.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3385 m
Great Britain, Penny Red Platings and Cancels. From plate 71 through 224, page after page of Pennies;
many hundreds here, with each plate number having a handful or several pages worth of examples; many different
cancels and shades to explore, PLUS a nearly complete sheet reconstructed (missing only HK, IL, NH and PL) of plate
20; PLUS a collection of A-K town cancels and 1-1099 numeral cancels (on multiple issues); a work of dedication and
perseverance (and really good eyesight!); a wealth of material to work with and build upon—even to exhibit, must see to
appreciate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3386 )
Great Britain, Early Stampless Scotland Cover Collection, 1702-1808. An award winning collection of
over sixty stampless covers, includes 1702 Bishop’s Mark, straight line red “Aberdeen”, 1759 “Perth” arc, 1766
“Fal/kirk”, 1764 “Dun/dee”, scarce 1768 brown straight line “Hauick”, 1792 “Jedburgh”, 1793 “Newtown/Douglas”, 1804
“Burnt/Island”, 1807 double circle “Leith Penny Post Un Paid”, some with contents, please examine, a bonanza for the
specialist, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3387 HH
Great Britain, Collection, 1989-2006. Crisp and post-office fresh collection of MNH singles from period,
appears complete, with regionals, specials, miniature sheets and all booklets (including Prestige Booklets); includes 18
(1989-2006) new complete BPO Annual Official Year Packs (these retail from $30-$50 each); includes varieties and
high-values! o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, massive retail value. Scott approximately $3,500. Estimate $350 - 500
3388 HH/H/m Great Britain & Channel Islands, Collection, 1840-1992. In a fairly new large Scott International blue
binder (with dustcase) on fresh and well filled Scott International pages with glassine interleaves, from #1 through 1992,
used until 1959, unused until 1964 (#437), and afterwards appear to be all mint never-hinged in black Showguard
mounts; better used items are in mounts, and include: #1, 4, 17, 21, 32, 39, 43, 49, 50, 54, 61-2, 67-8, 78-81, 96, 92//105,
114-22, 127-38, 139-41. etc; some of Alderney (first few sets); Guernsey complete mint never hinged through 1985,
with a number of sets through 1992; Isle of Man and Jersey, complete mint never-hinged through 1992; several dozen
used British Offices in back, also mint postage dues, some souvenir sheets and additional items, such as mint
never-hinged gutter blocks of high-value definitives (#773-75, 1445-8); like-new pages are included through 2005; this
is a carefully-selected, quality collection, suitable for expansion or retail sale; includes all the difficult early issues of
Channels Islands, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
www.kelleherauctions.com
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3389 HH/H
Great Britain & Channel Islands, Mint Collection, 1855-1985. Mounted in a Scott album, better mint has
58, 111-115, 117-119, 127-138, 144-145, 159-172 less 162, 179-181, 183, 222-234, 249-251A, 267-268, 286-289,
309-312, 317-333, J45-J54, plus Regional Issues, Channel Islands, with loads of face, fresh and clean lot, inspection
invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3390 HH/H/m Great Britain, Ireland & Channel Islands, Mint & Used Collection, 1870-2005. Nice collection presented
in six albums, Great Britain is mostly used to 1937, then mint up to 1989, with Regional issues, also a mint Ireland
collection from 1981-1994, and a three volume mint Guernsey & Jersey collection that appears complete, loads of
postage present, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3391 HH/H/m Grenada, Beautiful Specialized collection of George VI First Definitives Issue, 1938-50 (132-142b).
(Waterlow and De La Rue) with Early through Later Printings (on wet and dry paper) on three Stanley Gibbons Royal
blue Line pages with printed write-up in black Showguard mounts; 29 different items, some mint, some NH, three are
lightly used; includes Scott #142a VF mint ($500), Narrow format printed on damp paper, perf 12, F.-V.F., scarce and
desirable. 2016 SG 155/163e; £1,600 ($1,970).
Estimate $400 - 600
3392 HH/H/m Hong Kong, Mint and Used Collection, 1862-1979. Extensive collection in a homemade album., with a
good bit of later mint never hinged; strong earlies, George VI to $10 mint and used, 1948 Silver Wedding $10 mint, QEII
including the good definitive issues, better sheetlets etc., a nice collection F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3393 HHa
India, Panes, Part Sheets and Multiples. Two stockbooks filled with multiples of various size and
configuration from the dusk of the Raj; blocks range in size from four to 160; Scott 161A: four half-sheets
(top/bottom/left/right) of 160 each plus a block of 40 and another of 20; 162: seven panes of 20 (from sheet of 120),
gutter block of 12, and corner blocks (two each) of six and eight; 163: three panes of 20 (right half of sheet, top, middle
and bottom); 175: seven blocks of 32 and a block of 24; 176: half-sheet (right) of 160, top and bottom blocks of 80 each,
and block of 12; 177: bottom half-sheet of 160, bottom and top blocks of 40 (two each), top block of 80 and a block of six;
178: top half-sheet of 160, two right blocks of 80, two top blocks of 40 and a block of six; 179: top and bottom half-sheets
of 160, left marginal block of 12 and a bottom block of 8; PLUS Bahrain overprints: 38: blocks of 12, 18 and 20; 39: two
blocks of 25; 45: blocks of 20 and 30; 46: blocks of 6, 8 (two), 12 and 16; 47: blocks of 6, 14 and 30; and two blocks of 25
of each 48, 49 and 50, interesting items for plating or breaking. SG £20,000 ($24,600) (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3394 H/m
India, Collection, 1854-1946. Very respectable British Imperial India Collection on handmade pages in 2
three-ring binders; about half mint and half used; a number of individual stamps and sets catalogue $50-100 each and
more; some items are both mint and used; great to fill spaces, build upon or sell as individual stamps/sets online; if you
haven’t looked lately, India’s hot economy of the last decade has pushed up values of Empire stamps; there are also
several hundred Officials/Convention States, F.-V.F., useful with early strength!
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3395 H/m
India (With States) and Nepal, Collection With Much Mint. Housed in a Minkus binder, this is a solid
foundation on which to build your collection: India 1854-1982, Nepal 1881-1981; early India issues are mint and used,
with independent India almost entirely mint; includes Airmail, IEF and Service stamps, along with cancels; Indian
States: extensive selection, mint and used, impressively with nearly every State represented; Nepal: 4-9 used and a
solid range of 1881-1906 paper and perf varieties; near complete (as India), with nearly all post-1956 stamps mint,
Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3396 HH/H/m Indian Feudatory States, Specialized Collection, 1874-1950. Written up on about 150+ Exhibtion-size
pages in three binders; hundreds and hundreds of different stamps; many years of work and intense study; includes
paper, perforation, watermark, die and plate varieties as well as color, shade, overprint and surcharge varieties,
arranged by Stanley Gibbons specialized listings; there are also imperf pairs and double surcharges; about 60% mint
and 40% used, and all 36-different Feudatory States appear to be represented; there are a number of rarities, which will
no doubt have to be expertized; but, we can’t remember seeing such a select and choice collection of these stamps; with
India’s hot economy this kind of historical material is taking off; they are also extremely difficult to locate—-even $10 or
$20 items are virtually impossible to find at any price; if there was ever a collection that cried out for a real philatelist to
pick up and continue, this is it! F.-V.F., a must to examine!
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3397 HH/H/m Indian Feudatory States, Mint & Used Collection, 1881-1936. Over one hundred fifty stamps mounted on
album pages, better includes Cochin 14-21, Jaipur 24-35, Sirmoor 11-18, plus a page of 1881-1934 Nepal, excellent
break up value, please inquire, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $400 - 600
3398 )
Ireland, Airmail Covers, 1961-2010. 50 years of Irish (and worldwide) aviation history in eight two-inch
binders: First Flight Covers, flight anniversary covers, a couple covers noting the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull volcano eruption
that shut down European flights; chronologically mounted on heavy card stock; could form the basis of an exhibit; first
flight covers not just for flights to/from Ireland, but worldwide (e.g., Frankfurt to Beijing); almost no duplication., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3399 )
Ireland, Exhibit-Class Collection of Provincial (Mile Markers) Cancels. Wonderful two-volume collection
of Irish covers showing examples of provincial cancels: town names with miles to Dublin (the basis for the amount of
postage due); from Antrim to Wicklow, over 100 covers from the 1830-1860 period when these cancels were used;
additional marks (“Paid”, “More To Pay”, receiving marks, etc.) also abound; a lot any Irish/GB postal historian would
want to look at very closely; SG Collect British Postmarks catalogue (2013) values these at nearly £4000—$5000 in
today’s money., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3400 )
Ireland, Postal Stationery, Comprehensive Collection. Housed in nine two-inch binders, an impressive
collection of Ireland’s postal stationer. One binder each of envelopes, postal cards, and letter cards; 5 binders of
registered envelopes, and a binder containing both newspaper wrappers and airletters; envelopes run 1924-1983,
postal cards 1922-1978; registerd covers 1894-1990), newspaper wrappers 1870s-1980 and airletters 1945-1976;
stamped-to-order cards, postal card sent Limerick to Kobe (Japan) via Siberia, FDCs, stamp exhibition cancels noted; a
comprehensive (near complete?) collection; could serve as the basis for exhibits.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3401 HH/H
Ireland, Mint Collection, 1922-2011. From 1950 mainly mint never hinged almost complete collection
including. the better sets, sheetlets, sheets of 10, self-adhesives, tons of Euro face value, several extras, in 2 Edifil
albums and slipcases., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3402 m
Ireland, Used Dealer Stock, 1922-91. In stock book of Manila pages, containing a stock page of 1922
overprints, some 1938/1943 St. Patrick high values, high values from 1930’s-50’s sets including: 100, 119, 132 (9), 136
(5), 140 (9), 143 (8), 144 (9), 148, 150 (10), 152 (8), 154 (8), 156 (8), 162 (3), 166 (4), 168 (6), 172 (7) and 176 (3). High
cumulative Scott value, well worth the estimate. Usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3403 )
Ireland, Pre-Independence Postal Use, 1841-1924. Lovely study collection of QV-KGV issues used in
Ireland through 1924; cancels include duplex, town numerals and Maltese Cross varieties (many on Penny Red imperfs
and perfs); important for the postal historian: covers, postal stationery, dues noted; this would make a sound foundation
for further study., F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3404 H/m)
Ireland, Massive Guinness Brewery Picture Post Card Collection. Within a bulging binder contain over
150 picture post cards showing the brewery and operations along with wonderful advertising postal cards from all
different eras including 8 tin cards, coasters and other ephemera, a highlight of the collection is a signed half folded
sheet of Arthur Guinness from 1768, truly an incredible assemblage, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
3405 )
Ireland, International Exhibition, 1907. 35 pages of picture post cards (mostly used) with scenes
of/from/about the 1907 Exhibition in Dublin: Central Palace, Industries Building, “The Somali Village”, Royal Visit,
crowded transportation; lovely collection for the Ireland fan.
Estimate $500 - 750
3406 )
Ireland, FDC Collection, 1958 onwards. Impressive nine-volume collection of Irish FDCs; complete (?)
1958-1997, with a few additional covers through 2004; from mid-/late 1970s, Án Post cachets/envelopes while earlier
issues often have multiple cachets; note Harold Bird, Colorano SIlk, Hiberniaa, ICC Service and Staehle envelopes; mix
of addressed and unaddressed; all on heavy cardstock pages, each issue noted in full at the top; many subjects for the
topicalist; includes box of additional (mostly FDC) covers.
Estimate $500 - 750
3407 HH/H
Ireland, Collection, 1922-92. In deluxe Kabe album, first issues hinged, later are mostly never hinged
including some back-of-the-book, F.-V.F., a lovely collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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3408 HH/H
Ireland, Near Complete Collection, 1922-2009. In three Lighthouse hingeless albums (one with slipcase);
1922 overprints mint and n.h., spot checked later issues almost all n.h.; definitives, commemoratives, souvenir sheets
both regular and with show overprints, airmails, dues; largely complete from 1929; #117 n.h., Europa issues from 1960;
a lovely presentation, F.-V.F., ex Worcester.
Estimate $500 - 750
3409 H
Ireland, Study of Dollard Overprints, 1922. Exhibit pages for “The Plating/Positioning of the Dollard
Overpints” (Silver at 1995 ORAPEX), documenting and describing the varieties found in the 1922 Dollard overprints of
GB stamps for use in newly-independent Ireland; deep collection of overprint types, clichés, positions; over 700 copies
of the overprinted 1p KGV neatly mounted and described; low SCV of the stamp belies the value of the collection as a
whole, given its breadth and research., F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3410 H/)
Ireland, Propaganda Labels and Covers, 1907-72. From the heroic to the absurd: binder with propaganda
labels (mint, used and on cover) in the Irish cause; includes 1907-16 Sinn Fein Propaganda Labels (Whyte, Stamps of
Ireland, numbers L12, 12a and 13: blue and black cross rouletted and perfed, perfed mint and used!—and woman with
harp (large crown) mint (damaged)); 1971-72 IRA overprints of GB stamps (one marking the events of Bloody Sunday);
“One Flag - One Country - Free Ireland” labels, mint and used on cover; FDC for 1967 unofficial label marking the
centenary of the Fenian Rising; a “For God and Ulster” label, mint and tied on cover; and two pages of Principality of
Thomond “stamps”, without and with overprints (inverted on 1/2 p value); interesting material not often offered., F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3411 HH/H/m Jordan, Mint and Used Collection, 1920-85. Two well filled blank albums including better material like (mint
unless noted) 64-72, 113-121, B1-12, J17a (no gum), J24-29, RA1-12, including imperfs & souvenir sheets, etc.,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3412 HH/H
Leeward Islands, Mint Collection, 1907-94. Mounted in Scott albums and on Scott pages, with Anguilla,
Dominica 122-136, 142-156, Leeward Islands 46-57, 59, 103-115, 133-147, Montserrat 43-53, 54-74 less 71, 75-84,
92-103, 114-126, Saint Kitts Nevis 37-51, 79-90, 120-134, Saint Lucia 64-72, 95-106, dozens of Disney complete mint
sets, loads of souvenir sheets and long runs of complete mint sets, a bonanza for any British Commonwealth or topical
dealer, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3413 H/m
Malaya and Straits Settlements, Outstanding Collection, 1920s-1960. About 500 primarily mint stamps
arranged and identified by Scott number on seven manila stocksheets; virtually all are sets or higher values; Federated
States 38-48, Johore 76-85, J1-5, Kedah 3a-33a (2), 21-22, 48-54, 61-81º, Kelantan 13, 14-26, 28º, N. Sembilan 21-35,
Pahang 50-70º, Penang 29-43, Perak 69-83, 105-125, Selangor 45-73, 80-100, Trengganu 1-18, 20-38, J1-4, Straits
Settlements 202º, 149-167, 167a-c, 179-201, 217-234, 240a and Singapore 19a-20a; all clean and F-VF. A great lot.
Scott $5,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3414 HH
Malaysia, Nearly Complete Mint NH Collection, 1963-2014. In two albums and a stockbook; includes
souvenir sheets (1999 Golf sheet is absent), booklets, as well as regional material of the Malayan Federation, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3415 H/m
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, Primarily Used Collection, 1867-1948. Neatly mounted and identified by
Scott number on blank pages; highlights include (used unless noted) #2, 3, 8, 38, 39, 61, 68, 88 (toned), 103, 103 (mint),
104, 127 (mint, faded); generally F-VF. Scott $3,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3416 H/m
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, Mint and Used Collection, 1867-1945. Oldtime collection balance still in
the original auction folder as purchased in 1959! Better numbers include (mint unless marked “º” for used) #2, 3, 4º, 7-9º,
26º, 57º, 93-104, 143-144 and 168-171; few minor flaws, but generally F-VF. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $400 - 600
3417 H
Maldive Islands, Mint Collection, 1906-2009. Extremely extensive collection on Scott Specialty (and later
blank) pages in three green binders; this appears to be complete for the period except for 6 early stamps (before 1933);
this tropical nation of hundreds of islands and 26 coral atolls have many issues devoted to their diverse natural habitat:
fish, shells, flowers, orchids, plants, birds, cats, tropical fruit, butterflies, sailing ships, native handicrafts and arts,
dances, turtles, mushrooms and trees; from 1979 there are many beautiful and creative Disney characters’ stamps;
there are also sets and/or souvenir sheets dedicated to the most popular topical themes, such as: JFK, Churchill, Royal
Weddings and Anniversaries, QEII, Diana, Olympics, UN and UNESCO, World Cup, soccer and sports, space
achievements and exploration, inventors and scientists, air flights, paintings, dinosaurs, US Bicentennial, Beethoven,
Mozart, Verdi, Picasso, Rubens, Norman Rockwell, Captain Cook, Lindbergh, WW II, Einstein, Babe Ruth, Elvis,
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Marilyn, US Presidents, Reagan; this collection has great appeal with its dazzling stamps that are often difficult to locate
in complete sets/themes; These will sell like hot-cakes! F.-V.F. 2015 Scott $9,200+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3418 m
Mauritius, Classic Used Collection, 1848-1961. Exquisite, nearly complete collection through #269 (no
blue, sorry) on Scott album pages; note mint 7-8; used 5b, 9-11, 16a, 18, 19 (single and pair), 20-23, 33 with inverted
watermark…and it goes on from there; town number cancels (some identified, others to research); stamps generally
bright and clean, a lovely collection, which could be the start of a beautiful exhibit, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3419 HH
Nevis, Collection, 1980-1994 (100-885). The breakaway islands of Nevis and Redonda on Minkus pages
(British Caribbean Vol. 6 and 7) in red Minkus binder; complete from Independence MNH except for a dozen-or-so
stamps; all the key beautiful topics, including Royal Wedding and Anniversary Omnibus issues, Disney, Lady Diana,
Elvis, Olympics, railroads, trainms, classic sportcars, native birds, fish. animals and wildlife; Redonda is complete from
1979-1987 (Minkus #1-284); very hard to locate some of this issues, including souvenir sheets, overprints and even
several scarce imperforates! o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. 2017 Scott approximately $1,500+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3420 H
New Zealand, Excellent 20th Century Selection. About 125 mostly better stamps to about 1945, all
identified by Scott number an arranged on two manila stocksheets; highlights include (mint unless marked “º” for used)
#22-125 (½d toned), 130-139, 130e-137e (lightly toned), 136a-153c, 144-164, 182-183, 183º, 185-198, AR75-86,
AR93-94º, C1a, E1a, O33-37, O51º, O52-53, O56-57, O64a, O75, O77aº, O79aº; condition is virtually all clean and
F-VF. A marvelous lot. Scott $4,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3421 H/m
New Zealand, Collection, 1862-2000. Three Lighthouse albums very well filled, mint and used; much better
material, including better singles values and sets, Health sheets (n.h.); nice Service, Dues, Insurance, etc., F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3422 H/m
New Zealand & Dependencies, Collection, 1860-1977. Housed in a Scott album, mint Aitutaki includes
1-2, 3-9, 10-13, 17-18, 19-27, 28-33, 34-36, used New Zealand has 9, 15, mint with 70-83 except 80, 82-83 used, 84-86,
122-125, 130-139, 145-159, 165-170, 182-183, 185-198, 203-216, 244, semi-postals are mint complete B1-B100,
airmails complete, E1-E2, and Ross Dependency L1-L8, fresh and bright, a superior collection of this popular area,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3423 HH/H/m New Zealand & Dependencies, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1980. Presented in a Scott album, better
mint New Zealand has 70-83, 99B-101, 130-139, 145-159, 182-184, 203-216, 229-241, 288-301, C4, C6-C8, J22-J25,
O55-O56, Ross Dependency L5-L8, Aitutaki with 1-18, 19-27, 28-33, Cook Islands with 38, 61-66, 116-124, 131-140,
Niue with 18, 53-59, 73-75, 25-30, some minor foxing affecting a few stamps, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3424 HH/H
New Zealand Dependancies, Mint Collections, 1903-94. In two Scott Specialty albums, includes mint Niue
collection with airmails and officials, mint Penrhyn Island collection with #10-12, 25-30, 50-63, and mint Cook Islands,
all appear complete after 1950, Cook Islands with many sheets of six, an excellent collection of this popular area, o.g.,
mostly lightly hinged with some never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3425 H/m
Palestine, Revenues, 1928 Issue. Lovely, mounted, annotated collection on exhibition pages, beginning
with the set complete in mint blocks of 4, plus 2 rare De La Rue proofs, one an unadopted design on card (Bale R.P.1),
the second the adopted design without value on light cream colored paper (Bale R.P.2), we also note 6 selected for
interest examples on documents, etc., including mixed issue usages, etc. A fascinating specialized holding,
Bale R.13., F.-V.F., inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3426 H/m
Palestine, Specialized Collection of the 1927-42 Pictorial Issue. Parallel mint (mostly NH) and used
collection arranged according to paper type (thin/thick, vertically/horizontally ribbed or wove) and mounted on blank
pages; also includes varieties, coils, cancels (including a group of forged cancels) and several pages of duplicates; also
included are 85 copies of the 1918 1pi ultramarine, Scott #2, including a partial 1918 “Calendar” with 41 different dated
cancels. An exllot for a specialist. Scott $2,400 + Owner’s (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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3427 )
Palestine, Pictorial Issue Covers, 1920s-40s. More than 100 covers with a wide range of usages and
markings including foreign destinations (India, Canada, Romania, etc.), prison camps, censor markings, registered
mail, OHMS, used postal stationery, etc. An excellent lot for the specialist. (photo on web site). Estimate $350 - 500
3428 HH
Papua New Guinea, Fantastic Collection, 1952-95. Nearly complete for the period in a Lighthouse
hingeless album, including all the key sets, plus Specimen overprints, 1995 emergency overprint set specialized etc.
etc., a very lovely collection F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3429 H/m
Rhodesia, Semi-Specialized Selection, 1901-17. About 60 nearly all different, primarily Double Heads (16,
mostly used) and Admirals (44), arranged on two manila stocksheets and identified by Scott number; highlights include
(mint unless marked “º” for used) #72º, 76-81, 101dº, 102cº, 104cº, 105aº, 106, 106a, 106cº, 107bº, 108aº, 125a, 130a,
133 (NH), 133a, 133bº, 134 var. (SG 236b)º, 135º, 136a, 137; virtually all cafv, the with o.g. A great lot. Scott $3,200
(photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3430 H/m
Sierra Leone, Nearly Complete Mint and Used Collection, 1861-1935. In mainly wonderful fresh
condition, includes so many of the scarce issues like 1861: 6d in shades, 1872 set to 1sh, 1876/96 including. bisected
1d on piece, 1897 mint to pound (specimen), Edward VII to pound mint, George V to pound mint, 1932 set to pound mint
etc., on album pages., o.g., lightly hinged, a great collection F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3431 )
Singapore, Covers. Beautiful lot of about 175 covers from Singapore to Ireland, all sent by a military in active
service (military air cover). Fantastic lot with very many first day cancellations., Very high value! F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3432 H/m/)
South Africa & States, Specialist Collection. Impressive, display-quality collection housed in a
Sectional Imperial Album; all items annotated with articles and photocopies throughout; overprints identified, many in
pairs or blocks; inverted overprints found! riches abound here: OFS 3, 8, 10 (shades); 13a (4), 13b, 13c (inverted
overprints); 24a, 25a, 27a (doubled overprints), plus additional o/p varieties not listed in Scott; Postal Fiscals, Postcard
Stamps, Telegraph Stamps, Orange River Colony overprints (with varieties); Transvaal 1-3 mint, 105 used, 135 mint,
165b mint, block of 9 £1 Zegelregt stamps mint, Soldiers Mail mint, Pass Law Stamps, Dues, New Republic stamp mint
(30.8.86); South Africa 1 mint and used (both white and blued papers), C1-4 mint, SP1-2 FDC, 1936 JIPEX cover,
really lovely registered illustrated FDC 35-38 (English-Afrikaans language pairs), an exceptional collection tracing
South Africa’s colonial history, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3433 H/m
South Africa & States, Collection, 1853-1940. Well filled, mostly used collection on Scott album pages;
contains Cape of Good Hope (including various triangles), Natal, Orange Free State, and many pairs of South Africa.,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3434 H
South African States: Orange Free State, Specialized Collection, 1896-1908. Mint singles and multiples
identified by Gibbons number nearly written up on album pages; value in blocks of various sizes of the 1900 Surcharges
including several varieties, also King Edward VII Issue including 4p “IOSTAGE” variety (Scott 72a) in a strip of three,
mostly F-VF with a good bit of NH (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3435 )
South Africa, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1950-2015. Approximately 500 covers, in
9 small Lighthouse cover albums, starting with a few forerunners from the early 1950’s, a few signed by Commanding
officers or expedition crews, most covers canceled with Gough Island or SANAP postmarks. South Africa has
continually operated a station since 1956 as part of South African National Antarctic programme (SANAP) on Gough
island through a lease from Tristan da Cunha, to contribute to a multi-nation mission to advance research in the areas of
Marine Biology, Meteorology and general scientific advancement. This area has become quite popular over the years
spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F., an interesting collection of one of the few countries that
have permanent settlements in Antarctica. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3436 HH
South Georgia, Collection, 1986-2013 (106-497). 27-years of this popular and small Antarctic colony, looks
complete and all MNH, some in showguard mounts, other in new-issue glassines as received, sparkling, fresh and
beautiful; also Falkland Islands Dependencies #1L1-10, 1L38-100, 1LB1 appear MNH on Scott Specialty pages! o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. 2017 Scott $1,600+.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3437 HH/H
South West Africa, Collection, 1923-85. Well filled in Davo album, collection contains various bi-lingual
pairs and sets both mint and used, including postage dues and officials and more, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3438 HH
Tonga, Butterfly Issue, 2012 (275-286). Complete set of twelve values in sheets of twenty containing over
1,800 sets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $97,500+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3439 HH
Tonga, Democracy Sheet (1177). Fresh lot of approximately 1,200 sheetlets of 6, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott approximately $36,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3440 HH
Tonga, Butterfly Sheet, 2012 (287). Group of approximately five hundred sheetlets of twelve, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott approximately $27,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3441 HH
Tonga, Titanic Issue, 2012 (288-289). Group of approximately 500 of each of the sheetlet and souvenir
sheet, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000 approximately.
Estimate $400 - 600
3442 HH
Tonga, Titanic Issue, 2012 (1178-1179). 100th Anniversary of the Sinking of the Titanic, sheetlet and
souvenir sheet (approximately 500 each), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000 approximately.
Estimate $400 - 600
3443 m
Trinidad, Lovely Used Collection, 1851-94. Six homemade album pages with early, mostly used (2, 13, 15,
17 noted mint); four full margins on imperfs (3 & 4 cut close), but overall excellent condition; 15-18, 39-42, 46, 48 with
shades, 50, 50a, 52-3 with shades, 56, 68-73, Dues, 67 used on cover, 53a (2) and 50 used on cover, pair 50 on cover
(with auxilliary markings and handstamps); three 2p Registered letters, 1 mint, two used with pair 69; ½p green and 1p
red wrappers, each mint and used, must see, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $600 - 800
3444 HH/H/m Turks & Caicos, Mint and Used Collection, 1867-1950. Well filled collection on album pages; includes
(mint hinged unles noted (Gibbons no’s) 1 (used), 3 (used), 4, 50 (used), 61, 67, 70-72, 70-72 (used), 101-109 (mint and
used, 110-112, 115-126, 129-139, 154-161-186, 194-205 (2/- missing), 209, 221-233 (n.h.), etc., F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Area Collections
3445 HH/H
British Africa, Mint Collection, 1860-1975. Presented in three Scott albums, with mint Ascension 10-20,
52-53, Basutoland 1-10, Bechuanaland Protectorate 69-74, Botswana 19-32, British East Africa 71, British Indian
Ocean Territory 1-15, East Africa & Uganda Protectorates, Egypt 50-59, 114, 148-149, Gambia 20-27, 132-143, Gold
Coast 98-107, Great Britain Offices in Middle East 14-15, Eritrea 14-26, Somalia 10-20, Tripolitania 14-26, Kenya,
Uganda & Tanzania 120-135, Lesotho 105-111, Malawi 95-109, Mauritius 251-65, Nigeria 1-9, 49, Northern Rhodesia
49, Nysaland Protectorate 38-46, Rhodesia & Nyasaland 158-171, St. Helena 33-39, Seychelles 157-171, Sierra
Leone 195-207, South Africa, Sudan 9-15, Swaziland 10-19, Tanganyika, Tanzania 35-49, Transvaal, Tristan da
Cunha 1-12, 14-27, Uganda 97-110, Zanzibar 1-11, 38-52, includes many long runs of mint sets, some scattered foxing
on pages affecting a few stamps, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3446 H/m
British Africa, Mint and Used Collection. Including Bechuanaland, British East Africa, British Somaliland,
Cape of Good Hope, Griqualand West, Northern Rhodesia, Stellaland, Zanzibar and Zululand; presented on
homemade album pages; Bechuanaland and Zanzibar through QEII, others classic period; Bechuanaland: overprints
on CGH stamps, GRVI and QEII mint and used; British East Africa: 1895 overprint series, 54-63 used plus 56, 57, 64
mint; British Somaliland: selection of 1903 QV and KEVIII overprints mint and used; Cape of Good Hope: nicely
detailed presentation of triangles: 1f, 2a, 2b; 1855-58 varieties of 1p red, including 3b used, plus reprints and forgeries;
4b plus second die; 5, 5a, 5c; 7; rich in shades and surcharges; town cancels and a few cut squares; Stellaland: 6 used,
N2 mint; Griqualand West: selection of black and red overprints and Postal-Fiscals; Northern Rhodesia: selection of
1929-60 issues; Zanzibar: SG Z50 (2), Z53, Z54, Z104; cancel types; 1895 overprints including 4a, 6a, 7a with
varieties, 14, Gwalior officially used in Zanzibar; Zululand: selection of early issues, must see—a great lesson in history
and geography, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3447 HH/H/m British America, Mint & Used Collection, 1870-1975. Housed in four Scott albums, includes mint Antigua
41, 84-95, Bahamas 33-36, 116-129, Barbados 140-151, Bermuda 18-25, 31-39, British Antarctic Territory 1-15, 25-38,
British Guiana 205-209, British Honduras 115-126, Cayman Islands 100-111, 122-134, Dominica 97-110, Falkland
Islands 77-80, 99-100, 107-120, 128-142, Grenada 132-142, Guyana 1-6, 7-19, Jamaica 61-79, 75-87, Leeward
Islands 103-114, Montserrat 92-103, Newfoundland 61-74, 78-85, 104-114, St. Kitts-Nevis 145-160, St. Lucia 182-195,
St. Vincent 141-151, South Georgia 1-16, 17-30, Trinidad & Tobago 72-83, Turks & Caicos 78-89, 105-117, Virgin
Islands 102-113, 144-158, light scattered foxing not affecting stamps, a fresh clean collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3448 H/m
British and French Territories in America, Old Time Collection. In old large Yvert album with a mint and
used collection, including Guadeloupe, French Guyane, British Honduras, St. Pierre et Miquelon, St. Vincent, etc.,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3449 H/m
British Asia, Mostly Mint Collection, 1870-1977. Residing in four Scott albums, mint includes but not
limited to Abu Dhabi 1-11, 56-67, Aden 36-45, Bahrain 38-51, 256, Burma 70-84, Ceylon 142, Hong Kong 147-150,
178-179, India 254-271, Iraq C22-C26, Jordan 306-318, Kuwait 462-472B, Maldive Islands 1-6, Malaya Johore
158-168, Kedah 95-105, Kelantan 72-82, Negri Sembilan 2-4, Pahang 11-13, Penang 45-55, Perlis 7-27, Oman 16-24,
Muscat & Oman 110-121, Qatar 1-15, 146-159, Singapore 62-69, Straits Settlements, UAE 13-24, a terrific lot of fresh
clean material with many mint complete sets, some scattered foxing of pages that does not affect the stamps, please
review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3450 H/m/)
British Commonwealth, Spectacular Collection of Mainly Complete Sets and Better Singles.
Hundreds of primarily mint sets and singles from a wide range of Colonies, with strength in King George V & King
George VI issues, all arranged on manila stocksheets and identified by Scott number in six 3-ring binders; nearly every
page has highlights worth noting but we’ll just mention those that catalog at least $100, so get out your catalog and
prepare to be amazed: (mint unless marked “º” for used) Aitutaki 1-36, Antigua 31-76, Ascension 1-21, 40a/49a (10
different.); Bahamas 33-36, 49-89 (65-69 used), 158-162, MR1-4; Bahrain 1-14 (2r & 3r used), Barbados 70-89, 84a,
86a, 89a, 97-101, 102-150, 139a, 152-179 + 166a-175a; Barbuda 1-11, Basutoland 67a, 69a, 71a-b, Bechuanaland
89-104 + 92a-93a, 179b, AR1 (formerly 81), Bermuda 28-69, 94-97, 95bº, 96a, 126a (2, one used); British Guiana
152-156,157a, 158c, 159a, 160-170, 171, 171A-201, 217-222; Brunei 1-38, 14b-37a; Burma O1-11 (toned), Cape of
Good Hope-Mafeking (used) 162, 164, 167, 169, 171, 172, 173 (2), 174, 175 (2); Cayman Islands 32-44, 44a, 47, 94-96,
150-163; Ceylon 200-213, 213a, 214º; 225-244, 279a, Cook Islands 80-83, Cyprus 61-71º, 134-135, 226a; Dominica
25-63, 83-85; Egypt 50-74 (72-74 NH), 78-91, 148-149, 166-167, 223-224, B6a-b, C1-25, O17-20; Falkland Islands
41-48; Gambia 20-27, 70-86 (5s NH), 87-96, 113-124, 117a; German East Africa N109-120, Gilbert & Ellice Islands 1-7,
14-25, 27-31; Gold Coast, 78a, 80, 83-94, 94a, 106-107; Grenada 68-78, 136aº; Hong Kong 66º (2, one First Day
cancel),128; India 76º (telegraph cancel), M1-22, O74, India-Gwalior O46-51, O74, India-Nabha 87-90, O25-26;
India-Soruth 30-37; Ionian Is. 1-3, Iraq O13-25, Ireland 12-14, 23-35 + 26b, 37, 44-58, 77-79, 87a; Jamaica 61-70,
75-100, 265 footnote; Jordan 145-184, B1-12; Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika 54a, 55-59, 76a, 79bº, 83a, 85a, J1-6;
Kuwait C1-4, Leeward Islands 1-8, 46-60, 75a-76aº, 115a; Maldive Islands 1-6, Malta 14, 17-18, 61º, 64, 66-73, 77-85,
92º, 93, 98-166, 114a, 122a, 177-183; Mauritius 152-199, Mesopotamia N28-41, Mexico 754-58 & C103-107, 774-776
& C123-125 (NH), Montserrat 31A-74, 78-84 (2s6d & 5s used); Nauru 1-16, 1b-4d, 4c, 16; Nepal 60-83 (NH); New
Guinea 1-13 including 7a-b, C14-27, O12-22; New Hebrides (Br.) 7-25, 31 (NH), J1-5; Niger Coast Protectorate 1-6,
Nigeria 1-32 + 12a, 18a-32a, 40-52; North Borneo 91-102, 124-149, 148b, 152-157º, 185-192, B14-28, B31-45, B44a,
J32-49; Nyasaland Protectorate 12-23, 24º (revenue cancel), 25-37; Palestine 37-47; Papua New Guinea 19-26,
41-93, J6 (a bit toned as usual), O1-12; Penrhyn Islands 10-34’ St. Helena 50-55, 61-77, 108-110; St. Kitts-Nevis 1-21,
37-51; St. Lucia 76-89, St. Vincent 90-131, Samoa 163a, 216-219 (NH); Sarawak 94-108, Seychelles 63-73, 74-89,
91-114; Sierra Leone 122-137, 149-152; Solomon Islands 1-18, 28-41º; Somaliland Protectorate 51-76, So. Rhodesia
1-14 + shades, 27-30; South Africa C1-4 (NH), O10-11, O28; South West Africa 3-10, 12a, 13, 15b, 24a,b-27a,b, 85-93,
95, 96-105, J5-7, O4; Sudan 17-27, 51-59, Togo 66-91; Tonga 63-69, Trinidad & Tobago 10-11, 12-20, 21-33º; Turks &
Caicos 1-9, 13-22; Victoria B1-4º (crease B4), Virgin Islands 21-28, 38-66; Zanzibar 120-123, 141-155 (3cº) and
Zululand 12-23 (£1 small ink mark on face); also included are about 60 covers, mainly 1920s-’40s including FDCs, First
Flights and unusual usages. And finally, unlike a lot of high catalog “balance” lots, this one is virtually all F-VF
throughout. A marvelous lot of a type that is rarely offered intact. Scott $90,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
3451 H/m
British Commonwealth, Impressive Collection, 1850-1968. In midst of Scott International collection in 7
blue binders; several thousands of worldwide stamps, but great focus and value on British Commonwealth mint issues
from late King George V, George VI and Early Elizabethan issues through about 1968; many, many complete definitive
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sets from George VI and Early Elizabeth, including high-values; these are the hardest to locate and are often missed;
from late-1930s through late-1960s very extensive; dozens and dozens of $30, $50 and $75 sets; there are also
hundreds of covers, some commercial, all carried through the mail;s (“back-in-the-day” when FDCs really went through
the mail!); nice quality, fresh and crisp; highlights include (mint unless noted): Volume I: Hundreds and hundreds of US
twentieth century mint, including Kansas-Nebraskas ($475), #C1-6 ($350); Aden #1-12 ($300); Ascension #23-32
($160), #40-9 ($205); Australia #O1-2 used ($125), #M1-7 ($210); Bahamas #100-13 ($125); Bahrain #20-37 ($705);
Basutoland #1-10 ($355); Bechuanaland #105-16 ($555), Bermuda #123-8 ($230); Volume II: Burma #O15-27 ($250);
Brunei #43-61 ($275); Canada #241-5 ($155), #E3-6 ($170); Cyprus #143-55 ($120); Volume III: Falkland #84-96
($430); Fiji #117-31B ($200); Gilbert & Ellice #J1-8 ($110); Great Britain from late-1930s thru 1968 largely complete
mint, including phosphors, non-phosphors and graphite varieites; British Offices Abroad virtually complete mint for
1940s and 1950s; Volume IV: Hong Kong #154-66A ($800); Ireland extremely intensive from 1934 onwards; Kuwait
#45-7 ($250); Leeward Islands #103-15 ($150); Nauru #17-30 ($290); Volume V: Newfoundland #212-25 ($140),
#C6-11 ($260); New Guinea #31-45 ($300); #C28-43 ($310), #C44-5 used ($710), #C46-59 ($650+), O23-35 ($345);
New Hebrides #50-61 ($365), #J6-10 ($125); very extensive New Zealand including back-of-the-book, with #B1-8
($300), #C1-5 ($165), #O61-71 ($180); Nigeria #38-49 appear NH ($400); very extensive North Borneo, with #193-207
($710), #202-22 m/u ($135); Northern Rhodesia #25-45 ($170); very extensive Nyasaland; Palestine #63-84 ($190);
Pakistan #1-19 ($135); Papua New Guinea #94-109! ($630), #J6 used ($775); Pircairn, Qatar and Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, St. Helena, St. Kitts & Nevis and St. Lucia extensive; Volume VI: St. Vincent extensive through 1968;
Sarawak #109-34 ($370), #135-54 ($370), etc.; Seychelles #125-48 ($370); Somaliland Protectorate #84-107 ($140);
Sierra Leone extensive; South Georgia #1-16 ($115), South-West Africa #108-20 bi-lingual pairs ($245), #B1-11
bi-linguals ($250), extensive with many covers and many bi-lingual pairs; strong Malaya and Straits Settlements States;
Singapore #1-20 ($140); Sudan #63-78 ($175), #O10-24 ($140); Swaziland #10-19 ($200); Tonga #38-52 ($290), etc.
through 1968; Trinidad & Tobago #J1-8 ($295), strong through 1968 along with Turks & Caicos; Volume VII: South
Africa #16 1923-CDS (BLOEMFON)TEIN ($1600), extensive bi-lingual pairs and nioce items, with #31 (#300), #43
($140), #J22-9 ($180); Virgin Islands #76-87 and through 1968; Zanzibar #201-13 and others through 1968; BC
Omnibus issues: George VI Coronation (189-differfent), Peace (149-different), UPU Centenary (309-different), West
Indies University (28-different), QEII Coronation (106-stamps), 1958 Caribbean Federation, 1963 Freedom from
Hunger (77-stamps), 1963 Red Cross Centenary (108-different), Shakespeare Centenary, 1965 ICY (107-different),
1966 Royal Visit, 1966 World Cup (68-different), 1966 WHO (58-different), 1966-7 UNESCO (110-different); This is well
worth a look; Seems like they went straight from the new-issue service into the albums! George VI anmd early
Elizabethan remaions solid, and many of the Pacific Colonials are reaching new heights! F.-V.F. 2017 Scott
approximately $25,000+.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3452 m
British Commonwealth, Classic Collection, 1840-1940. Housed in three Scott Specialty binders, this is a
celebration of philately’s first century through the issues of Britain and her Empire, starting with (what else?) a Penny
Black and 2p blue; over two pages of perfed Penny Reds in plate number order, 74 (2), 124, 139-41, Seahorses from all
four printings (173-74, 173a, 179-81, 222-24), a perfectly centered lightly canceled 209, plus Dues, Officials, Offices
and more!
The quality never sets as you cross Britannia’s holdings around the globe; some highlights include Australia 1-11 (with
later Roos hopping in as well, including #58), Official overprints and perfins, and Dues; Bangkok “B” overprints on
Straits Settlements issues; nice early Barbados; British Guiana Cotton Reels; Canada 4 and 4a, Jubilee Issue short
set (lacking 63 and 65), a really lovely Bluenose, and Airs, Special Delivery, Registration, Dues and War Tax issues;
Cape of Good Hope triangles; strong early Ceylon (including 1st and 2nd issue Chalon heads); Grenada 1-2; India 2,
2a, 4-6, near complete KEVIII and KGV runs, with Airs, Military Stamps, CEF and IEF overprints, Officials—and States
galore; Ireland 1922 overprints identified by type; Newfoundland 1; Nova Scotia 2 and 3; Victoria and Western
Australia both from #1, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
This collection was clearly a work of love and dedication, built with an eye to old-world European standards of quality and
cancelations; created entirely by hand on quadrilled Scott pages, blank spaces are left for those missing stamps—making this your
perfect British Empire album to fill in.

3453 HH
British Commonwealth, Collection, 1949-87. Tremendous high-quality collection on manilla stock-pages
in eight large three ring-binders and two smaller Elbe stockbooks; all appear to be largely complete for period of
1969-74 or 1969-84 (a set here or there may be missing), with many countries extending to later 1980s; includes
virtually all paper, perforation, color, shade,tagging and watermark varieites, some of which are very scarce and not
listed in Scott, also with many booklets and souvenir sheets; these earlier Elizabethan definitives were overlooked by
many collectors, especially the varieties; includes (all apparently MNH), Volume I: Canal Zone 1962-77, UN 1969-83
(#192//398), plus Geneva and Vienna Offices, Aitutaki 1972-81 (#53//81), Anguilla 1968-70 (#17//118), Antigua
www.kelleherauctions.com
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1969-70 (#213//66a) with later definitves, Ascension 1968-73; Volume II: extensive Australia 1973-87 (#546//1086),
Bahamas 1969-73 (#288//355a), Barbados 1969-70 (#312//52a), Barbuda 1969 (#12//91), Bermuda 1968-73
(#226//311), British Antarctic Territory 1969-75 (#20//59), British Honduras 1969//73 (#226-311), with Belize and Cayes
of Belize, British Indian Ocean Territory 1969-74 (#34//62), British Solomon Islands 1969-81, Brunei 1969-83
(#102b//293a); Volume III: Canada 1969-84 (#460a//1029) with many booklets, tagging varieties, Cayman Islands
1969-74, Ceylon 1969-70, Christmas Islands 1969-84 (#34//160), Cocos Island 1969-84 (#8//118); Volume IV: Cook
Islands 1969-73 (#248//368a) with overprint and phosphor varieties, Cyprus 1975-6, Dominica 1969-70 (#242//300a),
Falkland Islands 1969-74 (#180//240), Fiji 1969-84 (#260//499), Gibraltar 1969-74 (#219//315), Gilbert & Ellice 1969-78
(#154//252), Kiribati 1969-84, Tuvalu 1982; Volume V: Great Britain 1969-84 (#595//1070) extremely extensive and
specialized with booklets, tagging, varieties, Alderney #1-15, Guernsey 1969-4 (#8//464), Isle of Man 1973-84
(#12//259/J8), Jersey 1969-84 (#7//345), Grenada #1968-71 (#280//947); stunning Hong Kong 1969-84 (#249//422),
India 1970-71; Volume VI: Ireland 1969-73 (#268//337), Jamaica 1969-1970s (#274//386), Malta 1969-71 (#397//427),
Mauritiius 1969-1970s (from #339) with many varieites, Montserrat 1969-77 (#212//305a), Nauru 1969-84 (#88//299),
New Hebrides 1969-79 (#132//279), Vanuatu 1980-2, extensive New Zealand 1969-85 (#415//846), Niue 1967-77
(#116-213), Noefolk Island 1969-84 (#122//343); Volume VII: Pakistan 1970-1, Papua New Guinea 1969-84
(#280//603), Oenrhym 1973, Pitcairn Island 1969-83 (#97//230), Rhodesia 1969-78 (#266//413), early Zimbabwe, St.
Helena 1969-73 (#224//82), St. Kitts/Nevis/Antigua 1969-77, St. Lucia 1969-74 (#241//366a), St. Vincent 1969-76
(#264//444), Samoa 1969-84 (#304//619), Seychelles 1969-72 (#252//308), South Georgia 1971-77 (#17//34) with
many scarcer varieties, South West Africa 1970-82 (#329//502), Malaysia 1977-81, Singapore 1969-70 (#99//115a)
with #106a ($600), Tokelau 1969-88 (#16//150), Tonga 1969-72 (#232//301); Volume VIII: Trinidad & Tobago 1969-77
(#144//195a) with scarce paper and perf varieties such as #100a ($165), Tristan da Cunha 1969-73 (#124//84a), Turks
& Caicos 1969-77 (#181//292a) with scarce Gibbons-listed varieites, South Africa 1969-84 (#351//641), Virgin Islands
1969-74 (#198//277a); plus complete, with booklets and souvenir sheets: 1972 Silver Wedding Omnibus, 1973
Princess Anne Wedding Omnibus, 1974 UPU Ominibus, 1974 Churchill Memorial Omnibus, 1978 QEII Coronation
Anniversary Omnibus; Volumes IX-X Small Stockbooks: Ascension 1968-73 (#118//76), 1968-69 issues from Anguilla
through South Africa; this collection is being offered completely intact! F.-V.F., sparkling brighht & post office fresh.
2017 Scott approximately $20,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3454 H
British Commonwealth, Mint Collection, 1940-60. Hundreds arranged in stockbook; contains very many
better sets like (Gibbons no’s): Ascension 14-20, Bahamas 178-193, Basutoland 18-28, Bechuanaland 118-128,
143-153, British Honduras 179-190, Canada 341-351, Ceylon 386-397, Dominica 99-109, Fiji 280-295, Gambia
150-161, Gibraltar 121-131, Grenada 153-163, Jamaica 121-133a, South West Africa 74-85 in pairs, etc., F.-V.F., a
lovely lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3455 HH
British Commonwealth, Extensive Mint Dealer Stock. Mostly from the mid to late 20th century, housed in
glassines usually identified by Scott number, Great Britain with quantities of gutter strips, gutter traffic lights, souvenir
sheets, singles, sets etc., 2 binders of better early period QEII sets and Silver Wedding Omnibus issues, Channel
Islands, Fiji, Hong Kong, Singapore, British Antarctic Territory, Australia, Ascension, Falklands etc., extensive
Singapore blocks, souvenir sheets etc., plus the balance in another box containing more Great Britain and
Commonwealth again mostly in glassine envelopes, lots of catalog value contained in this lot which inspection is highly
recommended, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3456 )
British Commonwealth, Covers, 19th and 20th Century. Display case of covers from the British Empire,
all on window cards and sorted; QV to QEII: FDCs, postal stationery, Penny Reds, cancels noted; Australasia, Canada,
Caribbean, India, Ireland, Africa—even a few Tin Can Mail covers spotted. Well worth a look., F.-V.F. Scott $8,600+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3457 H/m
British Commonwealth, Selection from Safety Deposit Box, 19th & 20th Century. From an interesting
and eclectic collector, highlights include Australia used £2 ‘Kangaroo, Canada, embossed Natal first issues, India,
Indian States, includes back of the book, revenues, varieties, etc., overall a useful group, please examine, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3458 H/m
British Commonwealth, Wide-Ranging Collection. Excellent collection spanning the globe (with a bit of
Britain thrown in as well); from Aden to Zanzibar, it’s here: 1922 Irish overprints, O(HM)S perfins on Australia, Canada,
Papua and Victoria; 1988-89 GB Presentation Packs, extensive Fiji 1872-1986, mint SWA bilingual overprint pairs, nice
Natal (on Scott pages), New Zealand on lovely French album pages, a couple Kangaroos, highly complete (mostly mint)
Channel Islands album through 1983; much lovely material—and the binders and blank album pages have years left in
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them as well, much fun to be had with this collection, for both the stamps and to see the way the world was, Ex-Milton
Zucker Collection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3459 m
British Commonwealth, Advanced Collectors Assortment, 1860-1945. Over (100) items, each
hand-selected for placement in an advanced collectors collection, but alas where already residing within that collectionso are available here, a few highlights includes Australia 43, Ceylon 185b, Cyprus 69, Gibraltar 46, Hong Kong 80,
Federated Malay States 14, New Zealand 12, Rhodesia 128 and more, excellent break up value, some mixed condition,
please review, F.-V.F. SG £3,700 ($4,550).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3460 H
British Commonwealth, Collection, 1858-1984. Housed in five albums, includes British Solomon Islands
1922-84, Ghana 1957-80, Mauritius 1858-1982, Nauru 1916-84, Nevis through 1983 and Pitcairn Islands 1940-84;
British Solomon Islands note 1-7. 8-18, gutter pairs and dues; Ghana complete (lacking a few souvenir sheets), 1973
Interpol issue imperfs; Mauritius 7-8, 20-21 mint, all wih four magnificent margins, 24 inverted overprint, 47c, 87c-88c
(both signed Stanley Gibbons); Nauru near complete with 1977 Flowers issue noted printed with new plates, early
issues MH, most MNH; Nevis 5-7, 9-10, 14, 14a, 14b, 19-20, 22-25—lovely earlies; Pitcairn Islands a mix of MH and
MNH.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3461 H/m
British Commonwealth, Colorful Collection of Mint and Used. On various pages all bound in a “Ne Plus
Ultra” album; from Ascension to the Virgin Islands, this is a pretty collection of world now gone; Caribbean particularly
strong: Bahamas 7, 10, MR4; St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Turks & Caicos—lots of island hopping to keep you warm this
winter; nice Newfoundland and Irish overprints by all three printers, including on 2/6, 5/ and 10/ Seahorses, a lovely
collection—must see.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3462 HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Wide-Ranging Collection, 1850-2005. In various stages of development, mint
and/or used, with strength in British Africa, Asia and Oceania on different types of pages in 12-volumes; including: 1)
Great Britain 1955-2011 mainly used on hand-made pages in vinyl page-protectors, some commercial covers,
booklets, focus is on many hundreds of different Machins in singles, varieties, multiples, much specialty material; also
Regionals and Channel Islands 1970s and 1980s many mint NH, with GB used from 1980s to early twenty-first century;
2) Bulging British Oceania stuffed with stamps mainly on Minkus pages, most used, including: Aitutaki, Cook Islands
(with hundreds of stamps, many postally used from 1960s through early-1990s), Christmas Island (about two dozen
used), Gilbert and Ellice, Kiribati, Seychelles, Tuvalu; 3) Oceania #2 with Nauru, New Guinea, Niue, Papua New Guinea
(many hundreds different mint and/or used), Tonga and Western Samoa; 4) Australia & States on hand-made and
printed pages, with about 20 Kangeroos and the rest states, virtually all used, strength in South Australia, Tasmania and
Victoria; 5) British Asia- two dozen or so stamps on Minkus pages in black binder; 6) Crete-Egypt couple dozen used
scattered in white binder on Minkus pages; 7) British Heligoland, more than 130 singles, mainly mint, some used, on
dealer-style 5x7 stockpages in black binder; 8) India #1, 1850 through early 2000s, thousands of stamps, mainly used,
some mint blocks and couple better covers, on self-printed pages through about 2005 in large three-ring binder; 9) India
#2, Convention and Feudatory States, many hundreds of Native States, mainly used, fairly specialized on self-printed
descriptive pages in large three-ring binder, some covers, nice Alwar, Bhopal, Charkhari, Cochin, Hyderabad, Indore,
Jaipur, Jind, Kishangarh, Las Bela, Morvi, Orchha, Rajasthan, Sirmoor, Travancore; 10) Afghanistan, a hundred or so
different, mint and/or used, on self-printed pages through 2005 in three-ring binder; 11) British Africa, many hundreds,
mint and/or used, strength in British East Africa, South Africa and South-West Africa, with bi-lingual pairs and
back-of-book, on Minkus or selfprinted pages in three-ring binder, also includes Crete, Epirus, Jordan, Nepal, Syria; 12)
British Middle East and Africa better items, mainly sets, most mint, many MNH, some nice used, choice material, with 18
Northern Nigeria Specimens, early Nigeria complete booklets (!), on 21 Lindner-T pages in Schaubek springback
binder, massive retail value; There’s a lot here to digest, with much philatelic joy and delight; many spaces will be filled
with much that will fly off E-Bay in on-line sale, F.-V.F., incredible value and variety!
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3463 HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1980. Housed in two Minkus albums, mint BNA
includes Antigua 107-121, Bahamas 65-69, Barbados 235-247, Bermuda 133-134, British Antarctic Territory 24, British
Honduras 167-178, Cayman Islands 135-149, Newfoundland 115-126, British Africa with Basutoland 39-40, British
Indian Ocean Territories 1-15, British Oceania with Solomon Islands J1-J8, Gilbert & Ellice Islands 33-36, lots of
complete mint sets available, a few condition issues but mostly, F.-V.F., ex Worcester.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3464 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Nifty Lot of Mint & Used, 1870-2005. Filling two large carton, with full a sheet of
Bahamas 163, India mint C1-C6, mint Seychelles 1-14, Trinidad 57, three volumes of mint & used Canada, Natal 94-97
with revenue cancels, mint Northern Rhodesia 14, 16, Southern Rhodesia 81-94, stockbook of used Australia, mint &
used stockbook of Great Britain, and much more, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3465 )
British Commonwealth, Classic Postal Stationery Covers. Wonderful collection of 211 postal stationery
items in three albums; large majority used, including extra frankings, destinations, wonderful cancellations; many
scarce and rare items present, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3466 H/m/)
British Commonwealth, Collection, 1840-2000. A large carton of mostly mint Great Britain and British
Commonwealth stamps and souvenir sheets, group of mint NH Qatar with 61-68, 128-133, 140-145, 166-171, 178-183,
Ireland 196-197, 204-205, Malaya Kelentan 84-90, Hong Kong year sets from the 1980s to the 1990s, Great Britain
292-308, a fresh clean lot, perfect to break down for internet sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
3467 H/m
British Commonwealth, Collection. Starting with the grandmother of all #1’s: a nice three-margined Penny
Black with a full red Maltese Cross cancel opens this collection, which runs through decimal Machins; stockbooks,
albums and pages replete with Victoria through Elizabeth; many Penny Reds and 2p Blues, imperf and perf, some
plated, some not; duplication throughout, making this an excellent source for shades, varieties and swappable material;
some Channel Islands material, Offices include MEF and Morocco, with pretty much full coverage of the Empire and
Commonwealth, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
3468 H/m
British Commonwealth, Accumulation of Better Singles. Filled with hundreds of stamps in glassines or
black dealer approval cards and many on old auction cards filled with great sets and singles including these highlights:
Australia 4 strip of 3 with APS certificate, 57 mint with Specimen overprint, O13 mint corner block of 4 with APS
certificate, Bahamas 11d o.g., 33-36, MR1-14, Bermuda 127a (5 with specimen punch cancels), 128 (4 with specimen
punch cancels), British Antarctic Territory 1-15, 24, British Guiana 111, 117-22 used, 185, 187, British Honduras
115-26, Gambia 70-85, Gold Coast 115-27 used, Hong Kong 168-73 (2), India - Patiala States 115 Gutter block of 8,
Palestine Scott 19 var. Bale 29 (5 used copies).South Africa 45d mint gutter block of 8 with APS certificate, plus many
more interesting items, so be sure to add this lot to your viewing list, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
3469 HH
British Commonwealth, Mint Collection, 1960-90. Housed in (28) small Lighthouse stockbooks,some
better mint sets includes British Antarctic Territories 1-15, 16-19, 24, Falkland Islands 158-161, 166-179, Papua New
Guinea 209-220, Pitcairn Islands 1-8 blocks of four, Tristan da Cunha 71-84, all stamp bright & clean, please review,
what was examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., ex Worcester.
Estimate $500 - 750
3470 H/m
British Commonwealth, Collection, 1858-1983. In five various albums and two stockbooks; Great Britain
in SG hingeless album, from Penny Red to Machins and everything in between (Europas, Castles, Seahorses); Ghana
1957-75 mint, including imperfs, appears complete (spot check most n.h.); one book each for Queen Mother’s 80th
Birthday and Queen Elizabeth II Silver Anniversary issues; Australia 1913-71, New Zealand 1873-1971, both mix of
mint and used (some mounted); album of train topicals; strength is mid-20th century, but nice material throughout,
F.-V.F., ex Worcester.
Estimate $500 - 750
3471 HH
British Commonwealth, New Issues Group, 1984-89. From Great Britain, Australia, Canada, New
Zealand, and some additional countries for certain periods (Brunei, Christmas Island, Cocos Island, Isle of Man, Jersey,
Rhodeia, South Africa, Southwest Africa, Tokelau Island); also with Great Britain & Canada early 19080s; Canada
includes booklets, varieites, etc.,as issued; still in glassines from new-issue service, F.-V.F., post office fresh. 2017
Scott approximately $1,500.
Estimate $200 - 300
3472 HH
British Commonwealth, Omnibus Issue Collection, 1972-82. Mostly on White Ace pages, each issues in
different album and appear complete, consisting of 1972 Silver Wedding, 1973 Princess Anne’s Wedding, 1974
Churchill, 1977 Silver Jubilee, 1980 Queen Mother Elizabeth’s 80th Birthday, 1981 Royal Wedding, 1982 Princess
Diana, plus three cookie tin’s packed with supplementary blocks, booklets, gutter blocks, etcetera, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3473 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Omnibus Collections, 1953-1970. In a large carton, includes 1953 Coronation
issue, five albums of The Royal Tour with issues in blocks of four, U.S., folio of “Cornerstones of American Liberty”, 1940
Heroes of Peace", and a Civil War discharge document, some wonderful material present, please preview, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3474 HH/H
British Pacific, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1979. Residing in two Scott albums, includes mint Australia
19-35, 178-179, C1-C5, British Solomon Islands 67-79, 89-105, Brunei 14b-37a, 62-75, Christmas Island, Cocos
Islands 1-6, Fiji, Gilbert & Ellice Islands 8-11, 40-51, Labuan 99A-109, Nauru 1-12, New Guinea 18-30, C1-C13,
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C14-C27, New Hebrides, Norfolk Island 13-18, 126-140, North Borneo 136-147, 185-192, Papua 34-40, 50-57, Pitcairn
Islands 1-8, 11-12, Sabah 1-16, Samoa, Sarawak 94-108, 180-194, Tonga 73-81, some scattered foxing affecting few if
any stamps, with many premium stamps present, inspection encouraged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3475 )
British Pacific, Choice Collection, 1970s-90s. Many hundreds of Official unaddressed FDCs from British
Pacific Islands and British Antarctic area (Australian Antarctic Territory, British Antarctic Territory, Christmas Island,
Cocos Islands, Niue, Norfolk Island, Ross Dependency, South Georgia, Tokelau Islands) in three packed-full
Showguard cover albums; most are different, but there is some useful duplication in the Antarctic area from early 1990s;
includes souvenir sheets, special issues and Pacific Chinese New Year issues; each of these areas has a popular
following and havbe had responsible new issue policies; many missed these issues when they came out; catalogue
value is very large and retail is $5-10 (and more) per item on numerous! Very Fine, check this one out!
Estimate $300 - 400
3476 H
British West Indies, Group of Oldtime Collections, 1852-1955. Small balance collections of Antigua,
Barbados, St. Vincent & Virgin Islands nearly intact in the four original auction folders in which they were purchased
circa 1959; best items include (mint unless marked “º” for used) Antigua 15 (no gum), 42-63; Barbados 17º, 21a,
102-112; St. Vincent 18º, 32º; and Virgin Islands 49-66; condition is a little mixed but generally F-VF. Scott $3,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

Europe and Colonies
Country Collections
3477 HH/H/m Andorra (French and Spanish), Collection, 1891-1995. Neat and clean Collection on Minkus Specialty
pages (also includes Monaco) in blue Minkus blinder, pages through 1986 plus 10 Hagner pages with newer issues to
about 1995; strength is in Andorra, which is 90% or so complete mint, more recent appear NH, with separate pages for
some difficult-to-find used examples; French Andorra is very strong, including (mint unless noted): #1-18 ($350),
#23//63A ($500), #41 used ($50), #C1 ($90), #C2-4 ($170), #J1//8 ($50), #J16-20 ($40), etc.; a solid area that’s well
worth a look! generally F.-V.F. 1990 Scott $1,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3478 H/m
Andorra (French), Collection, 1931-99. On nice Davo pages, mostly mint, many in mounts, some later
appear NH, in a Davo “Andorre” binder; more than first meets the eye! #1-22 ($1,300), #C3-5 ($170), #J18 ($120), plus
many others; at least a hundred other stamps! pages for both French (p. 50) and Spanish (p. 28) through 1997; most
stamps are French, but some Spanish; also includes some booklets in 1990s; several of the Special Postal Sheets
issued in numbered limited edition, such as International Year of the Child (1979) and Europa (1981 and others); many
collectors overlooked this tiny co-principality nestled in the Pyrenees; check the retail on some of these items—-double
Scott, and sometimes more! F.-V.F., a beautiful, hidden diamond in the rough!
Estimate $600 - 800
3479 m/)
Austria, Cancellation Study, 19th Century. Well over 1500 items including covers and stationery, partially
organized in various segments, some on auction/purchase pages from 30-40 years ago, includes better towns,
thimbles, special cancels and many used in various places within the Austrian empire, First issues through Franz Josef,
a real holding that needs to be carefully studied. Huge retail/catalog potential, Viewing is interesting and enlightening,
one-of-a-kind, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
3480 H/m/)
Austria, Nearly Complete Mostly Mint Collection, 1850-1919. Beautifully presented, mostly clean
Austrian collection (including back-of-the-book: Airmail, Semi-Postal, Dues, Newspaper & Newspaper Tax, Special
Handling and Military issues) through 1919: Austria proper, Lombardy-Venetia, Occupation of Italy, Montenegro,
Romania, Serbia; Offices in Crete, Turkish Empire; Hungary 1871-1918; Bosnia & Herzegovina 1879-1918; Austria
Revenues: used as postage, Telegraph, Convention Money values, Stock Transfer, Tax; Hungary Revenues &
Telegraphs; Bosnia & Herzegovina Revenues…PLUS labels, “Franz Joseph on Stamps” (providing many duplicates of
items in above country collections), and 20+ pages of “Duplicates” arranged by country and type—all housed in a Scott
Specialty Series Austria album; could be a treasure trove for varieties. Also included are loose heavy stock pages with
even more fiscals (with duplication), postal stationery and a couple letters mailed from Crete and Jerusalem. NOTED:
Austria 1b on piece with clear full “WIEN 20/10/11F” cancelation, 3-5 used (5 canceled Trieste), 6b mint; Offices in
Turkey 42a; Lombardy-Venetia mint 8, 10a, 11a, 12, PR1; reprints not included in estimate., generally F.-V.F. and
sound, visually stunning—must see! (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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3481 H/m
Austria, Wonderful Mainly Used Collection, 1850-1974. Partly specialised collection, overall in very good
condition, including cancellations, duplicates, stamps on piece; most value in the Classic period including all the key
stamps, interesting 9kr perforated (private perforation?), powerful Lombardo-Veneto, Newspapers, Telegraphs,
Fieldpost and Occupation, very good Levant, interesting covers, some reprints (valued accordingly) in stockbook;
catalog value around €40,000, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3482 m
Austria, Mercury Newspaper Collection, 1867-1880. Over 5000 stamps, incredible hoard of the issue and
includes still on Newspaper bands, multiples, cancels, shades and papers, varieties of every sort to be found. a true
virginal holding that would be the basis for a study and/or exhibit, has to be seen to be believed as it is almost
incomprehensible, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3483 H/m
Austria, Collection, 1850-2011. A decent intermediate collection, strongest before 1970, organized neatly
in glassine envelopes prior to 1961 and hinged to Scott International pages after 1961, containing over 3,750 different
stamps, starting with early Monarchy issues, WWI, WWII issues, post war recovery, semi-postals and airmails and
some decent offices in Turkey., generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $6,400+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $400 - 600
3484 H/m
Austria & Switzerland, Collection, 1850-1987. More than 4,000 stamps mounted in a Scott album, Austria
used 110a-127, 145-153, B132-B137, mint B50-B56, B57-B65, B77-B80, along with airmails, postage dues, military
stamps, newspaper stamps, special handlings, occupations, Offices, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Switzerland has used
24-25, 36-40, 52-58, 181-185, 243-246, B10-B11, B12-B14, B15-B17, B18-B20, plus airmails, postage dues, Officials,
franchise, great lot for the money, a clean and fresh group, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3485 H/m
Austrian Post Offices Abroad, Specialized Accumulation. Containing hundreds of stamps on loose
album pages, containing offices in Crete, Levant and Turkey, with a specialized section of hundreds of different cancels
including Albania, Alexandria, Adrianopel, Mersina, Samsun, Trebisonda, Smyrna, Tripoli, Beirut, etc. Condition and
centering are mixed. This is a perfect lot for the classic cancel specialist or for a person interesting in starting a cancel
study., Ex-Milton Zucker Collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3486 HH/H/m Belgium, Collection, 1850-1957. Well filled, mostly mint hinged and used collection in 3 binders. Collection
contains better stamps like #121 (used), 171 (mint & used), 221, B34-46 (used) (Red Cross without 10fr), B105, B106,
B113, B114-122, B123-124, B125-131 (used), B178a (n.h.), B179 (used), 179a (NH), B466A-B, B466c-h, B482a,
B498-502, B605a (n.h.), etc., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3487 H
Belgium and Luxembourg, Collection, with Extras. Albums, pages and cards; nice first and second series
Leopolds and cancels, with used running through 1986, with too many precancels to count; Belgian and independent
Congo/Zaire mint and used, mounted on Scott album pages—an extensive collection to build on; nice 1888 Boma
(Congo) cover to France with transit marks; Luxembourg runs 1852-1930, with 1-2 used, souvenir sheets,
Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues and Officials, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $400 - 600
3488 )
Belgium, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1957-2007. Approximately 100 covers, in a
small Lighthouse cover album containing Belgium expositions to Antarctic to promote general scientific advancement.
Antarctica has become quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
3489 H
Belgian Colonies, Collection, 1896-1955. Nicely filled album pages in folder, mostly mint Belgian
Congo/Ruanda and Ruanda Urundi; nice lot, very high catalog value, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3490 )
Belgian Congo, 5c & 10c Postal View Cards, 1912 (Stibbe 42-43). 144 used cards, the 10c comprises a
complete set of all 72 views (plus a duplicate of view no. 5), the 5c is missing only view no. 34;; most are used to Belgium,
though there are several other European destinations, as well as a few U.S.A. and a couple of intra-African; includes a
tremendous range of postmarks (including at least three Military usages) with a good number being uprated with
adhesives; just about all F-VF. A tremndous accomplishment., ex Maulding.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3491 HH/H/m Czechoslovakia, Mint and Used Collection, 1919-92. Well filled, partly double, collection on blank album
pages, Collection contains mint 288-292 Souvenir sheet (n.h. & used), 434a (n.h.), 556 (n.h. & used), 719 (perf & imperf,
both n.h. & used), 1134a (n.h. & used), 2042 imperf (m.h. & used), C1-6 (signed), etc., F.-V.F., a nice collection, with
high catalog value (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3492 m
Czechoslovakia, Largely Complete Used Collection, 1918-79. Housed in a Minkus album, with stamps
mounted (not hinged); includes Bohemia and Moravia (most mint/MNH), Eastern Silesia (mint), Slovakia 1939-44
MNH; plus a file folder of homemade pages with used Czechoslovakia—good to fill in holes or to swap, Ex-Milton
Zucker Collection.
Estimate $300 - 400
3493 H
Czechoslovakia, Beautiful Collection, 1918-70. Housed in three Lindner hingeless albums plus a sheaf of
Lighthouse hingeless pages; loose pages cover 1918-39, albums cover 1945-1970; pre-1939 has some empty spaces
(but not many), while post-1945 appears complete, with much material spot-checking MNH (almost without fail
post-’45); a colorful collection of some of Europe’s prettiest engraved stamps—plus a bonus Safe hingeless album of
1970-75 DDR MNH.
Estimate $300 - 400
3494 H/m
Denmark, Local Post Collection, 1870-90. Collection of 242, mostly canceled local stamps in album,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3495 HH
Faroe Islands, Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1940-2014 (7-617). Complete collection from independence
(1975) through 2014, apparently all NH on White Ace Historical Albums pages (pages through 2005) in one binder;
stamps from 2003-2014 are unmounted in glassines from new issue service, all VF MNH; also includes VF #5 mint
($300); this is a choice collection that also includes a number of complete sheets, souvenir sheets, booklets and booklet
panes as well as some Christmas Seals in sheets; here’s a way to pick up this popular Scandinavian area all in one fell
swoop! F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $2,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
3496 H/m
Finland, Mint and Used Collection, 1856-1979. Well filled Behrens album containing nice classic part
including 32 serpentines, and further many better sets, some booklets etc., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3497 H
France, Powerful Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1935. Many hundreds neatly arranged according to
Yvert in a large stockbook; loaded with good stamps, especially in the 20th century, including (all mint) #126 (2), 131
(NH), 183 (NH block of 4), 262 (NH), B11 (2, one NH), B9 and B28-30 (NH); the back-of-the-book is equally impressive,
including J67 (NH block of 4) and a section of more than 300 different Parcel Posts (1892-1960), with such high
values as Q13, Q17, Q65 & Q149 (NH); the 19th century is also quite imposing at first glance, with plenty of high catalog
stamps and lots of varieties and cancellation interest, but there are a good number of hidden flaws; for instance, the
collection starts with three lovely 4-margin #1s, but all are rebacked and/or have their margins added; this is the most
extreme example, but, while there are plenty of nice, F-VF stamps (all numbers mentioned above are sound), there are
lots of little problems to watch for. Nonetheless, overall, a valuable lot and one worth spending some time to view. Scott
$100,000 Owner’s well over (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3498 HH/H/m France, Collection, 1849-1993. In Scott International blue binder on Scott International pages with glassine
interleaves, from #3 through 1993 (#2361), mainly used until 1956, and from then (#786) appears to be complete all
mint never-hinged in black Showguard mounts through 1993 (#2361); empty like-new pages continue through 2004;
low-to-moderate-value early issues are attractive and in great used condition; tremendous value in three-and-a-half
decades of complete mint never-hinged, including back-of-the-book, which is fabulous for expansion, filling in empty
years or retail sale, such as topicals or year-sets, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3499 H/m
France, Outstanding 20th Century Collection. About 400 stamps, primarily pre-1940 complete sets,
identified by Scott number and arranged on nine stocksheets; $100-and-up highlights include (mint unless marked “º”
for used) 119a (NH), 138-154, 197º, 226bº, 236, 241a-b, 246º (small thin), 254º, 254A, 329, B11, B12-19º, B27, B38,
B39-41, C1-2, C6bº, C8-14º, C15º, C17ºJ58-68; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. A great starter collection.
Scott $8,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3500 HH/H
France, Mint Collection, 1943-2001. A stunning collection housed in four volumes, with better mint
477-495, 524-547, 548-552, 553-556, 700-705, 711-715, B249-B254, B258-B263, B267-B272, B285-B290,
B294-B299, C18-C21, C22, C23-C27, C29-C32, then almost complete to 2005 with a few missing, a unaltered lot with
terrific break down value, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3501 HH/H
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1870-1985. Housed in a Scott album, mint has 185-196, 197, 198-201,
258-262, 263, 294, 296-297, 302, 304, 315-320, 348, 700-705, B11, B20-B23, B27, B34, B38, B39-B41, B42-B43,
B66-B67, C22, C23-C27, C29-C32, C34-C36, postage dues, officials, then Offices in China 42-44, in Crete 13-15,
Cavalle 1-8, with loads of complete mint sets, some minor foxing affecting a few stamps, a tasty morsel, please inspect,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
www.kelleherauctions.com
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3502 H/m
France, Collection Mint & Used, 1849-2009. Housed in a Scott Specialty album, with many hundreds of
mint and used stamps, includes material such as mint B83, B97-B100, B101-B102, B104-B107, B117-B128,
B147-B148, B153-B157, B359-B364, used 37, C23-C27, C34-C36, also includes postage dues, a clean collection with
some mixed condition in the 19th century material, a nice lot to build upon, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3503 H
France, Specialised Collection of the Sower (Semeuse) Issues. Two albums, including dated corner
blocks, proofs, precancels, types etc., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3504 H/m
France, Collection, 1853-1973. In KaBe album, moderately complete to mid 1920’s, high level of completion
after that to 1973. Highlights include used: Ceres and Napoleon issues, numerals, 109-32 and mint: 329 souvenir sheet
(stamps are never hinged), 700-5, B285-90 and B294-99, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a nice lot to fill in your French
Collection, containing many or to break down for individual retail sale. Scott approximately $4,000 (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3505 m
France, Collection of Used Advertising Labels. Five Scott quadrilled pages of used advertising etiquettes
from 1920s and ‘30s French booklets; labels plus 146, 167, 168, 174, 178, 245, 260, 267, 271 and 276; most singles, but
a several top-bottom pairs included; noted a couple Algerian issues as well; a fun lot—find out what the French were up
to (or being told to buy) in the inter-war period.
Estimate $300 - 400
3506 H/m
France and Offices Abroad, Collection, 1849-2007. A decent intermediate collection, hinged to Scott
International, plus duplicates and stamps without spaces in the International album neatly organized in #1 glassine
envelopes, containing over 4,500 different stamps, plus some minor duplication, a few misidentified classics, but the
vast majority is correctly identified, well represented throughout, generally F.-V.F. Scott $30,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3507 HH/H/m France & Colonies, Collection, 1890-1990. Presented in four Scott albums in a large box, a Scott
Independent Africa album has Cameroun 358-372,C38-C40, Central African Republic C1-C3, Chad C2-C6, Dahomey
C33-C37, Malgasy Republic C61-C66, Mali C2-C4, a volume of France contains B157a, B249-B254, French Polynesia
199-202, Laos 25-26, C13, New Caledonia 276-294, St. Pierre & Miquelon 324-342, Somali Coast 248-266, 287-292,
C15-C17, Tunisia C15-C16, with many mint complete sets, a fresh & clean collection ready to be broken down, don’t
miss out!! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3508 HH/H/m French Area, Collection, 1880-1980. Interesting French Africa and Asia collection in five binders, mint
and/or used, many in mounts, some MNH, on hand-printed pages with Scott Specialty and/or Minkus pages worked in,
includes: 1) couple Annam & Tonkin, and about two dozen French Indo-China; 2) picking up strength with Tahiti, a
couple of French Congo, some better Guadeloupe, several dozen Martinique, and decent French Southern & Antarctic
into early 1960s; 3) 7 Lindner-T hingeless pages from mid-century French Asia and Middle East, with higher-value sets
and items, up $100 and more per set, most appear MNH, with strong mainly postally used earlier Siam (Thailand),
followed by mint Algeria, Lebanon, Tunisia and French Polynesia (also a page of better values from 1950s-early 1960s
Iran, apparently MNH), followed by Ivory Coast into mid-1960s, extensive Somali Coast (Djibouti), Reunion, many
hundreds of Madagascar and Malagasy (including one-page Cancellation Study!) into 1980s plus several manilla stock
pages with newer issues; 4) Laos collection, looks to be almost complete for stamp issues, many mint and used, many
in mounts, with some duplication through about 1968 and into 1970s, with duplicate collection of early mint stamps,
finally five manilla stock pages with a number of sets MNH up to five of each, from 1950s onwards; 5) Vietnam largely
complete (many mint and used), some in mounts, through about 1968 with some later; somewhat scattered, but some
real power, especially in retail catalogue value, F.-V.F., vive L’Empire!
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3509 H/m
France & Colonies, Collection. The name says it all: everything you could ask for, with all areas of the
Empire included; mint, used, cancels, France used abroad (from as far afield as Mexico and Japan); 1859 French
Colonies stamps 1-6 used plus 1 mint appearing; Offices in China, etc.; selection of France from 1941, with Airs, Dues,
Newspaper and Occupation stamps; album pages, stock pages—nearly a foot of material to hunt through, much to
discover in this lot—hours of fun ensured, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $600 - 800
3510 m
France & Colonies, Accumulation of Better Singles. Filled with hundreds of stamps in glassines or black
dealer approval cards and many on old auction cards filled with great sets and singles including these highlights: 1962
Telstar Omnibus set, 1966 D-1 Satellite in Orbit Omnibus set, Alaouites J1-5, France 22 double specimen o.g. with APS
certificate, 300 o.g. corner margin block, C5-6, French Southern and Antarctic Territory 2-7, C1-2 (4), C4 (2), C5 (2), C6,
C7, C10a, C12 (2), Lebanon C35, plus many more interesting items, so be sure to add this lot to your viewing list,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3511 H/m
French Colonies, Mint and Used Collection, 1860s to 1940s. Small stockbook containing several
hundred stamps, with some duplication, from Diégo Suarez, Nossi Bé, Réunion, French Offices in Alexandria & Port
Said and a few Ste. Marie de Madagascar with nearly half of the value in the Réunion, 1885-1947; no rarities but a good
number of stamps in the $25-$75 range and lots of nice varieties; condition is a little mixed but generally F-VF. Yvert
€10,000 ($10,500) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3512 HH
French Colonies, Modern Topical Sheet Group. Extensive stock of modern souvenir sheets or sheetlets
comprising Burkina Faso Scott 1090 150 Franc Princess Diana Souvenir Sheet (approximately 500), 1126 425 Franc
Princess Diana Sheetlet of 9 (approximately 500); Guinea 1998 Princess Diana “Princesse des coeurs” four different
Sheetlets of 9, 100 Francs, 200 Francs, 250 Francs denominations and one Souvenir Sheet 1,500 Francs
(approximately 500 of each), 1998 Rabbit Souvenir Sheet of 3 (approximately 500); Repobikan’l Madagasikara Marilyn
Monroe 1999 souvenir sheet sets of 8 different, each with 1750 FMG denomination (approximately 250 of each); Niger
1998 Word Wildlife Fund Souvenir Sheet of 4 each with central Socked-on-the-Nose cancel (approximately 500), 1999
Sailing Sheet Scott 2012 (approximately 1,000), Events of the 20th Century 4 Sheetlets of 9 and 2 Souvenir Sheets of
one (approximately 500 each); total approximately 10,000 Sheets, o.g., never hinged (some sheets cancelled to order,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3513 H/m
French Colonies, Collection, 1885-1968. Housed in two Scott Specialty French Africa albums plus a sheaf
of loose Scott pages covering the rest of France’s colonies; mint and used throughout, Reunion #4 used, Tunisia #1, 2, 4
used (4 with a SOTN 1888 cancel), mint 5 and 26; a very well developed collection crossing the entire Empire and all
time periods; regular issues, airs, dues, semi-postals, parcel post, tax stamps to be found; Africa, Indochina, India and
French Indian Ocean Territories, Wallis & Futuna and the Islands…all are well represented here with a high degree of
completion; a solid collection on which to build, F.-V.F., must see to appreciate, ex Worcester. Estimate $500 - 750
3514 H
French Africa, Mostly Mint Collection, 1880-1970. Housed in three Scott albums in a box, better mint with
Afars & Issas 392-399, C62-C65, Algeria B1-B13, B14-B26, Anjouan 1-19, Cameroons 122, B7-B9, Chad 139-142,
C2-C6, Comoro Islands C1-C3, Congo 591-592 perf & imperf, 736-744, Congo Republic 208-213, Dahomey
C20-C23, French Congo 18-34, French Equatorial Africa C37, CB1, French Guinea 1-17, B4-B7, French Sudan
3-19, French West Africa C11-C14, Gabon 33-48, C74, C90, Ivory Coast B3-B7, J1-J9, Libya Fezzan 2N1-2N11,
Madagascar B3-B7, Morocco 26-37, CB1-CB10, plus loads of French Offices with Port Said 56-69, a comprehensive
collection with many complete sets, there is some foxing that may affect a few stamps and some moisture issues, but
this is far and away an outstanding lot for break up, inspection urged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3515 H
French Asia, Mostly Mint Collection, 1880-1960. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in
three Scott albums, with mint including Alaouites 1-15, C1b-C4, Alexandretta 1-12, 13-17, Cambodia C1-C9, French
Guiana C18-C20, French India 191-209, C14-C16, French Polynesia C17-C19, C37, C83-C87, C88, C107-C111,
French Southern & Antarctic Territories 16-19, 23-24, C1-C2, C7, C8, C11, Indo China, Inini B1-B5, Laos, Latakia 1-22
less 5, C1-C11, J1-J2, Lebanon 1-14, 18-21, 114-134, 203-209, Martinique C10-C12, J15-J25, New Caledonia 66-80,
182-207, New Herbrides 1-5, 6-10, Saint Pierre & Miquelon 121-131, C15-C17, C21-C22, Syria 133-136, 166-169, Viet
Nam 30-35, Wallis & Fortuna C19, there are some foxing on album pages that affects a few stamps, and moisture
issues on a few others, but generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3516 H
French Colonies: French Guinea and Guinea, Collection, 1892-2003. On Scott Specialty pages and later
blank pages in two bulging green binders, extremely extensive from the classic era through modern; collection begins
with French Guinea colonials, which is complete except for a handful, most mint, a few scattered extra used examples;
modern-era of independence is virtually complete for the period, including perforates, imperforates, souvenir sheets,
gold and silver foil and other specialized material; Guinea was a pioneer in issuing beautiful, high-quality topical
material beginning with the natural wildlife of the country, sports, Olympics, World Cup, space, JFK, fish, butterflies,
birds, cats, dogs, insects, reptiles, mushrooms, astronomers, inventors, railways, paintings, Christian themes, QE II
and Diana; in the 1990s it expanded to several very popular themes like: WWII, films, dinosaurs, important historical
anniversaries, Prince William, Spiderman, Frank Sinatra, Marilyn, Elvis, Beatles, Tiger Woods, Cal Ripken, Jr.,
“Shoeless” Joe Jackson, Reagan, Einstein, Jackie O, Pope John Paul, Mother Theresa, James Bond, Mantle and
Maris, Babe Ruth, Muhammed Ali, Gone With the Wind, Taylor and Burton, chess masters, musicians, artists, painters;
after the Scott-listed items, there are hundreds of all different stamps and souvenir sheets that are not listed or priced in
Scott, but there is obviously a lot of value in these attractive and highly popular areas; some are shown in the
photographs, F.-V.F. 2012 Scott $9,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3517 H
French Colonies: French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Collection, 1955-95. Mostly complete on
Scott Specialty and Minkus pages, containing better items sets and souvenir sheets including: 2-7, 16-19, 16-19, 20-21,
23-24, 25-28, 30, 31, 32, 33-36, 37-44, 46-51, 52-53, 58-63, C1-2, C3, C4-5, C6, C7, C8, C11, C12, C13-14, C16a, C17,
C18, C19-23, C25a, C26-27, C29-32 and C35a, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3518 H/m
French Colonies: Madagascar, Mint and Used Collection, 1889-1942. Nearly complete for the period,
plus some duplication (many mint & used), neatly arranged in a stockbook; highlights include uunm #3, 4-5 (signed
Roumet), 6 (mint - A. Brun & used - Roumet), 14-22 (2-4 of each, many both mint & used), 25, 26 (signed Bernichon,
creases), 47 (MNH block of 3), 48a*, 216*, etc.; condition is somewhat mixed, but generally Fine. Yvert €10,000
Owner’s ($10,500) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3519 HH
French Colonies: Senegal, Modern Topical Souvenir Sheet Group. Stock of three modern issues
comprising Scott numbers 1346 De Tomaso Automobiles Souvenir Sheet (2,500), 1350 Elvis Sheetlet of 9
(approximately 2,500), 1414 Cezanne Sheetlet of 9 (approximately 500), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $50,000+.
Estimate $500 - 750
3520 H/)
Georgia, Collection, 1919-2000. A collection of scarce material in one volume, includes eight picture
postcards, mostly of Tiflis, nine covers or used postal stationery, block of sixty three #9, block of forty 10, block of fifty six
8, collection of singles, block of four of unissued imperf 28, six covers or pieces with various frankings, selection of
Georgia Consular Post in Constantinopol, and many blocks of different issues, an astounding lot of these uncommon
and overlooked issues, examination will be a pleasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3521 H
Georgia, Consular Post Collection. 36 different including proofs, rarely seen, perusal encouraged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3522 HH/H
German Area, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1860-1995. Housed in seven volumes, on pages and in various
glassines, with mint and used States, Officials, Colonies, Occupations, Danzig, Memel & Saar, and DDR, mint & used
se-tenants, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3523 H/m
German Area, Collection, 1851-1959. Very well filled Schaubek album, mint and used; nice old German
States, German Reich almost complete (including all the Zeppelin stamps, Wagner, etc.), French Zone almost
complete, etc., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3524 H
German Area, Mint Collection through 1977. Housed in two Lighthouse hingeless albums (one with
slipcase), many MNH; starts with classics (North German Confederation 25 used, Germany 2, 3, 4, 10, 12 (1 mint, 1 pen
canceled), 13, 21a, and more); cancels, Germany in Turkey, 1911-18 propaganda labels, exhibition and society
cinderellas, WWI-era occupation overprints, WWII Fieldpost stamps and military unit labels, some Soviet Zone
overprints and early Berlin/DDR issues; also included is a study of the 1923 Inflation stamps, with mint examples hinged
in book, plus tables showing the Mark/US$ exchange rate from 1921-23, plus German domestic postal tariffs over
1914-23 period—a fascinating and sobering insight into just how bad things were.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3525 H/m/)
German Area, Collection. Lovely collection of mint, used and on cover in three-inch binder on homemade
pages, with each item identified, its condition noted and priced (now off the Mark, as values were taken from the 2000
edition of Michel): 63 pages of Danzig, of which 49 are covers ranging from 1920 to 1939 including airmails, registered,
and one registered airmail express cover, a couple slogan cancels noted, and individual stamps (whether alone or on
piece) are mounted rather than hinged; Saar covers from 1920 to 1949, a wonderful selection of blocks and multiples
(including gutter pairs and blocks), and good duplication among single stamps for selling and swapping; German Reich
covers from 1890 through 1952, plus a commemorative 1954 cover for the Occupying Powers’ Foreign Ministers
Meeting in Berlin and a 1957 Europa FDC; a page each of Bavaria and Wurttemberg singles, two Schleswig covers (2
Mark and 5 Mark), plus four DDR 1952 FDCs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3526 HH/H/m German Area, Collection, 1872-1993. Including Germany, Berlin and German Democratic Republic on
Scott International pages in blue binder; early issues for Germany are used and nicely cancelled, such as: 2-5 ($108),
15//24 ($250), 27 ($43), 29-34 ($41), etc; later includes; 670-85 ($41), 668-9 ($90), etc.; from about 1966, for Germany
and Berlin collection becomes mint, apparently NH, in black Showguard mounts, then largely complete through 1993
(with pages through 2000); GDR is more scattered, mainly used, with pages to 1990; basis of a great collection, to fill
empty spaces or for sale online, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3527 HH/H/m German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1975. Mounted in two Scott albums, mint includes Allenstein,
Baden, Bavaria, Cameroons 25, Caroline Islands 23, Danzig, German East Africa 31-41, German New Guinea 23, mint
Germany has 350, 755-761, B44-B48, B91-B92, B105, B141-B143, C20-C26, C40-C42, DDR and Saar, some
excellent pickings present, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
3528 H/m/)
German Area, Collection, 1860-2000. Thousands of mint & used stamps in two large cartons, with many
mint blocks of four, lots of NH material, mint & used German States, mint & used German Colonies, stockbook of mint
material with 804 (4), binder of mint souvenir sheets with B90, B91, B102, DDR collection with mint 48, 49-50, 51-52, 53,
54-57A, 58-67, 78-79, 80-81, 85-88, B17-B20, and a small stockbook loaded with 686 mint NH, B19-B22 NH,
B316-B317 NH, loads of better sale able items, some condition issues, but generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
3529 HH/H
German Area, Collection, 1850-1984. Over 700 entries on inventory list of sets, partial sets, blocks and
souvenir sheets, ranging from German States, Nazi souvenir sheets, to modern topical issues, sorted into glassines
with minor duplication, adds up to higher cumulative catalog value with some items adding up to over $100, o.g., many
never hinged, F.-V.F., be sure to inspect this lot. Inventory list included.
Estimate $500 - 750
3530 H
German Area, Collection, 1932-86. Small stockbook containing: 448-51, 9N94-96, 9N98, a larger
stockbook containing some mint regular issues and semi-postals from 1932-45 with some Hitler souvenir sheets and
some occupation issues, German Bundespost mint (never hinged) stock with several of each set and souvneir sheet in
large stock book from 1976-1986, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3531 H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1926. A few hundred stamps mounted on Scott pages,
includes Germany Empire mint 12-13, 14-16, 20-21, 28, 337-339, 350, 351-362, B15-B18, C20-C26, C27-C34, Bavaria
mint 73-76, 77-91, 77b-91a imperf, postage dues and officials, Turn & Taxis mint & used, Danzig mint 1-15, C1-C3,
C26-C30, officials, postage dues, with duplication of some issues, a great lot to seive through, viewing of this clean,
attractive holding will indeed be worthwhile, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3532 m
German Area, Mostly Used Collection. Gathering of stock sheets, pages and a Schaubeck album; Danzig
and Memel particularly strong; Saar through 1958 mint and used; German Offices Abroad and postmarks (including
China and Turkey); WWII Occupation stamps; full set of German and part set of Danish Schleswig Plebiscite issue
used; great collection on which to build, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $300 - 400
3533 HH/H/m German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1878-1945. Over 2,000 stamps in a stock book, material ranges
from Scott 1//527a, B42//B169, C1//C5, O6//O77, OL3//OL12, plus a few states, offices, occupations, some useful
duplication, with individual stamps up to about $80 each in value, inspection is urged, F.-V.F., a good beginner’s lot.
Scott $2,300.
Offer
3534 H/m
German States, Group of Oldtime Collections. About 100 different stamps from Brunswick, Hamburg,
Oldenburg, Prussia & Schleswig-Holstein, still intact in the five auction folders in which they were purchased circa 1959;
mixed condition, as always, but with a good number F-VF $25-$100 stamps. An interesting lot. Scott value when
originally purchesed was $690!. Scott $6,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
3535 m
Germany, Used Collection, 1872-1945. In Lighthouse album; largely complete in good quality; includes
Brustschilden, all Zeppelin stamps, all souvenir sheets, Service, various signed stamps, etc., F.-V.F. Michel €49,000
($51,450) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
3536 )
Germany, Collection of Parcel Cards to Drutte-Braunschweig, 1944. Over 90 cards neatly mounted on
quadrille album pages from different cities mailed to the WWII Polish forced labor camp in Drutte-Braunschweig mostly
from 1944, all franked with Hitler head denominations, also included is a 1940 cover from Dachau Concentration Camp,
an unusual collection; some minor faults with a few cards, otherwise F.-V.F., a scarce group (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3537

Germany, Fokker Aviation Brochures and Photographs, 1923-30. 30 pieces of ephemera from the
earliest days, 1923, to the merger with General Motors in 1930, a group unparalleled, each being a rarity and ideal for
the serious student of German aviation and Fokker in particular, VF.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3538 H/m
Germany, Useful Selection of Primarily Used Stamps. Commencing with 1-11, 13 with pen cancel, 14-26
(2 Kr. is unused), 28 unused, 65A used and other Germania types to 5 Mark, Post Horn, Inflation overprints, B8-11-,
B12-18, B23-32, B33 stamps never hinged, lightly hinged in margin, B34-48 Used, Air Post C27-34, C35, C36 and C45
are hinged, C37, C38-44 are used; Officials to 1922, condition varies but overall appears clean, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3539 )
German Offices in China, Posted Picture Postcard Collection, 1900-09. Over 65 picture postcards of
China, most franked with German Offices in China stamps or with Germany Post Office in China c.d.s., some with better
markings, some in color, a few better include 1903 hand painted Chinese maiden from Tientsin, Chinese Actors from
Canton, 1910 Lama Temple from Peking via Siberia, 1902 Old City Gate from Hankau, and a 1901 Chinese Torpedo
from Tongku, a truly exciting collection that will please any dealer or collector, mixed condition as to be expected,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3540 )
German Offices in China, Cover & Postal Card Collection, 1900-09. Over (60) postal cards and covers,
better include Germany - World War II Feldpost-postcard, card uprated via Siberia, 1903 card to Denmark from
Tientsin, 1902 card from Tongkin via S.B. Brigade Kommandeur, 1902 card from Hankau to East Africa, 1901 feldpost
cover from Tongku, a wealth of postmarks and markings for the German specialist, some mixed condition, please
examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3541 H/m/)
German WWI Occupation of Belgium, Stunning and Beautiful Specialized Collection (N1-25). On Scott
Specialty pages (most quadrilled) in Green binder; represents decades of historical and philatelic research; intensive
postal history study of WWI German occupation of Belgium; we have never seen a collection like this, more than 50
pages with humdreds and hundreds of different stamps (and about two dozen covers) showing: alignment and spacing
(narrow, regular, wide, extra-wide) varities on overprints, ink varieites (shiny, dull), color and shade, perforation, gum
(white, yellow, shiny, dull), paper, printing (rotary press, flat plate) and Type (I, Ia, IB, II, IIa, IIb, etc.) varieties; also, an
extensive study of different cancellations and handstamps, including: cities and towns, districts, feldpost, Belgian and
German-type cancellers, plus some cancelled behind front-lines and even some scarce France #N15//26 used in
Northern France and a forgery; also includes almost two dozen covers—-most of them commercial—-with different
rates and usages, transit, censored and other markings, cancels, some of them rare or scarce; definitely can be the
basis of a major award-winning Exhibit; page through this collection and marvel at it! generally Very Fine. Scott
approximately $5,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3542 HH/H
German WWII Occupation of Croatia, Collection, 1941-45. Very well filled collection in Lindner album.
Collection contains service, postage dues, various mini-panes etc., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3543 HH
German WWII Occupation of Estonia, Accumulation, 1941-45. A stupendous accumulation of these
stamps, with NB1 imperf, NB3 perf and imperf, thousands of each, with an enormous catalog value, a lot that will not be
seen again soon, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3544 H/m
Greece, Extensive Mint and Used. Wealth of material in two stockbooks filled with classic Greece; many
hundreds (13 sides!) of large Hermes Heads; mint begin 1896; 1896 Olympics Issue, mint and used, including 1896
cancels, a “rare” (Hellas) Athens 5 cancel on the 2 l, and one 60 l with First Day Cancel (25 March 1896); 1922
Epanastasis overprints on Greece and Crete issues; airmail (many mint) through 1954, Dues, Postal Tax; heavy
duplication, making this a great opportunity to find varieties and shades—for your collection or to sell/swap, viewing
encouraged—you won’t be disappointed, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3545 HH/H/m Greece, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1955. Mostly on pages, includes used two pages of Large Hermes
Heads, mint C23-C25 in sheets of fifty (Scott $2,200.00), and a few hundred more on pages, mostly moderately valued
material, the airmails alone are worth our low estimate, come on down, pull up a chair and enjoy!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
3546 HH/H/m Hungary, Mint and Used Collection, 1871-1958. Very well filled Schaubek album with such highlights as
(mint hinged unless noted) #415-417, 462-465, 486, 487-491, 528 (mint & used), 985-992, B1-34, B80-87, B94 (mint &
used), B97 (used), B198A-D & CB1-1C plus the perforated souvenir sheets, C24-44, C95 & CB13-14, etc.; also ins nice
1919-20 Territories, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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3547 H/m
Hungary, Lovely Collection, 1871-1974. Housed in Minkus and Scott Hungary albums and on stock pages;
most used/CTO, though mint Fiume noted; good coverage pre-1920, with used 7, 9, 11; bonus material: pages for
Romanian occupations and offices abroad, and Lichtenstein and Switzerland Scott pages (with stamps), an excellent
collection to review, combine and build on—must see, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $600 - 800
3548 H/m
Iceland, Solid Mint and Used Collection, 1876-1974. Comprehensive, mainly mint collection in a Palo
hingeless album to 1999 (stamps only go to 1974); highlights include used #10-12, 14, 16, 18, 23, 25, 28, 51, 55, O4,
O7, O10-11 and mint 7, 13, 25, 71-95, 98, 132-142, 144-148, 150-175, 182, 184, B5 (NH), C9-11, C16a, O3, O9, O12,
O40-49 & O51; condition is clean and F-VF throughout with NH beginning in the mid-’60s (also a few earlier). An
outstanding starter collection with several of the “keys” already in place. Scott $7,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3549 H/m
Italian States, Group of Oldtime Collections. About 100 different stamps from Parma, Sardinia, Tuscany &
Two Sicilies, still intact in the three auction folders in which they were purchased circa 1959; catalog values to a few
$1000, but mixed condition, as always; nonetheless, a good number F-VF $50-and-up stamps. An interesting lot. Scott
value when originally purchesed was $1,070!. Scott $70,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
3550 HHa
Italy, 45c Venus of Urbina, Missing Value (Black), 2004 (2447 var), ten complete panes of 100 totalling
1000 stamps. An astonishing variety without denomination, o.g., never hinged, Post Office Fresh, Very Fine, catalogs at
€450 each stamp; with 2016 SBPV/ASEP Avi certificate. Sassone 2370Aa; €450,000 ($472,500).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
3551 H
Italy, Near Complete Mint Collection, 1861-1970. Mamma mia!—starting with Naples 20-27 and ending
with Italy 1024, an amazingly complete collection; spot checks throughout show many, if not most (including Classics)
appear MNH; housed in four cloth-and-board bound heavy cardstock notebooks, with each page created by hand:
every issue has its own space on the page, with issue date and name, description of each stamp, printing quantities, and
sometimes notes on where and when the stamps were bought; all stamps are mounted (not hinged) making this a very
handsome set of albums; stamps are presented in order of appearance rather than type (so an Airmail will follow a
regular issue will follow an Express); too many highlights to list them all, but among the noted: mint Naples 25 (2, one
with Bolaffi stamp on back), 27 (2 plus block of 4); mint Italy 20, Giovanni Chiavarello cert for 26, Georg Bühler stamp on
142A-D, Alberto Diena cert for 171-74; 201-10, 232-37, B17-19, C27, C42-47, C48-49, C52-55; used 37-44,
64-66—and that’s just the first volume; modern issues appear all MNH (a few LHs sneak in); Europa through 1970,
definitive series, it’s all here, high CV, but even greater eye appeal; definitely must see.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3552 H/m
Italy, Collection, 1861-1988. In European style, Avanguardia Italian album, with better stamps that include,
used: 37-44, 58-63, 67-72, 115-16, 117-18, 290-304, and mint: 51, 64-66, 119-22, 165-68, 255-56, 359-66, 377-86,
400-9, 489-92, 574-76, B17-19, C84-88, C95-99, C100-5 and C127-28. An attractive useful collection that still has room
for expansion, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $6,782 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3553 HH/H/m Italy & Colonies, Collection, 1851-1960s. Great collection with thousands of stamps in two volumes, mint
and/or used, many in mounts, some are MNH, most on hand-printed pages; Italy has some better Italian States (Roman
States. Sicily, Naples, Sardinia, Tuscany) followed by earlies and hundreds of different, mainly used, pages run until
2011 but stamps become scattered after 1960s; fairly strong Aegean Islands, and individual islands (these issues are
very elusive); Volume 2 has tremendous and extensive Italian colonies, especially Fiume, Cyrenaica, Tripolitania and
Eritrea, plus decent range of Offices in China; finally there are 5 Lindner-T hingeless pages with better sets and items,
many MNH; stunningly beautiful Italian Colonials! o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3554 HH/H/m Italy: A.M.G., Collection of Mint & Used, 1945-54. Housed in an album, includes a great deal of information
on the A.M.G. issues, has AMG-Austria, AMG-France, AMG-Germany, AMG-Sicily, AMG-Venezia Giulia, AMG-FTT,
Yugoslavia-Trieste, a perfect lot for the neophyte of this popular area, please examine, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600
3555 H/m
Italy: Fiume, Specialized Collection, 1919-24. Collection on Scott Specialty pages; serious study of this
challenging much-disputed city on the Adriatic; highlights include (used unless noted): #30a//40a m/u ($245), 27a//43b
m/u ($100), #27-53 m/u ($160), two #66 ($80), #70 ($35), #73-85 m/u ($55), #73//85m/u ($50), #98 ($30), 101 ($30),
#119 ($40), #112a inverted overprint ($25), #119-20 mint ($275), forgeries of #113//20 ($50), 20+ additional forgeries
($90), #134//48 m/u ($140), #161-71 m/u ($75), #172-81 m/u ($45), #184-95 mint ($40), #196-207 mint ($35), #B8
($50), #B13 ($50), #B4-15 ($390), #B4-15 on piece ($390), #E2-3 ($50), #E12-13 mint ($50), #J15-9 m/u ($30), #P1-3
($35); five Scott hingeless pages with desirable items, including #27//102 m/u ($130), genuine White paper First
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Printing of #30-43a mint (2 hinged, 2 MNH) blocks-of-four ($645+), Medium White Paper #30-43a mint blocks-of-four
($660+), #86-99, P1 used on cover ($200+); there are almost 500 stamps in this collection of this seldom-offered
area;includes the different Types I and Type II on relevant issues, paper, perforation, color and shade varieties plus
examples of forgeries; also included is a collection of more than 160-different all used stamps from Trieste, Fiume’s
sister-city in the Littoral Treaty, from its Allied Occupation during 1947-1954, including: #1-14 ($70), #15-7 ($30), #28
($35), #36-8 ($25), #42-4 ($40), #77-8 ($45), #74-5 ($30), #85-7 ($50), #90-108 ($35), #C5-6 ($40), #C24 ($40), #E2
($35), #E4 ($45); this is a collection that took many years and much philatelic knowledge to build! generally F.-V.F. 2016
Scott $6,500+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3556 HH/H
Italian Post Offices Abroad, Collection, 1874-1909. Well filled collection including many better stamps like
(mint unless noted) regular issues #3 (n.h., signed), 6 (signed), 11 (signed), Crete 6, 13 (used, signed), Levant 6-7, 20D,
23-24, 42-43 (n.h. with Raybaudi certificate), Janina 5-12, Jerusalem 7, Smyrna 7 (signed), etc., o.g., hinged or never
hinged, a great lot. F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3557 HH/H/m Italian Colonies: Eritrea, Collection, 1893-1934. Wonderful mint never hinged and used collector
accumulation, mainly in very fresh condition, including. many better stamps and sets, including. 1903 issue 50c (n.h.),
1910/14: 15c grey-black, 1916: 10 lire (n.h.), Somalia overprint sets in quantities and in blocs of 4, parcel post including.
1917/24: 12 lire (n.h.), 15 lire (n.h.) (2x), postage dues including. 1904 to 5 lire mint never hinged, also some other
colonies including. varieties, in stockbook. Cat. value Sassone 2015: over €63.000, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3558 m
Liechtenstein, Dealers Stock of First Day Cancelled Stamps, 1960-95. An enormous stock of several
thousand stamps and souvenir sheets of official first day cancels by Post Office on large format black stockcards,
mostly never hinged and cancelled to order singles, arranged in order, the range and depth of this lot is breathtaking,
over 100,000 Swiss Francs in post office value, plenty of time should be set aside to properly evaluate this vast and
valuable stock, the possible profit should be staggering, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3559 HH/H
Liechtenstein, Almost Complete Collection, 1912-95. Very good quality mint housed in Müller album;
contains Michel 1-3x, 1-3y, 48A, 51A, 45-52B, 63 (n.h.), 64, 65-70, 71, 72-74 (n.h.), 78-81 (n.h.), 82-89, 90-93 (n.h.),
94-107, 108-13, 114-15 (2, one n.h.), 116-18 (n.h.), 119, 121 (n.h.), 122-24 (n.h.), 140, 141, 143-47, 148, 149-50;
souvenir sheet 1 (Vaduz sheet, n.h.), F.-V.F., nice collection, very high catalog value (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3560 HH/H
Liechtenstein, Almost Complete Collection, 1912-99. Mint in Leuchtturm album; many better, including
Michel #45-52A, 45-52B, 53-60, 63, 71, 72-74, 78-81, 82-89, 94-107, 108-13, 114-15, 116-18, 121, 140 (used), 142
(n.h.), 143-47, 148, 149-50, 183-85, 197 (n.h. miniature sheet), 247 (n.h. miniature sheet); souvenir sheet 1, Service
1-8, 9-10 (n.h.), F.-V.F., nice collection, very high catalog value (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3561 H/m
Liechtenstein, Collection, 1912-67. Mint and used in a well-filled old Biella album; contains Michel #1-3
(used), 45-52A, 55, 60, 71, 75-77, 78-81, 82-89, 90-93, 94-107 (including various perfs), 108-13, 114-15, 116-18,
122-24, 126-39, 143-47, 148, 149-50, 183-85, 247, 305A (used), 304-305B, 306-308 (used), 310 (used), 311-14,
315-18, 319-21; Service 1-8 with perf varieties, 9-10; n.h. souvenir sheets 2, 3, 5, F.-V.F., very high catalog value (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3562 HH/H/m Monaco, Malta & French Andorra, Mint & Used Collections, 1860-1980. Mounted in a Scott album, better
mint Monaco includes 11-13, 17, 22, 24, 26, 40-49, 110-129, 131-144, 228-232, 262-273, 291b, 333, B19-B23,
B26-B35, B51-B60, B99a, C27-C29, C36-C39, C41-C44, CB7-CB10, CB11-CB14, Malta has 11, 98-113, 260-262,
French Andorra with 65-77, 114-123, 143-153, 159-160, C1, C2-C4, J1-J8, some foxing that affects a few stamps, a few
moisture issues, but generally, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3563 HH
Netherlands, Mint NH Collection, 1961-97. A splendid collection mounted in three premium Safe hingeless
albums with slip cases, starts with B353-B357, and continues with commemoratives, definitives, semi-postals, airmails
and souvenir sheets to 1997, appears complete except for a few definitives, if you collect this popular country this is your
lot, a quick viewing will confirm it’s value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3564 HH/H
Netherlands and Switzerland, Accumulation from 1950’s to Early 1980’s. Grouped in glassines with
Netherlands semi-postal mini sheets from B507a//B576a, early Swiss William Tell and Son and some definitives issues
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to 1960’s definatives, some Official blocks and Pro-Juventute booklets from 1959//1978. Nice mint accumulation, o.g.,
many never hinged, F.-V.F., please inspect.
Estimate $200 - 300
3565 H/m
Netherlands & Colonies, Collection, 1869-1992. In a fat Scott album; mint and used Netherlands
(including legion sheetlets and ITEP issues, airs, dues, service); Curaçao regular and airmail issues; Suriname
regulars, airs and dues; nice collection, high catalog value, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3566 H/m
Netherlands & Colonies, Mostly Used Collection, 1852-2000. Used 19th century including #1, worthwhile
semi-postals, then an excellent collection of used Netherlands Indies with back of the book material, some better
cancels, perf varieties on the 1923 issue, a little something for every Netherlands collector, some mixed condition,
inspection urged, a terrific value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3567 H/m
Netherlands Colonies, Collection, 1864-1945. Slightly messy, but nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection Dutch east Indies, Curaçao and Suriname in old binder, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3568 H/m
Netherlands Colonies, Mint and Used Collection, 1870-1960. Nicely filled Davo album containg such
highlights as (mint unless noted, “*” indicates no gum) Dutch East Indies 6(*), 8, 14(*), 21(*), 30 (*), 79, 95 overprint at
top (*), 156, 157 (used), 220 usd, 225 nhpa; Curaçao 25, 27-29, 36-42(*), 43-44 usd, 75-81, 110-125 (1.50g without
gum), CB1-8; Surinam 8-10(*), 15-21(*), 25-30(*), 36-38(*), 63-67(*), 109-115*, etc., F.-V.F., high catalog value (photo
on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3569 H/m
Netherlands Colonies, Collection, 1873-1978. Dutch Colonies collection on self-printed, Scott Specialty
and/or Minkus pages, most in mounts, mint and/or used, including some varieties, in two three-ring binders, including:
Netherlands Antilles beginning with first issues continuing through late 1970s, many and both mint and used, additional
stock page with later; several dozen Netherlands New Guinea; many hundreds of Netherlands Indies, mainly used,
including many perf varieties and cancellations, with a bit of everything; Surinam also begins with the earlies, including
some beautiful cancels, lightens up in mid-century but 1965-75 looks complete mint; plus many in Lindner hingeless
pages also from 1960s-70s, with a few sets on stock page, F.-V.F., a real Dutch Treat!
Estimate $400 - 600
3570 HH/H
Netherlands East Indies, Collection, 1864-1948. Well filled, mostly mint hinged collection in stockbook.
Collection contains mint #1, 23-30, 31-37, 38-45, 48-57, 59-62, Buiten Bezit 63-80, Java 81-98, Bandoeng 102a-123a,
Jubilee 151-157, 234-241, 249, 281-290, Marine Insurance etc., o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., nice quality with
high catalog value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3571 m
Netherlands East Indies, Long Cancels Collection. Housed in stockbook; approximately 1300 stamps
and 2 covers—nice, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3572 HH/H
Netherlands West Indies, Collection, 1873-2010. Two very well filled Davo albums, nearly complete from
1950 including all the souvenir sheets., o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., very high catalog value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3573 m
Norway, Used Collection. On Lighthouse pages in green binder, includes: #1 ($175), #2-5 ($365), #6-10
($1065), #11-15 ($345), #16-21 ($285), #104-10 ($150), #207-17, 219 ($140), #220-239 ($345), #340-2 ($60), #B1-3
($195), #B4-8 ($55), #B9-14 ($80), #B24 ($120), #B25-6 ($55), #B27-37 ($50), #B50-6 ($75), #B57-65 ($80), #O1-21
($65), #O44-54 ($180); all sound used, many VF with nice light or CDS cancels; late-nineteenth-century missing some,
but from 1914-1991 complete (except for #218); attractive and difficult to assemble! generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott
approximately $7,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3574 HH/H/m Norway, Mostly Mint Collection, 1854-1940. Over two hundred seventy five stamps mounted on pages,
used includes Scott #1 with town cancel, B1-B3, mint has 59-61, 64-66, 67-69, 104-110, J1-J12, plus mint sets of
officials, a clean collection with many complete mint sets, examination please, F.-V.F. Scott $3,700 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3575 )
Norway, Postal History Collection, 1855-1920. Consisting of twenty covers and cards, better includes #1
on cover, cover to U.S with pair 149, 116, 74, 79, 1929 registered cover to France with 136-141, & 1930 flight cover to
Germany with 126, great lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3576 H/m/)
Poland, Mint & Used Collection, 1930-2000. Housed in seven volumes in a large box, includes volume of
first day covers, stock book of mint & used Danzig, stock book of covers and cards with B29, postage dues, officials, and
a volume with used blocks of four, some uncommon material here, be sure to set aside enough time to properly
ascertain the lots true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3577 HH/H/m Poland, Collection, 1918-2000. Very well filled, mint and used collection in 4 deluxe Schaubek albums with
slipcases. Collection contains very much material, including better like souvenir sheets etc., o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
3578 H/m
Portugal, Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1997. Well filled Scott album with such highlights as #315-345,
395-397, 435-436, 437-452, 531-533, 534-539, 683-692, 713-716, 747-748, and souvenir sheets 594a, 614a, 657a,
674a, 682a, 701a, etc., o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3579 HH/H/m Portugal, Collection, 1853-1981. Mint and used in a well filled Behrens album; many better, used #78,
97-109, 147-54, 528-53; mint 128, 437-52, 794-98 (n.h.), 800-03 (n.h.), 804-12 (n.h.), 813-15 (n.h.), 816-17 (n.h.),
818-21 (n.h.), 824-27 (n.h.), 958-60 (n.h.), 994-96 (n.h.), 1019-21 (n.h.), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3580 HH/H/m Portugal & Colonies, Collection, 1862- 2000. Extensive modern-era collections on Scott Specialty pages
and Minkus pages in two Green and one blue Scott binders and one maroon Minkus binder; great strength throughout in
complete sets mint (many NH) from 1940s through late-1960s; Portugal is about half-filled, early mint and used, later all
mint or MNH, including (mint unless noted): #315//43 ($50), #587-602 ($80), #594a ($140), #602a x 2 ($150), #605-14
($75), #6490a NH ($50), #682a ($150); Angola, Azores: #362-81 NH ($60), #448-88 NH ($55), from 1951-68 virtually
complete; Cape Verde, Macao: #315A ($75), #316-23 ($115), #333 ($100), #337 ($75), #343-7 NH ($95), #353-60 NH
($125), #365-71 NH ($90), #372-81 NH ($60), #382-93 NH ($85), #394-402 NH ($95), #403-13 NH ($90), #C1-6 ($60),
#J33-42 ($85), #J43-58 ($55), #RA7-8, 10-15 ($110); Mozambique mainly complete, complete MNH from #510-1376,
including: #332-55 ($100), #364-83 NH ($50), very extensive complete MNH from 2002-2013 with great topicals
(Diana, Pope, televison, film, cats, dogs, fish, etc.); many Mozambique Company and Nyasa; Portugese Congo
#99-114 ($50); many Portugese Guinea and Portugese India; St. Thomas and Prince #341-50 NH ($70); Timor
#246-53 NH ($50), #254-70 NH ($60); thousands and thousands of stamps here, most after 1940s in complete sets;
You don’t know what you may find here! generally F.-V.F. 2019 Scott approximately $6,500+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3581 H/m
Portugal & Colonies, Strong Collection, 1853-1946. Especially strong in Colonies; stamps hinged and
mounted on homemade and Scott album pages; covers the vast Portuguese world from Angola to Zambezia; Azores,
Inhambane, Laurenzo Marques, Madeira (from 3-11 on), Mozambique, Nyassa, Portuguese India noted; Portugal itself
runs from #2 (duplicates), nice selection of earlies, plus heavier completion after 1915, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
3582 HH/H
Portugal & Colonies, Collection, 1951-92. Small group of items from Post Office, including four
Presentation packs from 1985-92 (Birds, Discoveries, Boats, Fruits); plus Portuguese Colonies 1951 Our Lady of
Fatima Holy Year Extension issues Offical Presentation Booklet from Overseas Ministry of 8 stamps and labels
((stamps $50); finally, Macao 1951 (#353-63) Limited Edition Official Presentation Booklet from Overseas Ministry
(stamps $450); this last item is very scarce and much sought after by Portuguese-area/China collectors! F.-V.F., very
special and difficult to locate! Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
3583 HH/H/m Romania, Collection, 1859-2007. Eye-popping collection on hand-made pages with extensive write up in
plastic protective sleeves in 2 large three-ring binders; many in mounts, often mint and used in multiple examples;
several hundreds pages with thousands and thousands of stamps; significant items from 1860s, and from 1870s
onwards through 1950 tremendous range and depth, including dozens and dozens of perforation, color, shade and
paper varieties, with many classics broken into individual and separate Printings; also includes some early postals
cards-stationary; also, different cancellations; loads and loads of great stamps; includes a fairly strong
back-of-the-book section; if you’ve every wanted to collect Romania and study it, this is your chance! o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F., many years of study here!
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3584 H
Romania, Collection, 1852-1953. Two very well filled homemade albums of mint hinged Classic issues and
many better stamps, including 62d (5 bani blue instead of yellow), 172, 230-39, 369-79 imperf, 384-88, 396-99, 389-95,
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415, 416, 417-19, 428, B26-30, B31-36, B37-39, B40, B44-49, B50-54, B289, B292-303, C13-16, C17-21, high CV
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3585 m
Romania, Used Stamp Group. Selection of six different issues in full sheets of fifty cancelled to order,
comprising Scott 3639-48, 3812-21, 3835-44, 3913-22, 4001-6, 4055-60, in addition there are blocks of twenty-five
Scott 3664-84, also cancelled to order, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200 approximately.
Offer
3586 HH/H/m Russia, Collection, 1857-1986. Tremendous seven-volume collection on Kabe Deluxe Hingeless pages in
seven green springback binders; begins with #1 used (1858 CDS Riga) on piece with Mikulskli Photo Certificate
($775+) and continues right through the 1980s; the quality and value are extremely high, including such stunners as #11
(Michel #8) mint pane of 20 from upper left corner of sheet ($600 priced as single stamps!); includes (mint unless noted):
#5-10 used ($475), #12-16 used ($180), #24a-25a on vertically laid paper ($280), #88-104 ($280), #382-408 ($260),
#698-705 mint & used sets ($180), #857-8 ($150), continuing with the difficult items such as #1325 imperforate souvenir
sheet ($300), #1327a ($500), #B14a on pelure paper ($165), #C12-3, 12a-13a ($270), #C75a imperforate sheet of four
($175); dozens of stamps and sets $100 and up; many more dozens from $50 and up; from 1930s through 1986
appears to be complete mint or used; used until 1970s and from 1976-86 apparently NH; includes many perforation and
paper varieites, also with some beautiful cancels on earlier issues; also hundreds of mint stamps on Lighthouse
glassine stock pages, with Control Stamps, General Revenues, Postal Savings stamps, Local Zemstvos from Wenden
(Livonia), Azerbaijan, Far Eastern Republic, South Russia, Tanna Tuva, Ukraine, West Ukraine, White Russia and
others; plus Offices in Turkey, including Beyrouth, Mount Athos, Rizeh, Salonika, Smyrna, Trebizonde and others; this
collection is being offered completely intact! albums and pages alone retail $2,000! catalogue value must be at least
75,000+, F.-V.F., you might not see one like this again in your life.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
3587 HH/H/m Russia, Collection, 1883-2014. Very impressive and extensive collection of Russia and Soviet Republics
on Scott Specialty pages in four Green binders (pages through 2003) and one box with MNH 21st-century new issues;
many thousands of different stamps virtually all mint, from late 1950s-onwards looks all MNH; virtually complete mint
from 1937-1946, and then complete from late 1950s through 2014; there are many key items and sets, including (mint
unless noted): #38,43-4 ($135), #53-4 ($210), #62,64-5,7 ($165) #500-6 ($100), #524-8 ($180), #531-2 ($230), #540-5
($350), #569-72 ($160), #573-82 ($130), #589-95 ($130), #636-46 ($135), #647//58 ($115), #659-77 ($290-), #678-97
($325), #698-712 ($280), #$743-62 ($160), #763-93 ($260), #794-810 ($140), #845-51 ($200), #852-9) ($400),
#C37-9 ($165), #C40-4 ($350), #C69-75 ($170), etc., etc.; there are dozens of imperforates and hundreds of souvenir
sheets; there is great value in souvenir sheets from 1990s and 2000s; MNH issues in box with stamps in glassines from
new-issue services; there are also several hundred MNH Baltics States (Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania) and Russian
Federated States (Azerbaijan, Belarus, Moldova, Mongolia, Tadjikstan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan), not
counted in totals; Don’t miss out on these fresh, sparkling stanps, Comrade! generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $12,500 ++
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3588 H
Russia, Imperial Era Mint Sheet Accumulation. Over 45 sheets including regular and commemorative
issues, money stamps semi-postals and savings stamps etc., a few edge condition issues but still much catalog value, a
useful group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3589 )
Russia, Postal Stationery Envelope Amalgam, 1960-90. Approximately 10,000 postal stationery
envelopes packed in three large cartons, mostly commemoratives, all unused except for a few first day cancelled,
enormous opportunity for the topical dealer, lots of space related, please observe, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3590 m/)
Russia, 19th & 20th Century Including Stationery. Around (200) items in total, housed in two cover albums
full with interesting and useful items, noted better usages from a range of issues, examination a must, great retail
potential, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3591

Russia, 1902, Nikolai II 37½ ruble, 1991 official Government Re-Strikes. In unopened, sealed bag of 400
coins, restruck from the original dies by Leningrad Minting Company by authority of the Russian Government, the likes
of which we have never encountered, original coins issued in gold and are a rarity, excellent opportunity for the internet
seller, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3592 HH/H/m Russia and Ukraine, Regular Issues Accumulation, 1857-1966. Neatly mounted on black Hagner pages
and housed in two binders, Imperial area is well represented, useful, moderate duplication throughout, mostly mint after
the late Imperial area, Ukraine mostly mint with a few trident overprints, unchecked for paper, cancels or varieties,
offered intact as received, F.-V.F., inspection is strongly urged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3593 H/m/)
Russia and Area, Collection, 1858-1992. In Scott albums, stockbooks and loose pages; #39-40 used,
71-72 mint; perfs and imperfs; Offices in China and the Levant, Army of the Northeast, Army of the North, Republics,
Batum, Central Lithuania, Czech Forces in Russia, Karelia, North Ingermanland, Tannou Tuva, Ukraine…the list goes
on and on; stockbook of covers, stationery and picture post cards; stockbook of souvenir and miniature sheets 1937-92,
including Conservation of Waterfowl sheets; duplication, especially among Tsarist issues; PLUS eight catalogues,
including 2013 Catalog of Postage Stamps, 2010 ARTAR Stamps of Armenia, 1988 Russia Zemstvos and 2004 Charity
Letters Bearing Advertisements for the Benefit of Orphans (1898-1901), F.-V.F., a wealth of material; who knows what
you’ll find.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3594 H/m/)
Russia, Eclectic Holding, Mostly Early 20th Century. Around 20+ covers or cards, some revenues, poster
stamps and overprinted rerpublics, includes several better, viewing highly reccomended, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3595 )
Russia, Soviet Propaganda Postal Stationery Collection. Housed in a Lighthouse covers album, most
1929-35; various topics: journals, farming, public safety, savings plans…much interesting material, and an unusual
look into pre-war Soviet life, F.-V.F., worth the look.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3596 H/m/)
Russia, Postal Stationery Collection, 1881-1944. 154 Tsarist and Soviet items housed in a Lighthouse
covers album; envelopes, postal cards, letter cards, message-reply cards, mint and used; noted an Offices in China
envelope and an Offices in Levant postal card (both mint); Soviet postal cards with slogans and illustrations; a couple
pages of Soviet propaganda covers included as well; a very pretty collection of material not often seen, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3597 H/m
Russia and Area, Mint and Used. Stock and album pages filled with Russia, pre-USSR countries and
regions, including Baltics, Central Asia, Caucasus, Finland; Armenia and Azerbaijan particularly well filled, with
Armenia from #1 with various handstamped overprints; Batum, Offices in China and North Ingermanland also noted;
Minkus pages are nicely filled 1866-1917, with the 1950s and 1960s near complete; mint sets, blocks and multiples on
several stock pages; a nice assortment, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
3598 H/m
Russia, Including Armenia & Ukraine, Collection, 1863-1949. In original old Scott album, highly complete
for the post 1920 period, missing only the key values, an excellent presentation of these sought after issues that are
seldom available, please review as this one might be fight, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3599 H/m/)
Russia: Far East Republic, Collection. A useful collection housed in a Lindner binder containing singles,
multiples, block and full panes, the collection also contains 3 covers and two postal cards from the Imperial era plus 6
covers and postal cards during the republic along with some unused examples of post cards and wrappers, F.-V.F., an
interesting assemblage, well worth a closer inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3600 HH/H
San Marino, Collection, 1877-1994. In Scott album; largely complete, mostly mint; very good quality
including #15, 17, 21, 22, 108-10, 134-38, 139-42, 143-50, 151-54, 155-58, 159-60, 169-180, C1-10, C11-16, C19-20,
J1-9, J10-18, J37-51, J57, J58, Q1-32, Q33-34 (n.h.), Q35 (n.h.), Q36 (n.h.), very nice collection, very high CV F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3601 H
Spain, Separatist Stamps, 1899-1905. Collection of over 700 different as listed in Nathan including some
rarities, very difficult to find such groups today, examine, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3602 H/m
Spain, Mint Hinged and Used Collection, 1850-1969. In old Schaubek album; nice Classic issues and
better material including #292, 294, 330 (used), 370, 433-48, 491-500, 557-71, 572-73, 602-03, 623-34, 732, 771,
781-85, 800, C12-17, C88-89, C120, C132-36, C144-45, CB7, CB17, B137-38, F.-V.F., high catalog value (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3603 HH/H/m Spain & Colonies, Collection, 1850-2014. Very extensive collection mainly mint, with strength in mid-and
late-twentieth century and twenty-first century MNH on Minkus Specialized pages in two binders; some nice early Spain
used, such as #8 ($225), but later mint includes: #183 ($140), #185 ($80), #187 F ($115), #C12-7 ($105), and then from
1954 into 2014 fifty years complete most MNH; Spanish Andorra includes #37-49 MNH ($130), #62-6 MNH ($50) and
continues through 2013 virtually complete MNH; scattered Cuba used; Ifni from 1951-65 largely complete miunt;
Spanish Morocco includes #176-91 mint ($50) and is largely complete from 1940 or 1950s; rebel Muslim state in Sahara
is largely complete MNH for 21st century; Fernando Po, Rio Muni and Spanish Guinea include hundreds of mint
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stamps; Equatorial Guinea also has many 21st century MNH; Thousands and thousands of stamps! generally F.-V.F.
2017 Scott approximately $6,500+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3604 H/m
Spain & Colonies, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1978. On album pages, dealers sales pages and Safe
Dual pages; wide range of material, mostly Spain with a small selection of Cuba (1, 2, 4, etc.), Philippines (starting #11),
Puerto Rico (starting #42); Spain noted 1 (9), 9, 11, 13, 29 used, 58a mint; nice selection of early, with officials and
registry stamps as well; worth a look, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $300 - 400
3605 H/m
Spanish Cuba, Collection, 1855-1991. Large collection on scattered Scott Specialty pages and others in
worn Green binder; huge catalogue value and strength in nineteenth-century issues; all in all about half mint and half
used, with several examples of earlier issues, with different varieties, shades, perforations; also black three-ring binder
with hundreds of later issues from 1984-2007; well worth a look; probably about two thousand stamps which should fill
many spaces, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3606 HH/H/m Spanish Morocco, Collection, 1890-1978. Extensive specialized collection of Spanish, French and
Independent Morocco, most in black mounts and covered by clear vinyl page-protectors in three-ring binder; French
Morocco on hand-made very detailed exhibition-style pages, with many varieties, cancellations, and the like, including
much back-of-book; Spanish Protectorate and independent Morocco on Scott Specialty pages with many varieties,
Telegraphs stamps and others; this is a very special collection that can be further built upon, F.-V.F., some hard-to-find
material!
Estimate $500 - 750
3607 H/m
Sweden, Collection, 1855-1973. Mint and used collection in two albums, starting with 11 prephilatelic
covers; nice classic and better material, including used 3, 7, 8, 10-12, 23-24, 70, 229, 229var, B1-10, B12-21, LX1 (with
certificate); mint 15, 273/273a pair (n.h.), 273a/273 pair (n.h.), 274/274a pair (n.h.), 274a/274 pair (n.h.), 297/297a pair
(n.h.), B11; nice Service, Dues and Locals present as well, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3608 HH/H/m Sweden, Collection, 1858-1997. On Scott International pages with glassine interleaves, from #6 through
1997 (#2218), used until 1969; from 1970 (#873) through 1993 (#2041) appear to be complete all mint never-hinged in
black Showguard mounts, also from 1994 to 1997 (#2218) appears largely complete mint never-hinged, with a few
booklet-panes and many souvenir sheets; low-to-moderate-value early issues are in great used condition; tremendous
value in three decades of complete mint never-hinged, including back-of-the-book, which is ideal for expansion or retail
sale, such as year-sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3609 H/m
Sweden and Norway, Local Posts Collection. Nice collection of about 825 Swedish and Norwegian locals,
mostly mint, in Importa album; includes bonus of small stationery selection, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3610 H/m
Sweden, Collection to 2008. On Scott Specialty pages, mostly complete with a good selection of the usual
older issues and a good selection of mint and used modern issues, with highlights that include a good selection of early
coat of arms and numeral issues, 197-210, 213-26, B12-21, J12-22 and O12-25. A great collection with some great
items for breakdown or an ideal collection for expansion, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3611 H
Sweden, Mint Stock, 1910’s-50’s. Randomly grouped in a large Lighthouse stockbook, consisting of mostly
coil strips, booklets and blocks, of mostly regular issues and airmails, condition is mostly mint (with an occasional
cover), condition is mixed with many great sound pieces and the occasional water damaged strip, a great working stock
if you put in a little sorting time, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3612 H/m
Switzerland, Specialized Postage Due Collection, 1878-1938. On 27 printed pages with clear mounts in
black binder; this is the most specialized collection of such items we have ever seen; there is about $8,000 in
Scott-listed stamps here, PLUS $40,000 of specialized Zumstein (and Michel)-listed material here; condition is
exceptional; this includes all the different dies, types, shades, frames (normal and inverted), papers and watermarks;
there is a lifetime of philatelic study here; to give you an example of the depth of this collection, what Scott lists as
#J21-28 and J23a-28a (14 different catalogue numbers) are given 102 different catalogue numbers in Zumstein (of
which at least 91 are included here)! Early material is all used, most with nice cancels; This is a once-in-a-lifetime find!
Examine this one! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3613 H/m
Switzerland, Large Mint & Used Accumulation, 1845-1970s. Many hundreds on black cards and album
pages including three old collection lots bought from J & H Stolow sometime in the 1950s; highlights include a
reasonable looking Geneva small Eagle (2L2), “Rayons” #8 (9), 7 (3), 10 (4), 11 (1), 12 (2), and nearly 100 “Strubels”
including two each 2r & 1fr; 19th century condition is very mixed with faults or poor margins being the norm, but 20th
century is mostly F-VF, albeit with nothing much over $50 or so; nonetheless, should be a useful lot with a Scott value,
counting the Strubels as the cheapest varieties (which, in fact, nearly all are) is well in excess of $16,000. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3614 HH/H
Switzerland, Semi Postal to 1959 and Air Post Collection to 1935. In black Lighthouse stockbook,
containing mostly complete with semi-postals ranging from 1915 to 1959 including many of the better souvenir sheets,
plus the early airmail issues with C1 and C2 Zumstein varieties including C1 (B1/A10) and C2 (2/PF1 and B2/Pf2), and
C16 used on cover (Zumstein 16/A9). Condition appears mostly sound, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3615 H/m
Switzerland, Collection, 1850-1969. On European style, Schaubek pages, of regular and semi-postal
issues (with a small air post section), mostly used with better stamps that include: 7-8, 10, 12, imperf seated Helvetia to
40r, highly complete perforated seated Helvetia sets, 293-305, B4-6 and B7-9. Useful collection with some better key
values that seem to be missing from many collections, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $4,700+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3616 H/m
Switzerland, Collection, 1854-2007. A decent intermediate collection, hinged to Scott International, plus
duplicates and stamps without spaces in the International album neatly organized in #1 glassine envelopes, containing
over 1,675 different stamps, well represented throughout, including some early imperf seated Helvetia through to
modern issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $9,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
3617 H/m
Switzerland, Mostly Used Collection, 1849 Onward. Housed in binder with cardboard stock pages (with
catalog numbers marked, through 413, most with duplicates), Minkus Switzerland pages (through 1978) and Scott and
homemade pages; includes regular issues, postage dues, franchise stamps, telegraphs, officials (mint), Society of
Nations o/p’s, tete-beches/gutters; highlights include used 2L6, 1, 13, 42 (4), 48a, 50a, 114 and 189; mint 8 (red JJ
handstamp on reverse) and 44, an impressive collection; viewing is strongly suggested, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $600 - 800
3618 H/m/)
Switzerland, Military/Soldier’s Stamps, Covers, Cards and Mint Sheetlets, 1930-40s. Over 225
covers/cards in two Elbe springback albums plus a small cover album, franked with a wide variety of mainly different
stamps, unused sheetlets a nice range of items, inyteresting and rich area for study and expansion or for retail sales,
have a look as this one was assembled decades ago by a Swiss enthusiast, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
3619 HH/H
Switzerland, Mint Collection, 1867-1965. Mounted on Scott pages, includes 62-68, 184-186, 200-203,
242, B2-B3, B4-B6, B80, B116, B119, B130, B131-B132, B178, B297, some scattered airmails and officials, a clean
fresh lot at an inexpensive price, you can’t miss, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
3620 H)
Switzerland, Postal Card Collection, 1953. 184 different postal cards, each featuring a different Swiss city,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
3621 H/m
Ukraine, Armenia, Azerbaijan, 20th century holding. Old time collection balances presented as originally
received on pages, leaves, folders and stockbooks, includes literature, covering the trident issues and more, a large
group of desirable but seldom offered issues, includes some modern, many better throughout, careful; examination is
suggested, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3622 HH/H/m Ukraine, Civil War Issues, 1918-23. In stockbook, mint and used; well sorted; better material and many
overprints present; some modern material also included, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3623 H/m
Ukraine, Overprints. Housed in three stockbooks: 25 homemade pages of overprints by city and type, with
stamps mounted and pages in sheet protectors, mix n.h., mint and used; 25 stock sheet sides with overprint singles,
multiples, blocks, part sheets, gutters, again mint and used; and one stockbook filled with duplicates (n.h., mint and
used)—plenty of material for further study, adding to your collection or selling on, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3624 H/m/)
Vatican, Mint & Used Stock, 1933-2000. A massive lot housed in every way possible, includes souvenir
sheets in quantity, collections, first day covers, picture postcards, mint blocks of four, back of the book, full sheets,
commercial mail, box of mint & used aerogramms, includes several mint & used examples of 35-40, possibly good, the
catalog value is easily into five figures, be sure and check this baby out, some mixed condition as to be expected in this
size lot, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
3625 HH/H
Vatican, Dealer Stock, 1940’s-mid 1960’s. Containing blocks and singles sorted in glassines filling two red
boxes and 19 full sheet file folders, each set carefully identified with Scott numbers and values to make break down
easy, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $17,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3626 HH
Vatican, Mint Dealer Stock, 1970-2000. In a large carton filled with envelopes and mint sheet files, you’ll find
mint sets & singles in glassines, souvenir sheets in quantity, a few better includes 738-748 (10), 743a (50), C59 (90), a
super opportunity to pick up Vatican issues at below replacement cost, please peruse, what was checked was o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., ex Worcester.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3627 HH/H
Vatican, Stunning and Beautiful Collection, 1929-2013. On 270+ White Ace Historical album pages
(through 2007) with Showguard mounts in two nice Green Scott three-ring binders; issues continue complete MNH
through 2013 with stamps in glassines from new issue service; extremely close to completion (missing only 44 stamps);
includes (mint unless noted): #1-13 ($75), #35-40 each with APS Cert ($1565), #41-6 ($220), scarce 155a souvenir
sheet ($160), #B1-4 ($50), #C9-15 ($50), #C16-7 ($440), #E1-8 ($50), #J1-6 ($55), #Q1-15 ($50), etc.; decades and
decades of overlooked MNH sets and new issues with many goodies, including complete booklets (e.g. #704a
unexploded), souvenir sheets, miniature sheets (e.g. #988-92 in complete sheetlets of 20), some early Papal
maxi-cards; Your prayers can be answered! Here’s a chance to set yourself up in this popular area! generally F.-V.F.
2017 Scott $4,500+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3628 HH/H
Vatican, Almost Complete Mint Collection, 1929-2004. In a Lighthouse album, highlights include #1-13 &
E1-2 (n.h.) (5c & 30c hinged), 19-34 & E3-4, 35-40 (Provisonals), 41-60, 149-153 (n.h.), 155a, 205-206 (n.h.), B1-4,
C18-19, C20-23 (n.h.) etc. Also fairly complete, partly used Roman States., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3629 H/m/)
Vatican, Collection 1960-1990. Volume of first day covers, mint collection 1960-1978, stock book of mint
sets and singles, five cover albums of first day covers, and a box with even more first day covers, examination please,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3630 HH/H/m Yugoslavia, Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1976. Well filled Minkus album with such highlights as (mint
unless noted): Croatia 1-8, B2 (n.h.), B29-30(n.h.); good classic Montenegro, Italian Montenegro 2N33-42, 2NC18-23;
Jugoslavia 195a-196a (n.h.), 393, B32-37, B43-45, C45-49; Trieste Zone B 3a, 17-20, 65a (NH), C18-20 (NH), C32;
Fiume 25 (NH), 46-63, 98, 124, 130, E5, etc., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Area Collections
3631 H/m
Baltic States, Collection to 2007. On Scott Specialty pages, containing approximately 1,900 different
stamps, with the usual older issues and also containing some difficult modern issues, Estonia 90-104, Latvia 101-12,
B17-20, B66-71 imperf, B72-81, CB14-17 mixed perf and imperf, CB18-20 mixed perf and imperf, 2N23-33, Lithuania
242-55 and C21-31, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3632 HH/H/m Baltic States, Mint and Used Collection, 1918-40. Nicely filled album containing such highlights as (mint
unless noted) Estonia 90-104, 105-107 (used), 142a (2x), 147a (n.h.), B9-12 (no gum), B24-27 (used), B32-44, B39a,
C4-6; Karelia 1-15; Latvia 158-163, 193-197A, 193-197B, 198-202A, B24-28, B34-50 (perf & imperf), B66-71 (imperf),’
B82-86 (perf & imperf), B87-91 (perf), CB3-5 (perf & imperf); Lithuania 272-277B (imperf), etc., o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3633 m
Europe, Powerful High Quality Used Collection, 1840-1913. 1914 Schaubek printed Album pages on
120-bond coated gilt-edged paper in red leather-like Schaubek-Permanent binder, both in excellent condition; Pages
include Europe, Asia and Australia (there is much room to fill out and expand the collection in these last two continets);
This collection is 98% Europe & Colonies, for which all stamps are used; this is a collection formed over many, many
decades; the stamps are extraordinarily fresh, and have been carefully and painstakingly selected for quality (many are
VF or XF), centering (many are Pracht or Lux) and cancellations (including many CDS or early numerals); many of the
scarcer or more expensive items have Certificates (primarily German) and/or are signed by one or more experts;
citation of Expert signatures is a representative sample and is by no means complete; some provenance material is
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included; the few stamps with any faults are not counted; some areas appear largely complete; empty spaces are often
for inexpensive stamps which weren’t located in the desired quality; some of the items are genuinely superb—-the kind
that bring multiples of catalogue-value when auctioned individually; the pages and stamps are generally laid out (and
Certificates) by Michel-number; the highlights include (by Scott Catalogue number): Bavaria #J1 ($325), #7-8 ($330),
#9-14 ($260), #15-22 ($400), #35 ($275), #36 ($250); Belgium #39 with/Cert ($1,450); Denmark: #1 ($1,000), #6 and
#6 with/Cert ($380), #10 with/Cert ($650), #12-15 ($390), #17-20 ($375), #25-34 (270), #O1 ($200), #57-69 ($200),
#80a ($325), #82 ($200); Germany #1-11, including 3a, 8a with/Cert ($1,350), #14-26, 22 sign. Richter, 26 with/Cert
($4,875), #12-3 manuscript, 13 sign. Heintze BPP ($700), #27-8, 28 with/Cert ($495), #65A sign. W. Engel ($400);
German Levant #5-6, 5 with/Cert ($400), #24B, with original piece ($500), #42 sign. Bühler ($525); German China #36A
with/Cert ($300), #46 ($290); German Morocco #16D-19D, 16D & 19D with/Certs, #18D sign. Bühler ($790), #20-32
($500); German New Guinea #7-19, 19 with/Cert ($900); German East Africa #1-10 ($250), #11-21, 21 with/Cert
($500); German Southwest Africa #7-12 ($450), #13-25, 25 with/Cert and “Dar Es Salaam” CDS ($305); Cameroun
#1-19, 19 sign. twice ($900); Caroline Islands #1-19, 19 sign. Gothe BPP ($960); Kiauchau #10-22 ($1,200), #31
with/Cert and sign. Dietrich ($1,700), #32A with/Cert and sign. Richter ($3,500); Mariana Islands #11-6 ($600), #17-29,
29 with/Cert and “Saipan” CDS ($900); Marshall Islands #1-16, 1-2 sign., 5-6 tied on piece with CDS ($3,425), #13-25
($1,030); Samoa #51-6 ($250), #57-69, 69 with/Cert ($1,000); Togo #1-19, 19 with/Cert ($950); Finland (all with
“full-teeth” and nice cancels) #2 superb “Viborg” 1856, sign. ($4000), #4-5 ($260), #8-10 ($500), #11 with/Cert and sign.
($850), #23-24 ($220), #38-58, 57 sign. Richter ($1,375), #69 ($350); France #1, sign. Pfenninger ($240), #7 ($400), #9
($725), #10 ($500), #17-19 ($2200, #J7-8 ($550), #37 superb, sign. Bühler, Pfenninger ($800), #46-8 ($550); Gibraltar
#46 ($225), #61 ($425), #73-5 ($470); Greece #1 with/Cert ($550), #5-6, 6 with/Cert ($250), #117-28 ($1,250), #159-63
($440), #185-97 ($325); Great Britain #1, one with red Maltese cross cancel and one with black ($640), #5 superb
($900), #7 XF with/Cert and sign. Pröchold BPP ($1,000), #22 ($440), #25 ($400), #40 with/cert and sign. Prõchold BPP
($400), #52-3 ($640), #57 ($600), #59-60 ($305), #70 ($325), #73 ($350), #74 ($3,250), #75 with/Cert and sign.
($4,500), #94-5 ($3000), #103-5 ($660), #106-7 ($775), #108-9 XF ($800), #111-22 ($275), #124 ($800), #125-38
($485), #139-41 ($900), #142 sign. Bühler ($825), #173-5 ($1,030), #O38 ($260), #O46 ($200); British Levant #15-24
($215), #26-31 ($210); Iceland #1 ($3,000), #O3 sign. Diena ($525), #8 ($1,000), #14 with/Cert ($300), #O4-9, O9
with/Cert ($325), #15-20 ($495), #33 (Michel #19B), Type I, with/Cert and sign. Richter ($1,050), #34-44B ($460),
#71-85 ($710), #92-107 ($610); Italy Neapolitan Provinces #19-25 ($1,145); Italy #17 ($325), #17-8 ($305); Italian
Offices in Crete #1-7 ($1,175), #11 ($500); Luxembourg #5 ($550), #7-9 ($455), #11-2 ($440), #13,15 ($415), #O5-6
($200); Malta #8-27 ($305); Modena #7 ($390); Monaco #1-8 ($385), #28 ($250); Two Sicilies #11-2 ($1,165), #16-7
($1,215); Netherland #1-6 ($315), #7-12 ($305), #17-22 ($240), #53-4 ($555), #86 ($675), #101 ($725); Norway #1
($175), #2-5 ($365), #6-10 ($1,065), #11-5 ($345), #16-21 ($285), #22-34 ($415), #59-61, 61 with/Cert ($235), #64-9
($770); Austria #6-11 ($380), #33 XF with/Cert ($130), 128-44 ($915), #P5-7, P6 with/Cert ($1,100); Lombardy Venetia
#13-9, 15 with/Cert ($900); Austrian Levant #8-9 ($225); Parma #10 ($210), Portugal #6-11 ($275), #12-6 ($220),
#17-8,20-4 ($400), #25//31 ($360), #93-4 ($210); Romania #33-42 ($350); Russia #11 XF St. Petersburg/Moscow
Local Post ($160); San Marino #22 ($750); Sweden #2-4, 3 with/Cert, 4 sign. ($2,350), #7 with/Cert ($250), #LX1
($550); Switzerland #7 ($575), #35 ($575), #30 (Michel #18II) with/Cert ($1,000), #47-9, 48 & 49 with/Certs ($425),
#52-9 ($320), #63 with/Cert ($540), #64-5, 64 with/Cert ($280), #67-8 with/Certs ($2,025), #81 with/Cert ($375), #J28
($225); Spain #3 with/Cert ($250); Tuscany #4-6 ($640), #18 sign. Diena ($325); Hungary #5 with/Cert ($125); ASIA:
China #1-3 ($1,275), 11-2 ($330); Cyrpus #8, Plate #215, mint ($840); Hong Kong #30//33 ($245); Japan #1-4 ($1,450),
#5-8 ($1,945), #16-8 ($1,125), #46-8 ($335), #66-7 ($635); Johore #18-24 ($260); Macao 1//16 unused ($425); Dutch
Indies #1//16 ($200); Persia #47-52 ($310), #53-9 ($230); New Zealand #36//451 ($335), #76//78 ($210); Tasmania #6
superb ($145); This is a collection that one could continue to work upon towards completion, or take out section and sell
indiovidual items for many times catalogue-value, Very Fine, quality and condition much higher than one can find for this
material; a collection over one century in the making! 2016 Scott $165,000+ (Owner’s). Estimate $35,000 - 50,000
3634 H
Europe, Air Etiquettes, 1941 Onward. Huge lot of several 1000, some mild duplication, unexamined for
varieties, all countrie are present, with sheets, blocks, etc., many scarce items, an ideal start for a major collection, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3635 HH/H
Europe, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-2000. Filling a large box, includes mint & used Switzerland, Austria,
Italy, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, France, Greece, Netherlands, mint Saar, Monaco, San Marino, a keen lot with plenty of
upside, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3636 HH/H
Europe, Collection, 1964-72. In glassines from new-issue dealer, with Austria, France, Germany, Italy,
Israel Tabs, UN, Vatican City from 1968-72; also French Polynesia 1964-9, including #233-40 ($60), C47a ($160, #C50
($55), #C54 FDC ($70); plus Harris blank pages in Regent binder, with those countries from 1966-7 mounted; also
includes mint French Southern & Anarctic ($600+), Comoro, French Polynesia ($250+), and New Hebrides, F.-V.F.,
worth a look. 2017 Scott $3,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3637 HH/H/m Europe, Europa Collection, 1956-72. Neatly laid out on Vario pages by issue, a few early issues, but the
majority of the stamps are mint, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,376 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Offer
3638 HH/H
Europe, Mint Europa Collection, 1959-2005. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets housed in four
volumes and a box, mounted on White Ace pages, 1959, 1961, 1966, 1971, 1974-1978 is complete, then appears
complete to 2000, with many souvenir sheets, also includes blank pages to update the collection, a super lot for the
topical dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3639 HH/H/m Europe (Eastern), Collection, 1879-1980. Balkan States, Soviet-era Russian Republics, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary and German Democratic Republic with German States collection on Scott Specialty, Minkus or Hand-made
pages in six binders, mint and/or used, many in mounts; 1) Balkan States include Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia,
Montenegro and Serbia on hand-made Exhibition-style pages in vinyl sleeve-protectors, extremely detailed and
specialized, most stamps in black mounts, with many shade, perf and other varieties, often with several different used
examples, tremendous value, with much hard-to-find material, including a couple covers or postal stationary; 2) SovietRussian Republics include: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Batum, Georgia, Mongolia (with stamps and pages through about
1980), South Russia, Tannu Tuva, Ukraine, White Russia, with hundreds of stamps on Minkus pages;3)
Czechoslovakia is jam-packed through about 1980, with much back-of-book, including Bohemia and Moravia, Eastern
Silesia and Slovakia; 4) Hungary bursting at the seams on Minkus pages through about 1980, includes many earlies,
varieties, including shades, perforation (some imperfs), hundreds and hundreds of stamps, including back-of-the-book;
5) GDR and some German States on Scott pages through 1990, only a couple hundred stamps, most are apparently
MNH sets from the 1980s, with some German Offices, plus Memel, Wurtemburg, and: 6) a separate collection of
Allenstein and Bavaria on hand-made pages in plastic sleeve-protectors, with many hundreds of mint and used,
including back-of-book, with many cancellations, some classic-era postal stationary and postcards, also Telegraph
stamps and Revenues. A real Slavic-Teutonic paradise! F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3640 H/m
Europe (Eastern), Old-time Collection. Mint and used, housed on Minkus and Scott album pages and in
Schaubek and Scott “Northern Europe” albums; Albania, Baltic States, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Finland, Hungary,
Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Russia, Yugoslavia; very good coverage across all countries/time periods; includes
pre-Soviet states (Armenia, Azerbaijan, White Russia, etc.), Karelia, Tannou Touva, etc.; truly old-world mateiral to
work with—impress the kids with your knowledge of these dead (and resurrected) countries, excellent basis for building
a collection—must see, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3641 H
Europe (Eastern), Collections of Mint & Used, 1870-1980. In three albums, first album is Bulgaria with
better mint 70-72, 358-359, 745-749, Czechoslovakia with mint 310, 367, 368, and an album of Poland 1976-1987,
great value in the complete sets, please take some time to peruse this collection, you’ll be pleased, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3642 H/m
Europe (Eastern), Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1930. A few hundred mounted on Scott pages, includes
Bosnia & Herzegovina mint 30-45, 86-104, used 105-122, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary used 7-12, mint
B18-B34, C1-C2, mint Memel, Montenegro, Poland & Yugoslavia mint 1L1-1L16, 1L25-1L42, 2L3-2L4, a delightful
holding sure to have some hidden gems, condition appears to run fine to very fine or better, adding to the overall appeal
and making for enjoyable viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3643 H/m/)
Europe (Western), Mint & Used Collection. Presented in twelve volumes, includes Europa and related,
mint 1956 Europa includes Belgium 496-497, France 805-806, Germany 748-749, Italy 715-716, Luxembourg
318-320, Netherlands 368-369, with duplication, 1960 Ireland 175-176, 1961 San Marino souvenir sheet (Scott 490),
1963 Cyprus 229-231, 1964 Cyprus 244-246, includes souvenir sheets and first day covers, comprehensive in scope
and eye popping colors, a treat for any Europa or Europe dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3644 HH/H/m Europe (Western), Collection, 1850-2005. Belgium, Luxembourg and Switzerland many in mounts on
Minkus pages, in four binders; many thousands of stamps, mint and/or used, often both. with some useful duplication of
cancels, shades, etc.; Belgium has much value many hundreds of loose stamps between the pages; same to some
extent with Switzerland; Luxembourg in two volumes are neatly mounted with pages in plastic sleeve-protectors and
includes many hand-made pages for varieties, shades, cancels; Belgium has many earlies, parcel-posts, officials,
semi-postals and souvenir sheets, through 1977-or-so, with hundreds of different pre-cancels on manilla stock pages;
Switzerland begins with early Federation issues, hundreds of Seated Helvetias, Standing Helvetias (with perf varieties),
many early postage dues, semi-postals, a few good covers, through 1977; the retail value on this material is massive,
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and many are in complete sets or with high-values, later appear NH; perfect to take what you need, break down the rest
and sell at a profit! each country has a strong collector base, F.-V.F., loaded with great stamps!
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3645 H/m
Europe (Western), Classics Mint and Used. This small quadrille-paged notebook is filled with classics of
European philately: Belgium, German States, Great Britain, Heligoland, Ionian Islands, Italian States, Luxembourg and
Spain—enormous catalog value!; mint and used, singles and multiples, some duplication, cancels; shades abound;
just a few of the highlights: Parma mint 1, 2, 9 (2), 12-13 (2), 5 used; Modena mint 1, 3, 5; Tuscany 4 used (6), 7 (five
shades, one appears mint), 20 and 21 tied on clip; Penny Red and 2p blue both imperf and perf; much, much more to
excite and delight—and quite possibly surprise—this is a must-see, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3646 H/m
Scandinavia, Collection, 1855-2004. “Scandinavian Smorgasbord,” mainly on Scott Specialty or
self-printed pages, some in mounts, mint and/or used, mainly used in 4 binders; Denmark: mainly used, including early
Emblems and many numerals, with varieties, inverted frames and nice cancels, largely unchecked; many hundreds of
different used through twentieth century, some back-of-book; Finland: some earlies, but really picks up steam in the
twentieth century with strong mid-century commemoratives and a very powerful early twenty-first century, with a
number of the better booklets and booklet-panes; there is also great value in the dozens and dozens of better
semi-postal issues; Norway: some mixed quality on early skilling issues, but many nice cancels and shades, loads and
loads of early posthorns, with cancels, shades, perf and die varieties (such as “No period”), many more to be found;
early commemoratives, Polar bears, and war issues, with many semi-postals, postage dues and officials, strong into
early 1970s; includes scarce Facit #RM1 ($500+) used with part CDS; Sweden Facit pages through 1973 (autographed
by and originally a gift of Dr. Ingel L. Anderson, Royal Vice Consul of Sweden), many hundreds and hundreds of used
stamps, including many nice-cancelled Coat-of-Arms, Numerals, Lions, Gustavs through the 1960s, plus some mint
booklets in 1950s/60s (e.g. #596a); also with very strong Officials in perf 14 and perf 13, and nice Postage Dues; finally
hundreds more (some retail $10=30 each) on manilla stock pages; also thrown in is a group of 80 Norway stamps
between #1-34, many of which has small faults, but interesting for cancels, die Types; with FINLANDIA 2017
approaching, this material should be very popular! F.-V.F., a “Handstamp Heaven”.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3647 HH/H/m Scandinavia, Collection, 1855-1940. In Scott Specialty album, with highlights including: Danish West
Indies 9, 11, 14, 43-50, J1-4, Denmark 5, 15, 68, 80, 80, 135 (2), 145-54, 164-75, 192-97 mint, C1-5, P9, Finland, some
early Coat of Arms with serpentine roulettes, 23, 45, Iceland 96, 108-28, 152-66, 170-75, C4-8, C9-11, C15-20, Norway
13, 104-10, B1-3 and Sweden. Condition is somewhat mixed, with many better high catalog value items that quickly add
up, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3648 HH/H
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-2000. Several hundred stamps mounted on album pages &
stock pages, includes Denmark mostly used collection, Finland mint semi-postals B5-B7, B39-B42, Greenland 1-9, B2
(9), Iceland 195-198, C3, and a mint & used Norway collection, great potential for the price, mixed condition, please
examine, F.-V.F. Scott $4,800 (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3649 H/m
Scandinavia, Local Post Collection. Useful collection of over (200) local posts, mostly Scandinavia,
includes Brekstad & Co., Tronohjems, Grimstad Bypost, Vardo Bypost, Hammerfest Bypost, Mandal Bypost, Stenkjaer
Bypost, Linkopings Lokapost and many others, terriffic lot to build upon or breal up for internet lots, examine please,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3650 H/m
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1940. A couple of hundred mint & used stamps, prominent are
Denmark mint 79-81, used 82, 135, mint 136-137, 145-154, 167a, 171a, 175a, 192-197, C1-C3, M1-M2, Norway used
#1, mint 59, 104-110, Sweden used 2, mint B1-B10, C1-C3, needs careful viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3651 H/m/)
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-2000. Residing in a large box, includes Denmark mint, used
and first day covers, mint Greenland, mint & used Iceland, Norway and Sweden, should be some hidden gems waiting
to be mined, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3652 )
Scandinavia, First Day Cover Collection, 1960-2000. Several hundred Finland first day covers, as well as
Aland, Denmark, Faroes and Iceland, fresh & clean, great lot for the internet dealer, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3653 HH/H
Bhutan, Impressive Collection. In four Lindner hingeless albums and two small stock books of extras,
commencing in 1963 with issues almost complete, including perforated and imperforated sets, such as Scott 91 G-N
perforate and 97-97G imperforate, 108-8K with souvenir sheets, the scarce Phonograph set, with a nice selection of
topical sports, animals, Scouts, space issues, many of which are the popular 3-D sets, o.g., mostly never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3654 H/m/)
China, Collection, 1945-90. Housed in a stockbook, on pages and in boxes, a cornucopia of China material,
better mint includes China 280-283, 1414-1417, 1471-1474 blocks of four, 1862a, PRC 1955 (2), 1966a complete
booklet, 1980 (2), 2180, with many blocks of four, booklets, first day covers and presentation folders, please examine, a
useful & valuable lot, also includes a couple of catalogs, good hunting, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3655 H/m
China (People’s Republic) Collection, 1950-65. Neat collection on 32 Minkus blank pages under typed
“Communist China” heading; almost all used, including some of the key sets, including (used unless noted): #245a-8a
($80), #506-17 ($85), #542-59 ($125), #620-7 ($290), #661-80 ($80), #716-31 ($190), #767-81 ($80), #796b mint
($300), F.-V.F., still the hottest area! 2017 Scott approximately $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3656 )
China (People’s Republic), First Day Cover Collection, 1981-2001. Approximately two hundred first day
covers, cacheted and unaddressed, in two China cover albums, excellent for topical or PRC dealer, please review, Very
Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3657 H/)
China (People’s Republic), Mint New Issues, 1982-95. Many hundreds of stamps, souvenir sheets, first
day covers and booklets, with many blocks of four, a superb lot for the PRC specialist, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
3658 H/m
China (People’s Republic), Collector’s Stock of Early Issues. Must see: three stock sheets and a mass of
glassines choc-a-bloc with early PRC issues; stock sheets hold regional overprints (identified), while glassines hold
sets and other gatherings of stamps; note MNH 31-33 reprints, 57-59 (with additional 57-59s), 62 (2) and reprint (2),
74-76, 290-94, 907-916, 1L176-178—too much material to list individually; you must see the lot: full sets, broken sets,
originals or reprints—there is much to discover here, an excellent opportunity to add to your collection in one of the
hottest areas of philately today, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
3659 )
China (People’s Republic) & Taiwan, Collection, 1982-2015. Nice lot of PRC and Republic of China, PRC
has first day covers, almost complete for period, stationery, cards, postcard sets, stamp folders, plus some older
material, ROC has mint and used stamps and first day covers, a lot of bang for your buck, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3660 HH/H
China (Taiwan) & Korea, Mint & Used Collections, 1949-88. Mounted in a Scott album, Taiwan better mint
includes 1183-1188, 1261-1264, 1284-1289, 1296-1301, 1302-1307, 1323-1325, 1355-1358, 1414-1417, 1526-1531,
1682-1693, with many complete mint sets to 1988, also includes a small used Japan collection, and a Korea collection
with better mint 326a, 327a, 411b, 417-426, 434-443, 449-453, 859a-868a, again with many long runs of mint sets, an
extraordinary opportunity to acquire this much premium material, an inexpensive way to restock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
3661 HH/H/m Egypt, Collection, 1866-2013. Powerful and high-quality collection on Minkus specialized pages in nice
Maroon binder; includes (mint unless noted): #1-4 used ($165), #8-14 used ($55), #15 ($375), #19-25 used ($100),
#50-9 ($125), #105-7 ($55), #108-13 ($80), #114 ($140), #148 ($100), #166-7 ($270), #168-71 ($75), #172-6 ($80),
#177-90 used ($260), #324 ($200), #267-69D ($90), #B6a perf & imperf ($170), #C1-2, E1-2 ($80), #C3-4 ($170), #J8
($75), #J12 F ($145), etc.; from the 1890s, it is mainly complete and from 1930s-2013 is virtually complete mint; later
material is MNH; issues after 2000 are still in glassines from the new-issue dealer, and it includes the difficult se-tenant
and souvenir sheets; there is also a used collection on Scott pages of earlies beginning with varieties of the 1872 issue;
also it includes a complete collection (VF MNH) of the Palestinian Authority from1994-2013 (#1-229); this is one of the
better collectionsof this hot country that we have seen in quite a while! generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott approximately
$7,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3662 H/m
Egypt, Interpostal Seals, 19th Century. Well over 150 mostly different on pages or stock sheets, arranged
alphabetically, nice variety and some of the scarcer ones such as: Kafer-Duar on blue (Kehr 27); Damanhour (Kehr
84d); Uasta (Kehr # 104a) Suakin dark blue (Kehr #100a) and others, quality quite mixed with many having varying
degrees of imperfections to outright faults, includes a copy of Kehr catalog, Fine appearing. Estimate $800 - 1,200
3663 m
Egypt, Small Collection of Special Seals and Stamps, 1932-35 (M1, M3-10). Sold at Military Canteens for
the use of British Forces and their families in Egypt, written up on single blank page; includes used pair of #M5; very
difficult to locate, F.-V.F., missing from most collections. 2017 Scott $480+. SG A1-2, A4-11; £340 ($420).
Estimate $200 - 300
3664 HH/H
Egypt - United Arab Republic, Collection, 1958-83. Mounted on homemade pages in three-ring binder,
appears largely complete, along with UAR Syria issues; Egypt 1964-77 appears complete MNH in individual glassines;
44 different better (#N20-38, #NC1-12, Syria #13A, #C10-11, etc.) apparently MNH on manilla stock page; several
dozen new issues MNH from 1982-3 on manilla stock page; some of these issues are under-valued and difficult to
locate, F.-V.F. 2017 Scott approximately $1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
3665 H/m/)
Israel, Miscellany, 1948-75. A bit of everything in two big boxes: albums (including two Lighthouse
hingeless: one for singles 1948-73, one for tabs 1960-75), White Ace pages for singles and tabs; year sets, FDCs,
stationery, booklets, miniature sheets, full sheets, glassines with stamps identified, envelopes from Israel Post that
have never been emptied; all stamps appear n.h. from spot check; great opprotunity: stamps are ready for your album or
to be put into stock, F.-V.F., seek and ye shall find, ex Worcester.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3666 H/m
Israel, Collection, 1918-2001. In six White Ace albums, from early Palestine with a decent selection of
Jerusalem and London overprints, Doar overprint on Jewish National Fund and Palestine stamps - early provisional
issues and early issues with tabs including: 1-6 with tabs, 7-9 without tabs, 10-14 with tabs, 15 with tab, 16, 17-22 with
tabs, 25 with tab and 31-32 tete beche gutter pairs. A lovely little collection with all of the modern issues, but still has
some room for expansion among the early issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3667 HH
Israel, Collection, 1948-2014 (1-2002). Comprehensive collection in 290+ Minkus pages in three binders,
and one large box of 21st century new issues; all appeear MNH; includes se-tenants, booklet panes, mini-sheets,
souvenir sheets, stationary, franking labels; many with tabs (not counted as such); includes #1-9 apparently MNH
($355); other specialty items, such as 4 special numbered AMERIPEX ‘86 Color Separation and Blackprint sheets, and
several color-omitted varieites; Pick up the entire State of Israel stamps in one fell swoop! o.g., never hinged, generally
Very Fine. 2017 Scott $2,500+.
Estimate $500 - 750
3668 HH/H
Israel, Collection with Tabs, 1948-91. On White Ace pages (in White Ace album, plain binder and loose);
mint singles and souvenir sheets, plus tabs 1949-68; all items mounted; singles appear complete other than a few
1948-49 issues; tabs complete from 1952; spot check showed n.h.; ready-made collection to complete or sell, F.-V.F.,
ex Worcester.
Estimate $250 - 350
3669 HH
Japan, Unbelievable Collection of New Issues, 2002-14 (2814-3645). Complete VF MNH for over a
decade! Huge new issue face value, all the difficult scarce high-value souvenir sheets, strips, se-tenants—-everything!
All fresh and crisp in glassines from the new issue dealer; Glance at a catalogue and you’ll see how hot these issues are!
You will rarely see another collection like this! Very Fine. 2017 Scott $5,000+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3670 HH/H/m Japan, Massive Collector Accumulation, 1873-1999. Classics used including some unfranked covers,
from 1945 mainly mint never hinged including. many better issues, sheetlets, duplicates, National Park, Airmails etc., in
4 albums and folder., F.-V.F., a nice unpicked lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3671 HH/H/m Japan, Mint and Used Collection, 1872-1974. Three nicely filled White Ace albums; much material,
including lots of mint sets in the $10-$30 range.most of them LH, also many other souvenir sheets lightly stuck to the
page at the margins, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3672 HH/H
Japan, Mainly Mint Collection, 1900-66. On Minkus specialty pages in blue binder; a few nice earlier, like
#148-51 ($40), but strength and value is from late 1940s, such as #B11 NH ($55) #280-3 NH x2 ($65) and #480-97 mint
($100), through 1966; appears largely complete mint from #527 through #891, including National Parks and better
Lottery souvenir sheets (appear NH in mounts); also several dozen mint Ryukus from 1960s, F.-V.F., a helpful lot. 2017
Scott approximately $1,200.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3673 HH
Kazakhstan, Mint Collection, 1992-2002. Well filled collection housed in a hingeless Schaubek album,
some gaps at the end but a great starter collection to continue, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3674 H
Korea (South), Excellent, Extensive Miniature Sheet Collection. Housed in one volume, virtually all mint,
with hundred in all, housed in a Minkus album with coverage to 1995. Includes Scott #’s: 203, 204-5 and B3 unissued
sheets, plus 18 different participating Nations sheets, 285a, 286a, 290a, 298a-300a, 304a, 353-55 a and b, 433a,
439a-43a, and good runs of sheets from there. Clean and lovely lot of these attractive issues, mostly Very Fine,
inspection invited. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3675 H
Korea (South), Collection of Regular Issues, 1946-98. Specialized collection nearly complete for the
period, neatly mounted and written up on blank 3-ring pages; includes several imperf pairs from 1946-51, then such
highlights as #94a, 187-187C, 198-199, 203, 212Fa, 249-262 (short perf on the 500h), 255a, 360-370, 360a-374a and
385-396, all but the 94a being NH; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. A great lot. Scott $5,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3676 HH/H/m Liberia, Classic Collection, 1864-1950. On manilla or Lighthouse Vario-style stock-pages in two large
black binders with thousands of mint and/or used stamps, beginning with more than a hundred of the classic large
“Seated Liberia” issues, with useful duplication, many varieties, overprints, officials, registered, postage dues, with
“Specimen” overprints; massive retail value, includes some postally used; always popular for its classic engraved
issues, especially since it was founded by US black settlers and the first and only self-declared independent country in
Africa;these are the early classic issues, not the late twentieth-century “wallpaper”, F.-V.F., a goldmine waiting for you
to extract its treasure.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3677 H/m
Liberia, Collection, 1860-1980. In two Davo albums, containing over 1,000 different stamps, with highlights
that include some early “Liberia” issues through the modern topical issues of the 1980’s in better quality Davo albums,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection, ideal for expansion or fill in your existing collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3678 HH/H
Liberia, Collection, 1892-1975. Sorted into glassines with minor duplication, several in blocks of four or
sheets, over 40 errors, mostly imperfs or colors missing, o.g., many never hinged, F.-V.F., a lovely collection with many
colorful topical issues.
Estimate $500 - 750
3679 HH
Macao, Mint Stock Including Souvenir Sheets, 1995-2000. A wonderful stock of this popular country, all
sets and sheets in quanities of ten, don’t let this one get away, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3680 HH/H/m Pakistan, Mint and Used Collection, 1947-73. Virtually complete, much both mint & used, in a Scott
Specialty album; contains (Gibbons no’s): 1-19 (used), 19 (NH), 24-43 (n.h. except 10a used), O1-13 (used), O14-26
(mint & used), O35-44 (n.h.), etc. Also includes nice Bangladesh overprints and various covers, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3681 H/m
Saudi Arabia, Superb Mint & Used Collection, 1916-72. Over 850 stamps presented in a Scott album, mint
has Hejaz L1, L3, L15-L18, L17 block of six, L40-L41, LJ4-LJ7, Saudi Arabia mint with 5-6, 9, 11, 13-16, 59-63, 92-97,
98-105, 107-114, 125-129, 180-184, 254a, C1-C6, J7-J11, with dozens of varieties, excellent annotation, examination
is critical, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3682 H/m/)
Saudi Arabia, Collection, 1930-90s, Mostly 1960s Onward. Several hundred sets, souvenir sheets,
regular issues, commemoratives, covers, Concorde flights noted, lovely mint issues with better items for the period
throughout and including varieties : 740a, misperf, imperf block, 811-13 plus many others, some duplication, looks like a
handful with two of an item/set, viewing a must to unlock the value of this popular and difficult to locate country, o.g.,
never hinged, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3683 H/m/)
Saudi Arabia, Accumulation/Dealer’s Stock, 1930-90s. A few hundred mainly mint on approval cards or in
glassines; loaded with $20-and-up stamps including (mint, LH unless noted) #227 imperf pair (NH), 259-263, 293, 295
(2, one NH), 314-339 less 323, 393 (4, two NH + one regummed N/C), 445 (NH), 463 (NH), 813 (3), C6 (NH), C7-21 (2,
one NH), C35//57 (15 different NH blocks of 4), C52, C64 (3, one NH), C90 (3 NH), C93-95 & RA1; also includes 1962
Anti-Malaria souvenir sheet on FDC plus unofficial dates or “Air Mail” overprints - two MNH sets of each (one with invd
watermark) and an FDC of each. A clean F-VF lot; hinged stamps in the NH period were counted at 50%. Scott $4,300+
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3684 HH/H/m Saudi Arabia, Mint & Used Collection, 1916-75. Over 800 stamps presented in a binder, with pairs, strips of
three, blocks of four, postage dues, includes mint L63, L136, 52, 64-68, 92-97, RA3, used L22, L23, 59, with reference
material and varieties, most are identified, a neat valuable lot, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3685 HH/H
Syria, Collections, 1920-2011. Several nice Syrian collections in four albums (two Scott Green binders with
pages, one complete set of Lighthouse SF-Hingeless pages 1958-1976 in worn maroon binder) with 10-sides of
Hagner stocksheets with hundreds of mint and used stamps 1940s-1900s, plus new issues from 2001-2011in
glassines from new-issue service (in large manilla envelope); includes (mint unless noted): #121-41 ($145), #166-9 x2
($230), #250 ($60), #306-10 ($60), #325-7 ($85) #C10-3 used ($100), #C14-25 ($160), #C22-56 ($110), #C57-66
($275), #C67-102 ($105), #C103-34 ($135), #C155 variety- imperf souvenir sheet ($125), #C156a ($175), #M1-MC8
($170), #MB1-MCB2 ($100), UAR #C9-11 MNH ($140); collection is virtually complete from 1950 (with a few sets
duplicated), and from 1960s appears to be mainly MNH; includes scarce imperforate sets: #319-21, #325-7, #331-3,
#374-7; also, very scarce (only 40 known) #417 bottom sheet margin copy, misperforated horizontally causing value
and inscription to appear at top of stamp, LH, signed Kessler; also very scarce #1276 imperforate souvenir sheet with
yellow color omitted; also thrown in Minkus Yemen Arab Republic pages between #342-591 with dozens of stamps
MNH in sets; There is a lot of material here from this bleeding war-torn country! generally F.-V.F. 2019 Scott
approximately $4,000+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3686 H/m
Syria, Lovely Stock of Mint & Used, 1920s-70s. No real plums but just loaded with bread and butter singles,
sets and strongest in the UAR period, although some earlier French overprints including airmails, back-of-the-book are
present, worth a peek, noted 392-3, C200-1 color proofs, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3687 HH
Thailand, a Clean and Fresh Accumulation, 1968-2004. Housed and identified in glassines which include
singles, extensive sets, souvenir sheets, semi-postals and full panes, some light duplication, but overall a very useful
group, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3688 H/m
Turkey, Wonderful Specialised Collection, 1863-1940. Mainly good condition, duplication throughout;
much scarce and expensive material present, mint and used, starting with first issue in quantities, later issues to 25 and
50 piaster, very strong overprint section, good back of the book, pile of classic covers, Eastern Roumelia, etc., on
stockcards, F.-V.F., enormous catalogue value (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3689 H/m
Turkey, Mint Hinged and Used Collection, 1863-1960. In Lindner stock album; nice first issues, good
Dues, very nice Ox head overprints, etc.; nice collection, high catalog value, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3690 H
Turkey and Turkish Cyprus, Mint Collection, 1961-85. Appears MNH throughout and complete, with
regular issues, airs, dues, semi-postals, postal tax stamps (1928-62) and officials (1947-69), housed in two Lighthouse
hingeless albums; Turkish Cyprus, in Lindner hingeless album, runs complete and MNH 1974-85, and includes 127, full
sheet of 166-69 and all Europa issues.
Estimate $400 - 600
3691 HH
Turkmenistan, Collection, 1992-2007. Includes #1 complete sheets with two perf & two imperf with one with
a diagonal crease, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 22 complete sheet perf & imperf, 9 (36), 23 (5), also full sheets of 22S & 32S, fresh &
clean, excellent stock for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3692 HH
United Arab Emirates, Collection, 1972-2013 (1-1093). Gorgeous and stunning collection on Lindner
Hingeless pages through 2008 (minus 2005) in two beautiful maroon deluxe binders and dustcases; This is a
COMPLETE MNH collection of stamps, most souvenir sheerts (all but one!), and some booklets/panes from this
fabulously-rich Arab oil sheikdom; all the key items are here, including (MNH): #1-12 ($840), #13-24 ($105), #25-50
($145), #51-67 ($135), #68 ($75), #91-104 ($100), #142-57 ($115), #183-6 ($95), #230a-b ($60), #297-313 ($200),
etc.; even the rare unissued 1975 Gulf Long-Distance Stamps ($500) are here! More recent stamps are in original
new-issue glassines; very valuable and desirable area! o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. 2017 Scott $4,500+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3693 HH
United Arab Emirates, Collection. In two Lindner hingeless albums, virtually complete from 1972-2000,
commencing with Scott 13 and including 51-58, 69-82, 91-104, 297-313, most souvenir sheets or sheetlets, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,500 + approximately.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3694 H
Yemen, Mint Collection. Housed in a Japan (?) album, covering 1930-1970; early Scott-listed Yemeni
issues followed by 1962-70 issues from the deposed Mutawakkilite Kingdom (as listed in Michel’s Naher Osten
catalogue); Scott 24-29. 31-34, imperf pair 94, C1-19, J1-8; perf and imperf sheets of 1950 UPU issue (Michel 114-21),
Sana’a-New York flight overprints, numerous issues presented both perf and imperf, unofficial 1947 issues (Michel
I-III); appears highly complete for the Kingdom; would benefit from reorganizing the Scott-listed material, but still an
interesting insight into the worldview of an overthrown government.
Estimate $300 - 400

Area Collections
3695 H/m/)
Asia, Collection of Mint & Used, 1860-1960. All willy nilly in a large box, includes China overprint varieties,
railroad cancel, perf varieties on postage dues, revenues, PRC 1987, reprint 1L150-1L153, Hong Kong covers,
revenues, Japan 170, 227-229 in pairs, 625a, commercial covers, careful inspection will result in huge potential for the
winning bidder, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3696 HH/H
Independent Africa, Mint Collection, 1880-1970. Mounted in four Scott albums, with better mint Algeria
296-303, Burundi 240-255, Cameroun C38-C40, Central African Republic 81-85, C78, Ethiopia 273-277, N1-N7,
Guinea 291-304, Ivory Coast 231-239, Liberia B3-B15, Libya 153-167, 217a, 291-295, Malagasy Republic C61-C66,
Mali C2-C4, C5-C8, Morocco 206a, Niger C148, Rwanda, Senegal 221-226, Somalia C17-C27, Sudan, Togo C36-C40,
Tunisia C21-C24, UAR C144, Upper Volta 136-138, some light scattered foxing affecting only a few stamps, otherwise
F.-V.F., viewing will be well rewarded (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3697 H/m
Independent Africa, Collection, 1885 Onward. Burundi 1962-1968 complete mint, many appear MNH,
later scattered mint & CTO sets; Botswana with first few sets mint and scattered sets into 1980s; Rwanda with many
scattered, some unsul items; Morocco is mixed, mint and used; Libia is a hidden gem with many very strong-valued
items starting right in 1912 and continues into 1980s; Liberia is especially strong with many hundreds from this very
popular area; Don’t pass this one by! Great value in beautiful Libya and Liberia stamps, plus a treasure-trove for
topicalist! generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3698 HH/H/m Middle East, Mainly Mint Collection. Stockbook with various, material of various Middle Eastern countries,
including better stamps, like mint Abu Dhabi 12-14 (LH), 26-37, 42-44 (3x), 45-48, 49-51 (2x), 52-55 (2x), 81-83 (LH),
Bahrain 141-152 (LH), 160-163, Dubai 18-21 & C9-12 (perf & imperf block s of 4), J1-14, Oman 106-109 (2x), Qatar
86-90, 279-286, 494-499, Sharjah C28-33 (blocks of 4), nice Egypt, Israel etc., o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3699 HH/H/m South East Asia, Mostly Mint Collection. Four albums, including Indonesia (almost complete 1953-1980),
Philippines (almost complete 1972-1980), Japanese occupation of various countries, amongst which nice Manchuria,
and Laos 1951-1980, including imperforated material and some nice FDC’s., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3700 H/m)
South East Asia, Postal History, 1950-2000. Small box containing first day covers, commercial covers and
Christmas cards, a sweet little lot with uncommon material, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Latin America
Country Collections
3701 )
Argentina, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1942-2012. Approximately 700 covers, in 11
small Lighthouse cover albums, a few signed by Commanding officers or expedition crews. Cancelled during
Expeditions or at one of their 13 stations, that are part of a multi-nation mission to advance general scientific research in
the areas of Marine Biology, Meteorology and general scientific advancement. This area has been a territory of great
contention with competing claims overlapping with Chile and British Antarctic Territory, the British exert their claim via
the Falkland and South Georgia Islands which caused Britain and Argentina to actually enter a brief war in 1982,
although hostilities have ceased, this area is contested, but peaceful diplomatic relations have prevailed. This area has
become quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F., an interesting
collection of one of the few countries that have permanent settlements in Antarctica. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3702 H/m
Bolivia, Great Collection, 1867-2006. On Minkus pages plus homemade pages in blue binder; bursting at
the seams with stamps, mint and/or used, some in mounts, in earlier material with multiple examples; some covers and
postal stationary; great value in the hundreds and hundreds of stamps, including many airmails; later are postally used
or mint including many newer issues not yet integrated into collection; forget the “wallpaper” countries, and go with a
solid one where prices are still within reach! F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3703 HH/H/m Brazil, Huge Mint & Used Accumulation. Thousands upon thousands of stamps filling five large carton,
stamps are almost all identified and arranged by Scott number, there are definitives, commemoratives and back of the
book, sometimes hundreds of the same number, there is also better material like used 342-355, B1-B4, mint 446-449,
many blocks of four with first day cancels, unchecked and offered intact as it arrived to us, should be plenty of better to
pull out, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3704 H/m
Brazil, Collection, 1843-1937. On Scott pages, mostly used from early Bullseye and numeral issues
through back of book issues, with highlights that include: 1-2, 7-9, 11, 21-25, 27-28, 39-40, 61-67, 68-77, 79-81 and
P10-18. Condition is a little mixed, with some of the difficult issues that are missing from most collections, generally
F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $8,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3705 HH/H/m Brazil, Collection, 1844-1975. MNH, mint and used collection in Schaubek album and 2 stockbooks, lot
contauins nice classic material, various perf and watermark varieties and nice semi-official airmail stamps, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3706 )
Brazil, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1982-96. Approximately 140 covers, in 2 small
Lighthouse cover albums, cancelled during Expeditions and serviced by a Antarctic living in Brazil at the time. Brazil is
among the newest countries to stake their claim on the Antarctic in the contested zone that Argentina and British
Antarctic Territory have each contested, to be part of a multi-nation mission to advance general scientific research.
Antarctica has become quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F., this
country is very scarce among Antarctic collections as it has been largely unnoticed by the community of Antarctic
philatelists. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3707 )
Chile, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1957-2011. Approximately 250 covers, in 4 small
Lighthouse cover albums, a few signed by Commanding officers or expedition crews. Cancelled during Expeditions or
at one of their 11 stations, that are part of a multi-nation mission to advance general scientific research in the areas of
Marine Biology, Meteorology and general scientific advancement. This area has been a territory of great contention with
competing claims overlapping with Argentina and British Antarctic Territory. This area has become quite popular over
the years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F., an interesting collection of one of the few
countries that have permanent settlements in Antarctica. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3708 H/m
Chile, Collection, 1853-1996. Mainly used collection on Scott Specialty three-ring pages in Green binder
and dustcase; after 1977, pages are handmade; strength is in the early classics, of which there some have multiple
examples, including (used unless noted): 1, 3, 5, 6, 9-10, 11 mint, 12-3, 14, 15-9, 20-4. 25-36, #C6Cf, #J1-9 mint; largely
complete through 1977; great room for specialist study of the classics! F.-V.F., many hundreds of stamps!
Estimate $400 - 600
3709 HH/H/m Colombia, Collection, 1861-1975. Well filled collection in 2 stockbooks, including good classic material,
many SCADTA stamps etc. Also a book with Sperati and Spiro forgeries, well documented., o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3710 H/m
Colombia, States Collection, 1868-1907. Extensive collection on Scott Specialty pages, including
Antioquia (#1 used, 38 & 97-116 mint); Bolivar (#7 used); Boyaca; Cauca; Cundinamarca (#11a mint, tete-beche pair);
Santander; Tolima (#1, 2, 6 & 8 mint); a good “Old-Timer’s” collection with hundreds and hundreds of stamps; This one
will inspire the thrill of the hunt! F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3711 m
Colombia, Nearly Complete Used Collection, 1859-1971. On Scott Specialty pages, this collection has it
all (almost literally!): regular issues, semi-postals, Airmails, and as many BOB areas as you’d like; some of the
highlights: 1, 1a, 3, 4, 4a, 6, 6a, 10-12, 30-34, 31a, then largely complete to 1900, picking up again in 1904 with nearly
every 1920-1971 space filled; CE1-4, CF1, 4-5, F1-12, 24-25, J1,Acknowledgement of Receipt, Late Fees, Department
Stamps, Locals, Officials, Postal Tax and States—an absolute treasure trove to which to add and complete, clearly a
collection that took time and devotion to build—viewing strongly encouraged, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3712 H/m
Colombia, Sporadic Collection. On what appear to be Steiner “Deep blue” self-printed pages, apparently
complete to 2009; many examples/varieties on nineteenth-century stamps; most are in mounts; about ¼ mint, and ¾
used; several nice commercial covers; fairly extensive airmails from 1950s, 60s and 70s; with end to civil war, this
country is ready to take off, F.-V.F., hundreds of different.
Estimate $200 - 300
3713 H/m/)
Costa Rica, Collection, 1863-2005. Really spectacular collection approaching Exhibition-Level written up
on blank Exhibition-style pages in mounts and enclosed in vinyl protective sleeves, in 5 three-ring binders; most are
both mint and used, and the classics have up to dozens of each issue; begins with a complete Error pane of 100 (with
American Bank Note Co. imprints) from Plate II of #1, with “specimen”overprints, shifted on four of eight rows, with two
horizontal rows totally missing overprint; follows with imperforate Proofs of #1-4 and hand-stamped Specimen
overprints, plus other interesting items such as bisect of #1 (Plate II) tied on piece; followed by hundreds of examples of
#1-4 mint/used, with different varieties, cancellations (both before and after demonitization), plus 7 forgeries of #1-4;
continues with #7-14 in many dozens of varieties of overprints (doubled, errors), including several examples of the
“DOS CTS” essay plus two dozen of the “Oficial” Ross overprints (made on order of a dealer), with varieties; with a
probably unique showpiece, a Printer’s Plate Proof of #14 on very thin paper (originally valued at $1,500-1,900); then
#16-20, #21-2, #23-4, #25-34, mint and/or used with varieties, overprints, cancels and usages; #35-44, including #37a
(violet); #45-54 mint and/or used with varieties, cancels, etc, plus the 1914 Remainder cancels plus Trial Color Proofs;
#58 with surcharges shifted, inverted and other varieties; #59-68, with #62 variety with center shifted, and imperf pairs
of #59 and #62, as well as both perf 14 and perf 11x14, including the very scarce mint #65a ($150), #66a (#175), #68a
($300); #77-80, including many overprint varieties (shifted, inverted, missing) in singles, with some pairs, and on and
on!—- #82=4 with numerous varieties and errors, including “2911" (instead of ”1911") overprint; #86-100 with
numerous overprint varieties (double, inverted) and different perforations; the 1920 Limon Postal forgeries; #103 with
varieties, including tete-beche pairs and perforations; #105-9, including imperfs and tete-beche pairs, the following
issues include many perforations varieties, imperfs and overprint varieties; the 1924 Remainder unofficial overprints,
including the Paris “Padilla”unauthorized overprints of #69; four different unapproved essays; #196-200 with inverted
surcharges; 1947 FDR set in complete miniature sheetlets of 25, plus “Muestra” (“Specimen’) overprints; continues
largely complete through 1990s and until #577a-9a; 1926-41 Airmails with numerous overprint varieties (shifts, inverts,
missing letters) and Specimens; rare #C119 Printing Plate Proof, ”Muestra" block-of-four of #C120; 1946 airmails, with
#C133-5, 38-40 in “Muestra” and other overprint varieties; major color shifts of center on #C128, #C134, #C136 in
multiples; continues with many overprints and varieties, including #C258, #C260-1, #C271 imperforate plate proofs;
souvenir sheets perforated and imperf, largely complete through #C938; much other back-of-book, including Officials
complete with many varieties and #O62 with date inverted, Printer’s Waste, and others with overprint inverted; 1881-9
(#AR1-4) Fiscals Authorized for postage; postage dues and many “Guanacaste,” with varieties; Provisional Revenue
stamps; the 1892 Christopher Columbus unissued essay; scarce (1,000 issued) 1946 Rio de Janeiro Postal Congress
overprints on four values; if that isn’t enough, there is a fourth volume of postal history with about 100 covers, many, if
not most, commercial, beginning with #163 in 1935; some fabulous markings, usages, censors, forwarded mail,
Provisionals, Official Govt. Mail (President’s Office and Red Cross), with other great covers from Florida Ice and Farm
Co., oil and cigarette companies, Dental supplies. machinery, cultural; If that isn’t enough, there is a final volume with
over 100 additional pages with some better covers and postal stationary, Telegraphs, Postal Seals, PLUS thousands of
Revenue stamps, including: Match and Medicine, Wine and Spirits, Liquor Tax, Tobacco Tax, Hospital stamps,
Electoral stamps, Check Tax, Archive Tax, Coffee stamps, University stamps, General and Municipal Revenue stamps
there’s a reason why almost 3% of Costa Rica’s population are US citizens; a stable economy and reasonable issuing
policies have helped stamp prices; Try to find all these different varieties and rare material! if you want somewhere to
spend a great philatelic life in, this is it! A once-in-a lifetime opportunity! F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3714 H/m
Dominican Republic, Collection, 1879-1978. Plump, bursting old-time collection on Scott Specialty and
Minkus pages in worn Green binder; fairly well-packed; some nice classics and extensive treatment of 1950s, 60s and
70s; some better items; thousands of stamps with several hundred air mails! F.-V.F., loads of nice stamps!
Estimate $350 - 500
3715 H/m
Ecuador, Collection, 1865-1977. Interesting collection on Scott Specialty pages, ¾ used; many hundreds of
different stamps covering the range of issues, some very nice items, with useful duplication and varieties; airmails fairly
strong from 1937, plus postage dues, officials and 3 manilla stock-pages with newer/unentered issues, F.-V.F., a solid
country with reasonable issues!
Estimate $350 - 500
3716 H/m
Haiti, Nice Collection, 1881-1986. On Minkus pages in Harris binder, with pages through 1999; much
variety on early issues, some issues mint and used; many nice cancellations; includes (used unless noted): 1-6, 7-13,
18-9 mint, 26 mint imperf, 30 mint, 142 mint; thins out after 1970s; a great area for study as the country’s economy has
hot rock bottom, so its stamps are undervalued, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3717 H/m
Honduras, Amazing Specialized Collection, 1865-1993. On typed pages protected by plastic sleeves
(with a few Scott Specialty pages integrated) in a bursting three-ring binder; tremendous level of detail in write-up,
beginning with the Coat of Arms issues for Comayagua and Tegucigalpa; it seems like just about everything is here,
often in several examples, including imperfs, inverted overprints, some commercial covers, etc.; great depth and
extensive through 1981; certainly can be the basis of an Exhibition-level display in several possible directions; you don’t
know what you might find here! F.-V.F., offered completely intact!
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3718 H/m/)
Mexico, Astonishing Specialized Collection of First Issues, 1856-70. Built over several decades, on 39
double-sided Lighthouse Vario stocksheets in KVD three-ring leather binder, primarily used; focus is on #1-8, with many
dozens of varieties, including: single and double reentry, cracked plate, scratched plate, blurred print, dry print,
pre-printing folds, printed on both sides, double print, pairs and multiples (e.g. #21-22 strip-of-five ULTRAMAR
cancelled in Portugal with no district name, #1 strip-of-four with cracked plate and pre-printing paper folds, #4 pair on
cover), used and tied on piece (e.g. #3 used on piece with double reentry), used singles, pairs, bisects, quadrisects; 10
fabulous covers, including #4 pair on cover; five items with certificates (#7f strong double-print, #6 horizontal pair with
MORELIA district name and cancel, #2-3 with TEMASCALEPEC district name,tied together on piece by TEJUPILCO
cancel, #38a red on yellow printed on both sides used, and for reference #1b unauthorized reprint with forged cancel);
provenance information on some items included; district names and cancels include: Chihuaha, Colima, Cordova,
Guadalajara, Jalapa, Lagos, Mazatlan, Merida, Morelia, Orizava, Pachuca, Queretara, S.L. Potosi, Tabasco, Tampico,
Veracruz, Zacatecas; different cancellations and handstamps include: colors, box, mute, circular, grid; double-line,
colored and large overprints; we are offering this collection completely intact, a once in a lifetime opportunity! F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3719 H/m
Mexico, Collection, 1856-1984. Well filled, mint and used collection in Scott album, including better
souvenir sheets, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3720 HH/H
Mexico, Collections, 1863-1987. Two collections on Scott Specialty pages (1868-1983 and 1863-1987),
each in Green binder, mint and/or used, many in black Showguard mounts, including some obvious duplication, but also
varieties of watermark, perforation and/or die types; there are some better earlies, but strength of both is twentieth
century, and there are many better items in the 1920s-1940s, plus some of the scarcer 1950s-1960s souvenir sheets;
many hundreds of stamps, most mint, later appear NH; many hours of enjoyment here; Sell one, and keep the other! Or
keep both! F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3721 HH/H
Mexico, Modern Collection. On Minkus Specialty pages in blue binder with pages through 1998; issues
MNH 1999-2014 are complete in a box in glassines from new-issue dealer; modern issues from 1968 through 1998 are
just about complete, appear MNH; a few earlier sets of airmails like mint #C5-10, etc; great value in late twentieth
cantury and early twenty-first century, including many se-tenants, special sheets and souvenir sheets which were
missed by many people; also, includes very scarce 1997 Pacific Exhibition Special Official Deluxe proofs of #C188 and
#C191; almost 50-years of post-office fresh MNh stamps! F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $3,600.
Estimate $600 - 800
3722 HH/H/m Nicaragua, Extensive Collection, 1862-1994. Mint and/or used privately written up on Exhibition-style
pages in vinyl protective mounts in large three-ring binders, numerous examples of items from the classic era;
beginning with #1-2 and #3//12, there are many mint and used; there is a Great Britain used abroad #A9 4p, vermilion
(Pl;ate #15) with nice “C57" strike of obliterator, used on the Mosquito Coast in Greyton, Nicaragua ($325); many
hundreds of mint and used through the nineteenth century, including much nice classic postal stationary; continues into
twentieth century with a number of 1903 and other overprints not listed in Scott; fairly complete, but needs to be checked
for overprints and Types; through mid- and later- twentieth century with unlisted varieties, overprints, perforation
varieties, souvenir sheets and about 20 commercial covers; continues with good back-of-the-book, including Officials
(#CO1-19, #O82-90, #O344-55), airmails, postage dues, with many Zelaya ”Bluefields" and Cabo Gracios a Dios; a
couple hundred pages of material; this area remains popular with many US collectors since Nicaragua was occupied by
US from 1912-33, F.-V.F., a great collection with beautiful stamps!
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3723 H/m
Panama, Collection, 1887-1996. Very nice collection on handmade pages with black Hawid mounts in a
large three-ring binder; extensive write-up on early issues, and it includes many examples of shade/color varieties, as
well as overprint (inverted, size, color) varieties; some really attractive postal and CDS cancels; several attractive
commercial covers, including early airmail (1929) and advertising; fairly complete through 1976, thin thereafter; we
noticed items like (used unless noted): #218, #454J, #487I, #C363a; great collector-material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3724 H/m
Paraguay, Collection, 1870-1994. Great Old-time collection on Minkus pages in ragged maroon binder; this
one is stuffed full of goodies, including many earlies, classics (many mint and used), color and shade varieties, inverted
overprints, nice cancellations, plus plenty of nice airmails, including many zepps; some in mounts, jam-packed with
stamps, very strong through about 1960, begins thinning out in 1970s, scattered in 1980s; this is stellar! F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3725 H/m
Peru, Breath-Taking Specialized Collection, 1858- 2001. On 140 hand-made Exhibition-style pages
written-up in detail and protected in plastic sleeves in a large three-ring binder; there are thousands of stamps here with
a massive catalogue value, but the level of specialization makes it one of a kind; many stamps are mint and/or used in up
to ten examples of each, with different cancellations, shades and varieties, including imperforates, inverted overprints,
misplaced centers and Types (e.g. 6 of the 11 Types of the overprints on 1883 issues); the range and depth of this
collection is extraordinary, and we have left it completely intact! Page after pages, the stamps keep coming! also strong
back-of-the-book, including Provisionals for Arequipa, postage dues, Unemployment Fund stamps, Chilean
Occupation, and several dozen revenues; F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3726 m
Peru, Pretty Collection, Mostly Used, 1857-1960. Consisting of home-designed Lighthouse pages and a
few stockbook pages housed in a Rhodesia (?) binder; selection of early issues, with many overprint varieties; note
used 1, 3-4, 7-10, 12 (2, one with lovely SOTN Lima cancel), 20 (with “L.B.” stamp on back), 14-15, 78, 85; UPU Peru
and UPU Lima overprints (including unlisted 10¢), O3-4, J1-21; mint B1-5 (2), C81a (2), O9, Q3, Q8; Airs, Locals
(Arequipa, Chiclayo, Cuzco 8N15, Huacho, Paita 11N3, Piura 14N2, 14N18, Puno, Yca); Postal Tax and Telegraphs, a
nice introduction to the collecting areas for Peru.
Estimate $300 - 400
3727 H/m
Salvador, Dazzling Specialized Collection, 1867-1984. On typed pages protected in plastic sleeves in
Green Scott three-ring binder; the early material (through 1940s) are written up in great detail, at times approaching
exhibition-level; there are often several examples of a stamp (mint, used), with early and later printings, shade, overprint
and cancellation varieties; this represents years of study, a real philatelic gem, from #1-4 (mint and used), #5-11 (used),
and on and on; many of the really difficult Seebecks are here! includes a stunning showpiece—-rare 1896 #146
watermark 117 imperforate (listed by unpriced in Scott) in full sheet of 200! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3728 H/m
Uruguay, Impressive Collection, 1859-2009. On Minkus pages in a bulging three-ring binder, chock full of
stamps, mint and used, many in mounts; many stamps are mint and/or used; generally very high quality; extensive from
mid-1860s through 1960s, strong in fit-and-starts afterwards, after 1992 on blank or quadrilled pages; many difficult
items; generally all here except the scarcities; some early postal stationary (1883) and a few covers, including two nice
Zepp covers; many airmails and back-of-the-book, with strong Pegasus issues; hard to put together a collection this
solid! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3729 H/m
Uruguay, Well-Rounded Collection, 1859-1965. On Scott Specialty pages with Elbe binder, mainly used;
from late nineteenth century onwards it is very respectable, with some useful duplication, including some mint and/or
used; some very nice postal cancels right through 1965; fairly extensive airmails and back-of-the-book; another solid
philatelic area for the classic and early modern periods, F.-V.F., beautiful stamps for the real collector!
Estimate $500 - 750
3730 HH/H/m Venezuela, Extensive Collection, 1859-1980. With many varieties, shades, impressions, including mint
and/or used (often both), with a few multiples; including better items and high-values; very strong airmails, and other
back-of-the-book; long runs of beautiful used values from later 1940s on; stuffed with what looks like a couple thousand
great stamps! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Area Collections
3731 HH/H/m Central America, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1975. Housed in three Scott albums, includes mint
264-272, Canal Zone 5, 21-26, Costa Rica C15-C27, C197-C210, Guatemala 188-191, Honduras C51-C55,
C181-C186, Mexico 310-320, C6-C10, C103-C107, Nicaragua C67-C71, C72-C76, Panama C47a, a wonderful lot with
many extras, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3732 H/m
Latin America, Collection Mint & Used, 1871-1981. Mounted in four Minkus albums, mint Guatemala
includes 11-14, 17-20, 264-272, C29-C31, C92, mint Honduras includes 30-36, 51-64, 103-110, C4 with PF certificate,
C11 with PF certificate, C24 with PF certificate, mint El Salvador has 1-4, 38-46, C15-C18, C20-C23, with excellent
coverage of Officials, Chile has used 1, mint with 254, 255, C89, C124, J48-J58, with many souvenir sheets, Peru
contains mint 1 with PF certificate, 283-289, 394-405, C78-C81, C81a, a wonderful lot to build upon or break up for
retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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3733 H/m/)
Latin America, Selection of First Issues. 35 stamps and four covers from arg, Chile, Cuba, Haiti,
Guatemala, Mexico & Paraguay including four partial or intact exhibit pages; several scarce and interesting pieces;
mostly F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3734 S
Latin America, Specimen Collection. Housed in a binder, over 230 specimen overprints on singles, pairs
and blocks of four, countries includes Chile, Peru, Panama, Mexico, Nicaragua, Ecuador, Venezuela, fresh and clean, a
great lot for the South American specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3735 H/m
Latin America, Exciting and Colorful Collection. Including Argentina on French album pages; Dominican
Republic, El Salvador and Uruguay on stock pages (DR with duplicates), Ecuador on printed album pages (mostly
used, from 9 on), Guatemala through 1950 on printed album pages, Peru on Scott album pages through 1972,
Venezuela on printed album pages through 1913—plus Scott Specialty Series binder with mix of Scott and homemade
ppages for Argentina through Honduras and Colombia (with States); noted full sheet Argentina #1 showing position of
varieties, Guatemala 1, 2, 4, 5 used, and nice good early Venezuela, must see—an excellent collection on which to
build., Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $600 - 800
3736 HH/H/m Latin America, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1960. Housed in a large carton, a brilliant collection with mint
& used Argentina, Haiti, Mexico, with decent representation of Central America, a last minute walk in, so we will leave
the pleasure of finding the better material to the viewers, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3737 H/m
Latin America, Accumulation. Containing hundreds of stamps on loose album pages, stock pages and
complete panes. Condition and centering are mixed. This is a perfect lot for a person who wishes to expand the Latin
America section of their collection., Ex-Milton Zucker Collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3738 H
South America, Mint Collection, 1890-1977. Housed in two Scott volumes, better mint includes Argentina,
Bolivia 118-127, C27-C34, Brazil 162-165, Chile 146-153, Columbia 411-416, C121-C133, Ecuador C51-C56,
C65-C69, Paraguay C74-C78, C88-C92, Peru 226-231, Uruguay 225-234, 282-284, Venezuela 137-141, with many
more complete mint sets, some scattered light foxing on pages not affecting the stamps, otherwise F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide
Topical Collections
3739 HH
Worldwide, 2008 Beijing Olympics-Mt. Olympus, Mint Stock For the Gods. Zeus himself would be
amazed by this holding, this was China’s ultimate coming out party, the behemoth holding of over 80 countries, Angola
to Zambia, from 500 to 19,000 of each set, scott catalog values range form $1 to $7.50 per set, more in Gibbons, Yvert or
Michel, all in complete sets and a unique opportunity to own for resale one of the vast holdings left of this monumental
Olympiad. Incredible new issue cost and in a great topical area. Complete listing available upon request. A
one-of-a-kind, once-in-a-lifetime opprotunity., o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,750,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $150,000 - 200,000
3740 H
Worldwide, Topical Paradise! . Whatever your topic, this is the collection for you: 16 binders and 14
stockbooks of worldwide issues (mint, mounted on pages with typed descriptions) filled with everything you could wish
for: Archaeology, arts & crafts, astronomy, Christmas, dinosaurs, Disney, exploration/navigation (Captain Cook has his
own album), flight (from birds to rockets), mining & industry, mythology, Nobel, polar, rocks/minerals/gems, telecom,
wildlife, zeppelins; special collections of Gilbert Islands, Kiribati (both with gutter pairs and sheets), Tuvalu; US plate
blocks 1972//1984, mostly mounted on Harris pages. Note Indonesia 2000 Special Editions plus FDCs with polished
stones, Monaco Sc 1099-1106 both perforated and imperf, Portugal 661a, British Antarctic Territories 25-38, Australian
Antarctic Territories L8-18; PRC e.g. 426-37, 1019-37, 1131-42, 1095-98, 1989 Annual Folder; also US 2052 EFO
misperfed sheet., F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3741 HH/H
Worldwide, Flowers Topical Collection. Extensive thematic collection of Flora in five Importa albums; very
large amount of material, including better sets like China #542-59 (1960-61 chrysanthemums; 2 sets MH, 1 set used),
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3742 )
Worldwide, Scouting Topical Collection, 1937-96. Gigantic collection of over 900 covers, cards and FDCs
related to the popular Scouting theme; items from very many countries, including an interesting selection of Asia; many
better items bought as single items, housed in 10 albums; seldom see such an extensive collection, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3743 )
Worldwide, Bear Topical Collection, 1910-60. Housed in eight albums; no lions or tigers, but bears, oh
my!—stamps, cachets and postmarks; many hundreds of incredible covers, cards, FDCs; many scarce(r) issues
present including three Russia polar bear covers, rare Spitsbergen cover, Norway 104-10 on cover, etc., F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3744 HH
Worldwide, Topical Historical Hoard of Six Collections. Six collections in eight three-ring binders on
White Ace Historical pages, Herrick pages or blank handmade pages, appears all MNH; collections appear largely
complete, in Showguard mounts, although some sets are in glassines from new-issue dealer; including: 1) two-volume
complete collection of all 1974 Universal Postal Union Centennial issues; 2) 50th 1996 Anniversary UN world-wide
issues; 3) 1983 British Commonwealth Day Omnibus; 4) 250th Anniversaqry of George Washington’s Birth; 5) Winston
Churchill Birth Centenary; 6) two-volume American Bicentennial collection; includes many imperforatess, souvenir
sheets and deluxe sheets/sheetlets, some booklets and gutter-pairs and other specialty material; thousands of
sparkling fresh stamps and complete sets that will delight history-lovers or on-line retailers! o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3745 HH/H
Worldwide, Olympic Topical Collection, 1976-2008. Includes an album with 1980 Olympic issue material,
with many souvenir sheets, then over 100 complete sets and souvenir sheets from the 1984 & 1988 Olympics, heavy in
French Colonies, British Commonwealth and Latin America, should be plenty o’ valuable pickings, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 755
3746 H
Worldwide, Mint Thematic Collection, 1958-66. On several hundred handmade Scott pages in large green
binder, worldwide issues by country A-Z with all stamps issues related to United Nations, including omnibus and other
issues for: Declaration of Human Rights, WHO and Anti-Malaria, ITU, UNICEF, UPU, International Cooperation year,
Freedom From Hunger, UNESCO, World Refugee Year, United Nations Day, UN General Assembly Resolution, and
others; includes single stamps, sets, souvenir sheets (perf and imperf), a few cover; lots of well-selected and choice
material, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3747 H/)
Worldwide, Accumulation of Topical Collections. In twenty albums, with various topics including: Three
Stooges, Disney, Abraham Lincoln, Princess Diana, Norman Rockwell, Flora and Fauna, Elvis, U.S. Presidents, Betty
Boop, Birds and Europa., F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
3748 H
Worldwide, Sports & Olympics, 1912-40. Collection of about 75 mostly different Poster Stamps/Publicity
Labels for various Olympics and Sporting Events (two, 1912 Stockholm * 1924 Paris, used on the reverse of covers);
also includes another five covers, 1934-57, franked with Sports sets and a 1938 200m Olympic Lottery Bond from
Finland. Lots of scarce material here. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Cover Collections
3749 )
Worldwide, Covers, Extensive Holding, Mainly 20th Century. Five display cases full of worldwide 20th
century covers: countries included range from Andorra to Vatican City with major holdings in France, Germany to 1936,
German after 1946, Scandinavia, South America, Italy, Netherlands; generally strongest in Western Europe and
Colonies, but Eastern Europe (Hungary, Poland, Russia), Middle East (Israel, Egypt), Far East (Japan, China, Korea)
and Central America/Caribbean (Cuba, Mexico and DR/Haiti) also noted; all on window sales cards and
sorted—quickly find what you want to keep and have the rest organized to sell or trade! F.-V.F., display cases are in
excellent condition and have years of use left in them. Spend some time looking through. Scott $68,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
3750 )
Worldwide, Miscellany of Covers. Housed in three large dealer’s cases with latches and handles-perfect
for shows, and valuable of themselves; approximately. 3700 covers, most FDC or special event cancels; strongest in
Western Europe, with Americas, Japan and Eastern Europe also represented; all on window sales cards, ready for your
next bourse; owner—a knowledgeable dealer—priced these conservatively over 20 years ago., F.-V.F. Scott $18,500+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3751 )
Worldwide, Enormous Postal History Accumulation. Quite possible the largest cover lot we have ever
seen, tens of thousands of US and world wide covers and cards presented in every possible format, approximately 60%
U.S. to 40% foreign, includes thousands of U.S. first flights, illustrated ad covers, cacheted event covers, picture
postcards, mint & used postal stationery, censored covers from everywhere, space covers, mourning covers, U.S. first
day covers with felt cachets, WWII patriotics, with better like German Zeppelin cover with C37 (2), Brazil Zeppelin cover
with 29, Newfoundland postal card uprated with #79, 1876 illustrated ad cover for the Centennial, there is really too
much to inspect, we will leave that pleasure to the perspective bidders, just make sure you have enough time to properly
vet it, a once in a lifetime event, mixed condition, otherwise, F.-V.F., ex Worcester.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3752 )
Worldwide, Covers, Mostly 20th Century. Miscellaneous mix of multitudinous material: many hundreds of
French FDCs (from 1959 on) and UN/UN-related FDCs, smaller sets of UK FDCs; five Showgard cover albums in clean
condition—with covers; FDCs, postally used—plus 144 maximum cards from around the world (owner’s count; valued
these alone at nearly $3000); also included is an interesting lot of 19th-century French and Austrian manuscript
documents with fiscal imprints, plus Indian (and States) revenue documents, one a lovely example where the stamp
was canceled in fingerprints! F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3753 )
Worldwide, Air Etiquettes on Cover, 1941 Onward. Approximately 300 airmail covers, all collected for the
air etiquettes applied, a wide range of countries, frankings, etc., the demand for this type of cover is increasing, many
scarce labels, must be seen.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3754 )
Worldwide, Airmail Postal History Smorgasbord, 1920-60. Over five hundred airmail covers from Aden to
Zanzibar, includes 1928 John Henry Mears Round the world card, Italy C1 on flown card, Italy C2 on cover, Afghanistan
cover from the Foreign Service, 1938 Brazil Condor flight, and many more, a trip to the four corners of the globe,
presented just you, some mixed condition, but generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3755 )
Worldwide, Postal Stationery, 19th and 20th Century. Postal card and stationery lot, mint and used, filling
a carton; strong in Germany & States, Austria (Empire), British Empire; postal cards, military post, envelopes; noted
Persia, China, Japan, Honduras, Guatemala; reply cards of El Salvador and Guatemalan letter cards, Italian Postal
Orders also noted in mix., F.-V.F., some beautiful items in this lot, which may just make you start a new collection!
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3756 )
Worldwide, Postal History Farrago, 1840-1950. Many hundreds of covers and cards in a large box,
includes Luxembourg, Columbia, Brazil, Spain, Portugal, Ecuador, Mexico, Bahrain, Russia, Israel, France, Chile,
Austria, Monaco, Saar, Philippines, Iraq, German States, Netherlands, Cape Verde, Mozambique Company, Ivory
Coast, Bhutan, with material such as postal stationery, first day covers, stampless, advertising, airmails, picture
postcards, feldpost, packet boat, first flights, zeppelins, with many scarce and unusual frankings, mixed condition,
careful inspection is needed as there are a few fronts and pieces, a treasure trove for the cover specialist, F.-V.F.,
Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3757 )
Worldwide, Airmail & First Flight Cover Selection, 1929-49. Collection of 20 aviation related covers,
better includes 1932 zeppelin flight to Switzerland with C74 & C77, 1949 Austria first rocket mail, 1932 zeppelin flight to
Chile with C35, 1933 Great Britain with Sanabria S3, 1929 Airmail label"Karlsrhue to Galway", some scarce material
here, examine carefully, huge potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3758 )
Worldwide, Postal History Mishagas, 1850-1960. Over (80) covers and cards, with 1934 Ruanda with #55
(3) and Switzerland postage due J40, Estonia #2 on picture postcard, Cameroun postal card to Germany, Argentina #3
on cover, Brazil #56 pair on cover, Japan #138 pair on cover to Germany, Chile #83-91 on cover, Belgian Congo B8 (2)
on picture postcard to France, India #19 & 26B (2) on cover, material not often seen, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3759 )
Worldwide, Specialized Antarctic Balance Collection. Containing approximately 500 mint Postcards,
approximately 200 U.S. Antarctic theme first day covers, approximately 500 Worldwide Cacheted covers serviced in
the Antarctic, approximately 500 Worldwide Cacheted covers and photo postcards serviced in the Arctic, plus a group
150-180 U.S. Antarctic Treaty anniversary covers in 3 small Lighthouse albums, F.-V.F., a great diverse selection of
esoteric Antarctic expositions (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3760 )
Worldwide, Covers With Aero/Astro Themes. Many of hundreds of worldwide covers: First Flight Covers,
Apollo, RAF anniversaries; a popular and fun collecting area., F.-V.F., Be sure to board early-this lot is sure to take off!
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3761 )
Worldwide, Postal History Potpourri, 1840-1950. A few hundred covers and cards, heavy in postal
stationery, with many used, includes Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Ceylon with uprated to Germany, Congo, great group of
Egypt, Finland, France, Great Britain, Greece, Guatemala, Hungary, Iceland, India, Italy, Luxembourg, Mexico,
Monaco, Netherlands, Newfoundland, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Straits Settlements, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, a fine lot, great potential for the intrepid dealer, mixed condition, F.-V.F., Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $600 - 800
3762 )
Worldwide, Censored Mail, 1890-1960. Several hundred covers in a box from the four corners of the globe,
with a spectacular range of frankings and markings, some better includes 1900 Cape of Good Hope “Censor Prisoner of
War”, Iraq “Opened by Examiner”, 1941 French Cameroun “Controle Postal Commiser”, India “Not Opened by Censor”,
some interesting markings, mixed condition as to be expected with a lot of this size, happy bidding, F.-V.F., Ex-Milton
Zucker Collection.
Estimate $600 - 800
3763 )
Worldwide, Postal History Jambalaya. Residing in a cover album, over ninety covers,postal cards, picture
postcards and aerograms, some better include 1913 Austrian picture postcard to Indo China, Austria C1, C2 & C3 on
cover, Austria M43-M48 on cover, mint Newfoundland postal cards, 1937 Germany C46, C51 & C57 on cover to South
West Africa, a quick inspection will confirm the quality of this collection, some condition issues, but generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3764 )
Worldwide, Postal History Melange, 1860-1945. Presented in seven albums and on pages in a large
carton, includes France & Colonies postal stationery and covers, Colorado picture postcards, naval covers, album of
Eastern Europe covers, Hindenberg first flight cover, Belgium covers, WWI feldposts, Antarctic related covers,
Newfoundland flight covers, catapult cover, Belgium postal stationery, a brilliant little lot filled with better material, a few
condition issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3765 )
Worldwide, Covers, 1900-2000. Many hundreds of covers and cards in three large boxes, mostly Germany
& Great Britain, but there is plenty of other material including a collection of WWII ration ephemera, great lot for the
dealer with a $2 cover box although there is some better material, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3766 )
Worldwide, Picture Postcards. Some used, some mint; worldwide with wide range of subjects; easily over
750 cards—worth a look! F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3767 )
Worldwide, Mint & Used Postal Stationery Accumulation. Thousands of postal cards and envelopes,
mint and used, with countries that includes Switzerland, France, German States, Guatemala, Dominica, Hungary,
South Africa, Zanzibar, Great Britain, Malta, Gambia, Gold Coast, Grenada, Jamaica, Natal, New South Wales, Virgin
Islands, Mauritius, Cyprus, with some better postmarks and destinations, better includes registered, censored, uprated,
advertising, you get hours of enjoyment for little money, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3768 )
Worldwide, Zeppelin Cover Collection, 1931-32. 15 Zeppelin covers & cards, includes six Germany, a
Uruguay, and eight Brazil, the German are all Hindenburg flights, Brazil has some better frankings such as 1931 flight
with 356 & C28, 1931 with 356 pair & C27, 1934 with C30 & 229, and 1932 with a C29 & 229, fresh and clean covers, a
joy to behold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3769 )
Worldwide, BOAC First Flight Covers, 1950-70. Over 200 BOAC first flight covers, from Sudan, Uganda,
Northern Rhodesia, Pakistan, Egypt, India, Burma, Bahrain, Lebanon, Japan, Iran, Australia, Chile, Uruguay, Hong
Kong, New Zealand, Singapore, Fiji, all with the BOAC cachet, light duplication, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3770 H/m)
Worldwide, Postal History, 1880-2000. Filling a large box, includes U.S. mint postal stationery, first day
covers U.S. and foreign, Canada with self adhesive postage, Australia & Czechoslovakia first day covers and mint
stationery, and first day covers from Switzerland and Liechtenstein, should be enough to entice a few bids, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3771 )
Worldwide, Covers, 1850-1950. A few hundred covers and cards in a box, includes British Commonwealth
including used postal stationery, nice group of packet boat cancels, and a group of mourning covers from France,
Germany, Mozambique Company, Mexico, Portugal and Spain, should provide hours of entertainment, mixed
condition, examine, F.-V.F., Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $400 - 600
3772 )
Worldwide, Postal History, 1880-1980. A few hundred covers and cards filling a large carton, includes first
day covers, first flights,advertising, cacheted event, from Asia, South America, Africa & Europe, also includes full
sheets of U.S. postage, inspect and enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
3773 )
Worldwide, Postal History, 1850-1960. A couple of hundred U.S. and foreign covers, with censored, Civil
War patriotics, advertising, first flights, forwarded, picture postcards, airfield dedications, WWII patriotics, APOs, Wells
Fargo & Co., a couple better includes 1929 Central Canada Exhibition illustrated cover, and a Newfoundland censored
cover, some moisture issues present so careful inspection is needed, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Stamp Collections
3774 HH/H
Worldwide, Collection, 1840-1920. Schwaneberger Specialized Kosmos (World) Stamp Album in five
volumes, 1921 edition (regarded by many experts as the finest printed stamp albums ever made) published in Germany
by the makers of the Michel catalogues, and hailed as the first “scientific” stamp albums and catalogues. This set of
albums—-with descriptions and spaces for every postage stamp known to be released through 1920—-puts many
catalogues to shame since it includes all major and minor shade, color, paper, watermark and perforation varieties (as
in the Michel catalogues). This deluxe edition was printed in a very limited edition of a few hundred copies. It includes
almost 1,000 singled-sided double folio-size heavy coated-paper pages, with a hidden springback mechanism in large
buckram binders (with dust cases). These albums and pages are in very good condition and are suitable for use today,
with some very light pencil marks on some pages. Some better stamps are (or were) in clear mounts. These albums
alone are valuable, but they also house many thousands of stamps assembled in a collection almost one century ago.
Probably three-quarters of the stamps are in used condition, and they display a startling freshness and brightness,
having not seen any light in many decades. After several weeks of study, we have listed the highlights of the collection,
counting only sound stamps in generally fine or better condition; stamps with faults, thins, missing perfs, etc., have not
been counted. Suspicious items known to be heavily forged are also not listed or counted. A few beautiful stamps with
very minor flaws are listed (and described).
EUROPE: Belgium #12 with “25" barred circle c.d.s. ($150); Bulgaria #4 light cancel with slight nibbed corner ($160);
Denmark #5-6 with ”1" (Copenhagen) in 3-ring circle cancel ($260); #57-64** ($240); 65-9** ($435), plus two additional
Facit-listed shades ($140)); 72-76 (including #74a)** ($480); 71** block of four ($130); Iceland #71-77 */o ($235);
Germany #1 ($95); 13* ($110); 14 Hamburg c.d.s., tiny short perf, signed Dr. Erwin Sommer ($130); 22* with Certificate
($500); 25 with “Ächen 7/1/74" c.d.s. ($410); #25a handstamp on tiny piece, signed Frank Pfenniger ($500); 28 with
minuscule perf flaws ($450); 36b,d,e ($170); 64* ($120); 65A with Certificate ($400); Germany Offices in China,
Tientsin #24-35 ($180); #36A Type II ($300); German Occupation of Romania Michel #I-IV Fiscal stamps with/c.d.s.
(€75+); Baden 1-4 ($340); 6-9 ($100); 23a* ($375); Bavaria 14 ($160); 15-22 ($400); Baden Michel #O6//15 (perforated
”E" for use by Railway officials) (€170); Brunswick #5 ($325); 7-8($105); Bremen #2 straight-line BREMEN cancel,
signed ($300); Hamburg #2-3 ($195); 4(*) ($100); 22* ($105); Hanover $1-6 ($210); 16 ($100); 11-14 ($170); 22-3
($110); 27-9 ($140); German Occupation of Alsace-Lorraine #N3 choice 1871 c.d.s. ($110); 22* ($110); Saxony #2
($95); Schleswig-Holstein 3//9 ($255); 11//14 ($170); Thurn and Taxis #13 ($400); Wurttemberg #1-2 ($100); 36a
($275); Memel #18-29 ($100); German New Guinea 1//6* ($120); German East Africa #1//5*/o ($200); Caroline Islands
#1 ($185); Marshall Islands 3-4* ($100); Samoa #51//56*/o ($174); Togo #36* with Sismondo Certificate ($130); France
#1-2 lozenge cancel ($1,800); 9 ($800); 18-20 ($145); 50-53a ($100); France Offices in Zanzibar #7//22 ($145); Greece
#11 ($135); 15 ($165); 16-16b ($280); 20-20b ($120); 126* ($325); 127* ($575); 198//213 ($140); Great Britain #1 with
red Maltese Cross ($320); 1a with light red Maltese Cross ($325); 26 ($125); 27 ($100); 28 ($600); 44 ($215); 45 x2
($200); 46 ($575); 48 ($225); 57 ($600); 60 ($250); 64 ($120); 70 ($325); 65 ($700); 94-95 ($300); 104 ($210); 105
($240); 102 ($100); 96 ($165); 108 ($250); 122, 126 ($210), 127-39 ($500); 141 ($525); 142 ($850); 179-80 ($200); O75
($145); O12 ($300); O45 ($135); Great Britain Offices in Turkey #NO38-41 ($135); Ionian Islands #1-2* ($175); Malta
17-18* ($155); Italian States: Neapolitan Province #20*/o ($475); 23* ($290); Italy #17 ($325); 72 ($230); 59//63 ($140);
92//111 ($615); B1-4 ($140); Q1//5 ($180); Italy Offices in Albania 13//16* ($120); Italy Offices in Constantinople #1-8
($115); Roman States # 8 x 2 and #7 on piece ($235+); 13a(*) ($900); 14 ($250); 15(*) ($525); 15 ($105); 16 on piece
($135+); #9 and #7 on piece ($120); Sicily # 12 ($290); 13 ($120); Parma #4 ($235); #3 pair ($240); 9 ($350); 10(*)
($180); Sardinia #7 “P.D.” handstamp cancel ($650); 10-14* ($150); Tuscany #1 ($2,250); 4 ($190); 5 ($200); 6 ($260);
7 ($350); 8 ($375); 13 ($200); 12 (#1,100); 13 ($200); 14 ($225); 15 ($375); 17 ($1,200); 18a ($350); 20 ($225); 21
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($440); 21a ($440); Luxemburg #42 ($95); Netherlands #1//3 ($235); 5-6 ($110); 12 ($160); 40//50 ($175); Norway #1
($175); 2-3 ($280); 9-10 ($145); 13 ($160); Austria Lombardy-Venetia #12 ($125); 17-18 ($130); Austria #P1 ($110);
Bosnia & Herzegovina # 8* ($160); Hungary Banat, Bacska Issue # 10N22-24 ($160); 10N25-37 ($260); Arad Issue
#1N1-9 ($125); Fiume #3//20a ($400); 100-104* ($185); J4c-J12c ($530); Yugoslavia Croatia-Slavonia # 2L3-15
($205); Eastern Rumelia #19* ($400); South Bulgaria #29 ($275); Poland 32-40* ($135); 41* signed ($500); 42* ($625);
44* signed ($500); P4 ($275); Portugal #31 ($100); Moldavia #9 ($190); Moldavia-Walachia #17 ($225); Sweden #7
($275); Switzerland #7a ($450); 8 ($125); 12 ($125); 40 ($100);105-111 ($430); 125 ($130); Spain #23 ($450); Turkey
#1-5 ($105); 132-41* ($275); 151//160* ($180); 161-64* ($160); 237-50 ($1450; 276-84 ($270); J1-3 ($220); J42-50*
($110); J51-52 ($200);
AFRICA: Angra #1//35 ($210); Ethiopia #J15//19* ($220); Azores #33 ($100); 36 signed ($175); 38-39 ($105); 53a
($110); Bechuanaland #9 ($190); Dahomey #1-16* ($580); 17-31* ($480); Diego-Suarez #8-9 ($205); Eritria #8-9
($105); Fernando Po #1 ($140); 2-4* ($200); 42* ($120); French Congo #3* ($350); Somali Coast #20 ($180); Cape of
Good Hope #1 ($400); 3 ($325); 2 ($170); 5 ($300); 5a ($400); 6 ($300); 6a ($600); 5b ($540); 6 ($300); 12a* ($650); 13
($120); 13a ($600); 13 pair ($275); Liberia #7-9* ($230); Madagascar #22 ($100); Mauritius #9 ($240); 30 ($100);
Moheli #1-16* ($400); Natal #35 ($120); 97 ($140); Niger Coast Protectorate #7 ($160); Orange River Colony #17//22
($725); 23-7* ($630); 61-9* ($305); 70-3* ($120); Reunion #5-10 ($325); 4*,4o ($125); 13-16 ($550); 25-27 ($700);
34//52 ($350); Senegal #22 ($110); 27 ($260); 11* ($120); 31 ($200); 12 paid c.d.s. ($240); 57//71* ($140); Sudan #9-16
($125); New Republic #1//4* ($130); 28a* ($250); Stellaland #1-5* ($415);
ASIA: India #11//18 ($170); 57-8 ($175); Ceylon #46* ($180); 118* ($95); China #7 ($525); 8 ($450); 10 ($225); 11-12
($240); 15 ($140); 19* ($240); 20* ($450); 20 ($500); 23 ($350); 73* ($250); French Indochina #2* ($110); Dutch Indies
#59-62 ($295); 78-80* ($120); Persia #11* ($225); 14 ($175); 47-9 ($150); 53-59 ($230); Bangkok #18 ($110);
Shanghai #73 ($95); 75(*) signed ($300); 89-90* ($100);
AUSTRALIA: Australia #6-8 ($120); 11 c.d.s. ($140); New Zealand #8 ($200); 14 ($125); 16b ($400); 30 ($340); 35
($145); New South Wales # 31 ($140); 85 ($105); South Australia #2 ($100); Tahiti #1f ($475); 8-11* ($305); 27-28*
($135); Tasmania # 12 ($115); Victoria #4 ($100); 124* ($100); B1-2* ($168); Western Australia #1 ($275); 3 ($275);
14a ($130); 21* ($140); 29* ($110); 72* ($140); 51* ($180); 61* ($130);
AMERICA: Argentina #18//20* ($240); Buenes Aires #13-13a ($140); Cordoba #1 ($150); Bahamas # 11a* ($120);
13//13b ($150); Barbados #26 ($130); Bolivia #55-58* ($130); Brazil #2b ($250), #28 ($110); 70//77 ($95); British
Columbia & Vancouver Island #2(*) ($250); 7 ($125); 5 ($300); 5 ($300); 8 ($160); 9(*) ($300); British Guiana #11
($1,100); 2(*) ($250); 7 ($125); 5 ($300); 8 ($160); 9(*) ($300); 47-49 ($105); 103-4 ($115); Canada #17 ($150); 18
($130); 19 ($200); 23 ($225); 96-99* ($165); 100 ($100); 102* ($225); F1b ($110); Costa Rica #94 ($100); French
Guiana #40* signed ($125); Guatemala #6(*) ($175); 61//73* ($110); Virgin Islands #21-28* ($150); Columbia #16
($175); 34 ($175); 39-40 ($120); Newfoundland #61-74** ($740); Nevis #17 ($100); Peru #7-8 ($110); 9-10 ($95);
12//15 ($100); 19*/o ($165); St. Christopher #18-20* ($180); St. Lucia #5* ($140); 17* ($145); Cuba 2* ($125); Trinidad
and Tobago 51*/o ($170); 88*/o ($140); United States #Q1-12 ($205);
The strength is in classic Europe, with a few better colonies and some choice early China! Easily catalogues into the
six-figures, with a number of choice and scarcer items., o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
3775 m
Worldwide, Stunning Classic Used Collection (No British Empire). If you ever wondered what the Scott
listings actually look like—this is your chance to find out. Housed in ten Specialty binders, these quadrilled pages strictly
follow Scott: if the catalogue lists it, there is a space for it, starting with Afghanistan‘s large and small tiger heads (dated
1288, 1290, 1294 and 1295) and running through Zambezia #107. Issue dates and notes are annotated throughout,
making identification and verification straightforward. The binders and pages (including about 100 blank at the end of
volume ten) are in pristine condition. Stamps run through 1940; collection-building stopped over 50 years ago, giving it a
fresh old-time feel—one built with an eye to quality and a European sensibility regarding cancels: socked-on-the-nose
cancels abound. Austria regular and granite paper varieties, Dollfuss Mourning Issue, Rotary overprints (B87-92) and
Offices in the Levant and Lombardy-Venice; a nice selection of Belgian Congo town cancels, along with hand- and
machine-applied overprints, Q1, 4, 6; Belgium complete Helmet and Orval Abbey issues, tete-beche pairs and very
nice Newspaper and Parcel Posts; Central Lithuania “Srodkowa Litwa” overprint short set, each tied on piece; very
nice Danish West Indies selection; extensive Danzig cancels; Denmark 1-4 with four clear margins, bicolor numerals
(inverted frames spotted), 82 (2); Diego Suarez 7-8; Finland serpentines; France 36 “Specimen” o/p, a very nice 37,
J28 and extensive Offices and Colonies. Strong Germany and German States, including Offices in China precursors;
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awe-inspiring Iran, with solid stamps, good cancels and a range of overprints; strong Italian States; Italy B17-19,
B21-33, B35-38 complete; Japan 3, 4 and Offices in China and Korea. Good early Philippines; Portugal complete first
three series, St. Anthony short set, Da Gama complete, J1-6; Portuguese India includes some tough-to-find issues;
solid Tsarist and Soviet Russia, with Offices in China and the Levant and Aunus 5, 10, 20, 40p overprints; Spain 1-4, 6,
7, 9, 11 with spider cancels; Sweden 2 (nice centering) through 5, 66, 207, Q1-2, City Post, Officials perf 14 and 13, and
surcharged Dues; Swiss Zurich Cantonal 1L2; Switzerland 1-2, 7, 8, 11-13, Society of Nations overprints; Tahiti 1893
sotn Papeete Tahiti cds; strong Ottoman and Republican Turkey with perf varieties and overprints. Latin America
highly complete: Argentina 3, both varieties of the First Republican Issue, Rivadavia issues (including color varieties),
Zeppelin Air overprints, Officials, Departmental Offices and States; Bolivia Condors 1 and 5; Brazil Bull’s Eyes, Goat’s
Eyes and Numerals of Value; Colombia from #2, hand- and machine-printed “EU” Airmail overprints; and Peru from
3-4. The collection is a goldmine for #1 collectors, with premiers galore: Argentina (3), Austria (with Vienna postmark),
Belgium, Bolivia, Bosnia, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica and Cuba, Greece and several Italian States (Modena, Parma,
Tuscany and Two Sicilies), Mexico, Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Paraguay, Portugal, Spain,
Switzerland, Thailand (with near perfect centering), Tunisia, Turkey, Venezuela-and more! Ex-Milton Zucker
Collection.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
3776 m
Worldwide, Old Time Collection, 1840-1924. That appears to be virginal and this might be the first time this
collection has been touched in many decades. Collection is housed in old time bound Stanley Gibbons, starting with
great British Commonwealth section and moving into great classical worldwide and finally United States, containing
better items and areas that include: Antigua some better Chalon heads, Canada 14, 17 (2), 18, 22, 24, 26, 28-30, small
Queens to 10c, 46-47, 58-59, 73, 99-100, 103, Great Britain 1, 5, shilling values including Victoria to 10/-, £1 Violet
Victoria (faulty) and Edward to 10/-, offices, Hong Kong with 7 better Victoria Surcharge overprints, some good early
New South Wales Victorias, New Zealand - 12 early Chalon heads and some decent Victorias, good Queensland
Chalon heads, good South Australia early Victorias and good early Victoria official overprints, Tasmania - 11 early
Chalon heads, Germany better early Baden, Bavaria and Thurn and Taxis, 3 good early Tuscany, Italy 58-63, Japan 7
early small Dragons, good Imperial Crest selection, early cancels, strong early Persia, good Siam, Norway 3-5, 8-9,
11-15, good numerals and coat of arms, Switzerland good representation of perforated seated Helvetia issues, early
Turkey, United States: 92, 149, 151, 153, 230-38, 294-99, 24 Interesting Newspaper Facsimiles and Confederate
States 1. Usual mixed condition as one would expect to see with stamps of this age, some stamps have been in the
album for so long that they are stuck to the page. In all, this is an impressive old time collection with a tremendous Scott
value, V.G.-Fine appearance. Scott approximately $100,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3777 H/m
Worldwide, Safe Deposit Box items, 19th & 20th Century. Eclectic, valuable and interesting, includes
better sets such as Austria Rotary, airmails, Belgium Semi postals, Belgian Congo, France 1fr Ceres, Germany, States,
Offices and Colonies, includes Zeppelins, Berlin overprints, Greenland, French Colonies Diego Suarez, Italy high
values Manzoni, etc., Roman States, Greece, Iceland Parliaments including Oficials, Scandinavia including Norway
#1s, Spain, Switzerland, Vatican provisional surcharges, Sardinia, varieties such as imperforates, double surcharges,
inverted, a vast and interesting assemblage that will reward the ardent viewer, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3778 H/m/)
Worldwide, Motherlode of a Balance Lot, 1880-2000. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets, and covers
filling nine large boxes, includes U.S. White Plains sheets, U.S. first day, cacheted event & first flight covers, worldwide
first day covers, 2 volume Vatican collection, 1 volume Ireland collection, 1 volume Israel collection, 2 volume Germany
collection, 1 volume USSR collection, 5 volume United Nations collection, commemorative panel collection, hundreds
of loose sets, worth many times our low estimate, the usual condition issues for a lot of this size, be sure to set aside
sufficient time to properly ascertain this lots value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3779 H/m
Worldwide, Collection of Mint & Used, 1880-1980. Many thousands of stamps mounted in eight albums,
better mint includes Albania 884-891, 922-929, China 1386-1389, 1414-1417, 1466-1468, 1469-1470, 1475-1478,
Comoro Islands 63-66, Greece C1-C4, Iceland C3, Iran 1416a, 1418a, extensive Russia, with plenty of complete &
partial sets, some mixed condition as to be expected with a collection of this size, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3780 HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection Mint & Used, 1890-1990. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in ten Scott
International albums in two large cartons, includes British Antarctic Territory 45a-59a, 64-67, British Honduras 167-178,
extensive mint modern Canada, Great Britain with complete Channel Islands, Pitcairn Islands 72-84, Saint Helena
159-172, Seychelles 299-304, 361-369, Singapore 236-239, Thailand 764-771, 811-814, Virgin Islands 490-508, with
loads of better mint complete sets, few if any condition issues, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3781 H/m
Worldwide, Colorful Collection. 13 Scott International blue albums covering the world, starting with the
Penny Red imperf (blue paper) and perf and running through the 1970s for most countries (Canada continues through
1986); most of the collection’s strength is in the Classic period, with post-1940 pages varying by country—but exciting
and seldom seen items continue to the recent past: strong Latin America and Caribbean, Iran, British
Empire/Commonwealth and Eastern Europe (including USSR through the 1970s), Gulf and Trucial States; noted India
1 (pair with gutter between), Australia 365b; some tabs in Israel; PR China 1108-13, 1126-29, 1255-70, nearly complete
singles between 1126 and 1398; lots to find, combine, swap and share, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3782 H/m
Worldwide, Brimming Collection With Strength in China, Indian States. Six binders of stock pages filled
with worldwide to be picked; note Afghanistan (including early), early used Belgium, strong China, Hong Kong, Latin
America, British Empire and Indian States. Note Jaipur: full sheet of 25 of #1; Soruth: block of eight of #11, sheet of five
of each #13 and 16, two full sheets of 20 of #18; Jammu & Kashmir 80 used on cover—and many, many more: most
Feudatory States look to be represented; many more treasures spread throughout the lot, including early Denmark with
numeral ring cancels, etc., lots to discover and surprise—must see, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3783 H/m
Worldwide, Lovely Classic Collection, 1840-1949. Housed in three Scott International Blues (two up to
1940, one 1940-49), this is a lovely classic period mint and used collection; higher value stamps throughout, but not
included in our estimate due to entry-level quality; impressive completeness both in the number of countries
represented and within each country; this is the old-time collection you always wished you’d built yourself: the breadth of
coverage is almost unimaginable today. Given the collection’s scope, it’s impossible to list every special item—viewing
is highly recommended—but: European colonial states and Latin America are particularly strong; and among the
lovelies noted are: Belgium classics (1st and 2nd issues); nice selection of China (including Airs) and Shanghai;
Denmark 2 used with four full margins, 3, 4 used, Emblems and Numerals (a couple inverted frames noted); France
from #3, with Offices and Territories; German States including Baden (mixed quality), Bergedorf 4 used, Thurn &
Taxis…pretty much all of pre-unification Germany is here; mint Italy Death Masks (B17-19) and a wide assortment of
Aegean Island overprints (lots of catalogue value here!); a solid selection of Iran (overprints not checked); a really lovely
collection of early Japan; Monaco mostly mint from #1; and Netherlands from #1 used. British Empire issues are
abundant, including from Great Britain two used Penny Blacks, Penny Reds and 2p Blues imperf and perf, #26
cancelled Constantinople, 2/6 and 5/ Seahorses; early Australian Kangaroos; British Guiana #22 used, and an
impressively strong showing of Ceylon—with early Chalon heads mint and used (including valuable!) and 111 used.
Again, the level and range of completion, which runs through the third volume of the 1940s, is not often seen today, this
is a beautiful collection—definitely must take a look, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3784 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Eruption, 1880-1960. An outstanding collection in two large boxes, with mint
Indonesia collection, Belgium collection, Macao year sets 1983-1994, mint collections of Austria, Japan & Korea,
Greece, Monaco, France & Laos collection, Begian Congo 45-59, mint Cambodia 1-17, C14a, mint Viet Nam 1-13, this
should keep you busy for days, a few condition issues, but overall, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3785 H
Worldwide, Photo Stamps, 1880-1940. An extensive worldwide collection of stamp-like photos, personal,
business, promotional including uses on cover, card, business card, etc., a broad range with emphasis on earlier
material, a 15 year collection, must be seen, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3786 H
Worldwide, Collection, 1845-1920. Mounted in two springback albums, better used U.S. includes 30A, 36,
37, 67, 69-72, 116-117, 119, 121, 218, 240, 242, 290, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, officials including a few
“Specimens”, mint Bermuda 28-30, used Brazil 1-2, 7, 9-10, 21-27, used Canada 27-29, mint Grand Comoro 12, 14,
15-18, Madagascar 63-77, mint Mohelia 1-15, a powerful lot with many other better issues, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3787 HH/H
Worldwide, Better & Proof Collection, 1850-1965. Valuable collection with proofs such as France Empire
issue for 25c blocks of four in different colors, Italy 30 c, 60 c and 100 lira, Monaco 1947 200 f + 300 f semi-postal
souvenir sheet, Saar 10 c - 100 f definitives, France telephone stamps, Italy states, and many more classics, who knows
what will pop up here, there is sure to be aggressive bidding on this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3788 H
Worldwide, Women’s Suffrage Collection, 1884-1940. 32 European poster stamps/labels + 17 U.S.
poster stamps, 2 on cover; 4 covers from important individuals or organiations, signed receipt from Julia A. Holmes,
etc., many of the labels are quite rare, a perfect lot for expansion, must be viewed, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3789 H
Worldwide, Air Eiquette Booklets, 1941 Onward, complete unexploded booklet. 63 booklets of various
sizes, all are different, 22 are U.S., these are very difficult to find, especially in the condition present in this group,
inspect, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3790 m
Worldwide, Revenue Rummage, 1860-1990. Thousands of revenues, labels, forgeries, locals and
telegraph stamps in eleven volumes and two boxes, includes a binder of worldwide cut squares, stock book of
telegraphs, binder of British Commonwealth revenues, volume of Mexico revenues, binder of Latin America, volume of
France & Germany, Japan & China, plus many revenues on documents, especially Indian States, with most identified
by Hitchcock number, Barefoot number or Billig page, with newspaper, catalog and price lists throughout, in other
words, every envelope or stockbook is a surprise, a lot that you will spend many enjoyable hours sorting through, set
aside a few hours to thoroughly go through this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3791 HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection of Collections, 1890-1970. Housed in eighteen albums, mint includes in four
Master Global Stamp albums Ascension 75-88, Cayman Islands 153-167, Gambia 175-187, Great Britain used #1,
North Borneo 280-295, Northern Rhodesia 75-88, Sabah 1-16, Southern Rhodesia 95-108, St. Helena 140-152,
159-172, Sarawak 180-194, South Georgia 1-15, Tristan da Cunha 14-27, lots of sale able material, excellent in scope,
needs some patience to obtain spectacular results, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3792 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Avalanche, 1860-2000. Thousands of stamps mounted in eighteen albums, a mint
sheet file, bags and plate block albums, with an enormous range of material from “A” to “Z”, includes Africa, Latin
America, Asia including China & PRC, British Commonwealth, Europe and Russia, with some decent U.S. used sets
and mint face, a lot of material for a small price, some mixed condition, but generally, F.-V.F., please peruse.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3793 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Eruption, 1851-1980. Mounted in three Global albums and an All American album,
better mint includes Albania C7-C14, Armenia 278-294, Cyrenaica 59-64, C24-C29, Somalia 164-169, C1-C6,
Barbados 235-247, Bermuda 255-271, Canada 211-216, Grenada 171-183, Mauritius 339-356, Singapore 112-115
and U.S. with 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, nice Farleys, F1, QE1-QE4, with many extras on quadrille pages, lots of sale
able material present, mixed condition, examination will only whet your appetite, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3794 m
Worldwide, Huge Ephemera Collection, 1745-1960. Filling six large binders, thousands of items include
insurance policies, matchbooks, receipts, telegrams, naval covers, railroad warrants, billheads, checks with some
illustrated, beer labels, licenses, equipment receipt for Civil War companies, valentines, cigar labels, elongated cents,
illustrated shipping receipts, many with revenues, from countries such as U.S., India, Egypt, Argentina, Italy, France,
Belgium, Japan, Canada, Germany, a business in a box, mixed condition, inspection recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3795 H
Worldwide, Better Classics to Moderns. Very nice range of countries prettily displayed on Scott quadrilled
pages; collection includes Belgium, Brazil, Chile, Congo, Curaçao, Denmark, French Colonies, Iceland, Netherlands,
Netherlands Indies, Norway, Portugal, Peru, Suriname, Sweden, Switzerland, with highlights including Belgium from
1, Helmet issue complete, B69-77 mint, precancels; Brazil 23, 24//1010, C27, 76A mint, C29 used; Chile 17, 18//358
with semipostals, airs—even revenues; Netherlands 2 on piece; Denmark 2-9, 11-15; Norway 1; Sweden 1-5 (2-5
with shades), 6-12 (shades) (all with correct period cancels), 13-16, 65 mint, LX1 mint and used, LX2 used, O27var
used (“:” instead of “i” in Frimarke); huge CV in Sweden alone—add in the rest and imagine what you could find.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3796 H/m/)
Worldwide, Exceptional Group of Mainly Complete Sets, Mostly Europe & Latin America. Neatly
arranged and identified by Scott number on seven manila stocksheets plus about 20 covers; highlights included (mint
unless noted) with “º” for used) Belgian Congo 14//26 (8 different.) on 1896 registered cover from Banana to England,
Brazil 673 block of 4 signed by Harry Truman, Chile 83-97, Denmark C1-5, Greece 184-197º, 344-361, 369 (NH),
378-380º, 427-436 & C38-47, Hungary C26-34, Iceland, 152-166, 232-235 (NH), C4-8º, Mexico 754-758 & C103-107,
774-776 & C123-125 (NH), and Norway 104-110 on 1926 registered cover to England. Scott $4,400 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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3797 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1901 Onward. Two sets of Scott International brown albums: 1901-20, 1920-29,
Part 3, Part 4; includes US; each volume has its own strengths—you really must see the entire lot to appreciate the
breadth of material on offer; combine everything into the album of your choice, and you have the makings of a great 20th
century worldwide collection; noted Kangaroos, GB 2/6 and 5/ Seahorses, North Ingermanland (a tough area not often
seen!), US C8 plate number single used, good China throughout all albums; time period runs through end of classic
period (early 1940s), Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3798 H/m/)
Worldwide, Eclectic & Valuable Collection. Residing in a binder, better includes Germany C45 on cover,
pair C45 on cover (2), Danzig B21, Germany B58, some nice material to sell individually, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3799 HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection A-C, 1860-1970. Mounted in a Scott International album, includes U.S. and A-C
countries, better mint includes Aden 16-27a, Albania C8-C14, Ascension 52-53, Australia CO1, Bahamas 85-89,
Bahrain 62-63, Basutoland 39-40, Bechuanaland Protectorate 147-148, Bermuda 126, 133-134, Burma 13-15,
Cayman Islands 100-111, with loads of mint & used sets, valuable little collection with great potential, please peruse,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3800 HH/H
Worldwide, Collection of Collections. Sweet collection in six volumes, includes a mint Gibraltar collection
mounted in a Lighthouse album, 1886 to 1989, a mint Malta collection mounted in a Lighthouse album, 1964-1989, a
three volume mint Ghana collection, 1957-1975 with many souvenir sheets, and a mint & used DDR collection mounted
in a Lighthouse album, with a selection of Russia Occcuption stamps, better mint includes DDR 58-67, 78-79, 80-81, 83,
B21a, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3801 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, Most Pre-1940. Mix mint and used, housed on album pages and in “sales book”
formatted notebooks; good condition overall; stamps from every area you could ask for; note China, good US (3 1851 1¢
Franklins to type, and used Columbians through 30¢), good selection of Iran; Germany stamps mounted in September
1939 Maidstone, London, Local Telephone Directory (!); solid British Empire coverage, including Middle East;
potentially a treasure trove for the patient buyer, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3802 H/m
Worldwide, Collection - Classic Period. Four albums running through the 1930s/1940s; strength of
collection in earlier (pre-1920) period; noted Penny Reds imperf and perf, Kangaroos, strong Latin America, nice early
US selection, Sardinia 10 used, China and Shanghai; will make for hours of fun, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3803 H/m
Worldwide, Collection through the 1980s. Housed in six albums; includes Penny Red imperf and perf, nice
French Napoleon III and Ceres cancels, China 11 used, Portugal 5 used, good number of China and Republic, a fairly
strong Middle East selection (Ottoman/Turkey, French offices and Mandate areas, Iran), Hawaii, Central and Eastern
Europe, and UN NY through the 1970s. Offers lots of opportunities to fill in those blank spaces—or to find a new area to
collect, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3804 H/m
Worldwide, Scarcer Issues, 20th Century. Assembled on stock pages and presented in a binder, includes
Canadian revenues, UPU blocks, Tanna Touva Blocks and a host of other issues, a selection of Batum (you decide),
Memel, Myanamar, Syria, Mongolia, Camerouns, Lithuania, Monaco, Venezuela, a fun little book, viewing suggested,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3805 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Mint Collection, 1860-1975. Mounted in (7) volumes and a sheet file, better mint has
Canal Zone, Monaco 904a, Canada 42, 70, 56, modern Russia collection, Japan in large blocks, Greenland 10-18,
28-38, 39-40, and a mint & used France collection, well worth our low opening bid, few if any condition issues, F.-V.F.,
ex Worcester.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3806 H
Worldwide, Interesting Lot of Errors, Ephemera, Etc. About 120 black approval cards in a stockbook,
each card holding one or more stamps; a random sampling includes many imperf color proofs of Croatia B33-36, more
than 25 cards of Latin American inverted or double overprints and imperfs (we note Guatemala 126a used), New
Caledonia 60a used, Perak 36 Specimen, Russia 2701 with greenish blue omitted, Cayes of Belize $1 used on
registered cover with Belize 60¢, Pakistan O70 double surcharge (NH pair), two Spain Submarine imperf blocks of 4: 2p
(color trial in red violet) and 4p (issued color); and a few U.S. E.F.O.s, like 1509b, and much more. A fascinating lot.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3807 H/m
Worldwide, Small Balance of Consignment. Interesting selection of about 25 mainly mint items (sets or
singles), most still on retail/auction pages as purchased in the late 1960s or early ‘70s with Scott values as high as
$1500, like Syria C1 & C3-6 and Switzerland #1 (little to no margin, slight thin, with Rellstab certificate); generally F-VF.
Definitely worth a look. (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800
3808 H/m
Worldwide, Collection of Mint & Used, 1860-1995. Presented in a Scott International albums and a mint
sheet file, better has mint Mexico 896a, C234a, Canada 52, 53, 56, excellent mint & used China with Shanghai issues
and a page of Treaty Ports, mint Greece C1-C4, 1-12, 26-38, with mint sheets of Mexico, loads of material to go through,
some condition issues, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
3809 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mishagas, 1860-2000. Collection in five volumes, includes mint Canada 52, 56, 68, 89, 90 (2),
174, 200, E4 (2), Ireland 149-150, Portugal 726, a volume of United Nations Flag stamps of the World, singles and full
sheets, mint collection of Great Britain 1937 Coronation, appears complete, and a mint & used New Zealand collection
in a Scott album, owner’s catalog value of $1,050.00, some nice material to restock with, some condition issues,
inspection is suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
3810 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, Late 19th/Early 20th Century. Housed in four albums and stockbook; Austria to
Zanzibar and (nearly) everything in between; strong French, German, Greek, Italian, Polish and Russian offices and
territories; excellent source for material to sell or to start or build a worldwide collection, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $600 - 800
3811 H
Worldwide, Collection, Including US. Four Ideal Postage Stamp albums: Countries A-J, Countries K-Z
and two “Vol. 2: from 1915"; excellent worldwide coverage, including US; good source for adding to your collection or
providing material to swap/sell; mostly used, but one ”from 1915" volume has a reasonable amount mint, worth the time
to peruse, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $600 - 800
3812 H/m/)
Worldwide, Collections & Fantasies, 1860-1975. Mounted in six albums, includes volume of worldwide
reference material, two volumes of Europa topicals, mint Israel collection in two albums, mint United Nations collection,
clean & fresh, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3813 H/m
Worldwide, Collection of Mint & Used, 1880-1960. Several hundred stamps mounted in five volumes,
includes Eastern Europe, Asia, British Commonwealth, Latin America, mostly modestly valued items, both with an
occasional surprise with nice Tannu Tuva, Danish West Indies, mixed condition, please inspect, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3814 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1940. Presented in eight albums, with excellent China with
Treaty Ports, and better in Corea, Danish West Indies, France Offices in China, Greece, Hawaii, Japan, Macao, Russia,
Shanghai, lots of good stuff to search through, mixed condition, inspection is necessary, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3815 H/m/)
Worldwide, Collection of Collections. Containing 30 albums, plus various loose display folders and
groups of loose in glassines or baggies, some areas of note include a decent A.M.G. album, some U.S. postage
scattered throughout that should add up when put together, four albums of Gold Foil first days and six mostly filled stock
books of various worldwide stamps, messily presented, but a little elbow grease will be rewarded, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
3816 m
Worldwide, Interesting Collection of Revenues and Propaganda Stamps. A little bit of everything here;
several stockbook pages of various revenues from Austria, British Guiana, Colombia, Hungary and Quebec; a small
notebook of Indian Princely States revenues—some interesting material here!—a strong selection of Japanese
Revenues and Locals, covering almost every type and time period of revenues as listed by Shimomura; and a small but
valuable collection of post-WWII Trieste overprints, including Sassone Occupation of Jugoslavia 1A MNH, Istria (Pola)
37, Fiume 14 and Istria and Slovene Coast 60A-B (unissued), plus a collection of Anti-Nazi, Pro-Jewish and Pro-Israel
propaganda labels from the American Federation for Polish Jews, Emergency Committee to Save the Jewish People
of Europe, American League for a Free Palestine and the Zionist Organization of America, all with correspondence from
each organization explaining the labels’ aims and purposes, definitely worth a look—you don’t often find material like
this.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3817 H/m/)
Worldwide, Balance of Consignment. Collection filling four large carton, includes four albums of Israel mint
collection, six volumes and a box of first day covers for the World Wildlife Federation, and a substantial United Nations
collection with first day covers, a little something for everyone, check ‘er out, some mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3818 H/m
Worldwide, Classic to Modern, with US. Nice range of material in eight Scott albums (six International
Blues); strongest in Classic materials, later years more hit-and-miss; see China, strong Latin America and British
Empire (including a very pretty MNH Canada 216), French pictorials, generally nice Monaco, Trucial States; mint
stamps mounted, used hinged into albums; US includes a pretty 65, 76, 165 and 523 with perfins, along with a set of
1913 NY International Philatelic Exhibit labels.
Estimate $500 - 750
3819 m
Worldwide, Collection - A Miscellany of Marvels. Mostly used, housed in ten Scott Specialty binders;
British Empire and Latin America get two volumes each; noted Penny Reds and 2p Blues imperf and perf, British
corporation cancels, French colonies, Tasmania 1, AR21 pair; revenues and cancels, cut squares and a Germany
cover canceled “Kameroun 25.2.96"; lots to discover.
Estimate $500 - 750
3820 H/m
Worldwide, Duplicates Lot. Two Scott Specialty binders filled with stock pages: Belgium from 1; British
Empire; France Ceres and Napoleon III, Mersons and a perfectly centered C27, J4, 6, 7, 18, 20, 22; Netherlands 4-6;
Sweden 2 (2) plus second issues onwards; singles, blocks; US used regular issues through Parcel Post Dues;
Shermacks, 11, 63, 65 (shades) noted; US mint largely 267 through the mid-1960s, much nicely centered and MNH
including Airs, Special Deliveries and Dues; duplication throughout; BONUS box of Austrian covers: mourning,
registered, fieldpost, parcel cards, cancels…interesting mix of material.
Estimate $500 - 750
3821 H/m
Worldwide, Balance Collection. Various odds and ends that has good potential if you have a little
imagination, containing a Scott Specialty album of mint issues Channel Islands (Guernsey, Isle of Man and Jersey) to
1994, a Scott Specialty album of Liberia modern topical heavy issues from 1996 to 1999, a Minkus Senior Statesman
beginner album to the mid 1970’s, a stock book of U.S. back of the book, some Worldwide new issue glassines from the
1980’s to 1990’s, an album of Commemorative Panels (with a little U.S. postage), much F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
3822 H/m
Worldwide, Colorful Collection—Incl. U.S., 1852-1965. Housed in five Master Global albums, mint and
used from all corners of the globe; four perfed Penny Reds (shades), Europe and Colonies and Latin America strong,
good China and Iran (both with overprints), a pretty mint US #C3 (SE top); lots of pages full that you don’t normally see
(e.g., Jordan); some early material, with main focus of collection early to mid-20th century; a solid collection on which to
build, F.-V.F., much to delight, ex Worcester.
Estimate $500 - 750
3823 HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection, 1860-1950. A few hundred stamps in three albums in a box, includes album of
British Commonwealth with mint Newfoundland 233-243, Hong Kong 147-150, Bermuda 52, 6th edition Ideal Postage
Stamp Album with scattered coverage including mint Great Britain 139-140, U.S. 239, 240, and a Lincoln Psotage
Stamp Album with a few miscellaneous stamps, should be some useful items present, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600
3824 H/m
Worldwide, A Collection To Explore. Stamps galore here from every corner of the globe; from Penny Reds
(including a Cyprus o/p) and 2p Blues on, this collection has it; most used, though some mint (e.g., Mozambique) to be
found; will provide hours of fun sorting and searching—a must see, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $400 - 600
3825 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1860-1940. Collection housed in a Scott International Junior album, light on U.S.
coverage, but includes nice Portuguese Colonies, Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Great Britain, Japan,
Newfoundland, mostly modestly valued material, but there may be some better scattered throughout, mixed condition,
please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3826

Worldwide, Reference Sheets, 1880-1900. Over 20 reference full sheets, with Romania 2b, 3b, 4b, Turkey
1¼p, Italian States 25c, Braunschweig ¼p, Spain 50c, Venezuela 2r, over 500 stamps, an excellentlot of uncommon
material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

3827 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1865-1967. In five Scott International blue albums; mint and used; albums are
lightly filled; includes US; small China; Britain and Empire, Czechoslovakia, well represented; pages are pristine,
binders in overall good condition; an excellent opportunity to own the preeminent international albums in which to house
and build your collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3828 m/)
Worldwide, Balance of Collection To Explore. As-received consignment of a lot of everything: 10-volume
UNICEF “Proof Edition” of UN Flag Series, 3 starter albums from the 1950s (always fun for their world maps—how times
have changed), nice Israel collection in White Ace album (1-9 on FDC, 16 SS MNH, appears mint complete 1948-1982,
tabs begin 1955, all stamps in mounts), Regent World Stamp Album; and the miscellany you’d expect: US and World
mint (including more recent)/used/stationery/covers/picture post cards/First Flight Covers/FDCs…lots of singles and
sets, lots to soak., F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
3829 H/m
Worldwide, Interesting Balance of Consignment. An album and two stockbooks, the stockbooks
containing a number of $50-and-up singles mint sets and singles, like Greece N87-91, Italy 117-118, Mexico C123-125,
Newfoundland C6-8, Norway 104-110, Russia 636-639, C24, San Matino 143-149, 172, etc.; the album is a mostly
used collection of Russia with very few complete sets, but with plenty of $5-$25 stamps. Should be a useful for an eBay
marketeer.
Estimate $300 - 400
3830 HH/H
Worldwide, Poster Stamp Collection. Group of over (75) worldwide poster stamps, many multicolored,
includes German ad stamp for margarine, four German stamps for 1913 art exhibition, 1898 stamps for agricultural
exhibition, German military stamps, 1913 metal plaster ad stamps, & 1928 Amsterdam Olympic stamps, huge retail
potential with many better thematics, examine please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
3831 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Menagerie, 1860-1950. A few hundred stamps mounted in two albums and loose,
doesn’t appear to be any treasures, but who knows, a thorough inspection might turn up something, mixed condition,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
3832 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1901. Presented in a Scott International Album U.S. includes
mint 229, used O53, used Hawaii, otherwise scattered coverage, you should be able to pull out enough sale able
stamps to make it worth while, mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
3833 H
Worldwide, Classical Balance. Very nice non Commonwealth collection of loose pages with many
thousands of stamps hinged to various album pages. Most European countries, with a few sections of the rest of the
world. Collection is offered as received with nothing removed. Most stamps are from the 19th century to 1930’s,
centering and condition are both mixed, but overall a very nice classical lot, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $200 - 300
3834 H/m
Worldwide, Two 19th Century Collections. Both collections are bound, in lovely albums, the smaller album
is an early violet brown Scott’s album with pages to 1868 containing a few better stamps with a few items with Scott
values slightly over $100, the second album is a great Schaubek that was really made for long term collecting, with a
rugged leather exterior and a sturdy metal clasp on thick European pages with some decent British, early French
Colonies (with some good Peace and Commerce issues) and some good U.S. including 219-29, Columbians 235-36
mint, 239 and 242 used, this would be a great treasure for any classic collector who appreciates quality. Condition of
stamps is mixed as usual with some lovely singles mixed with some of the difficult common sets inter mixed with the
occasional better items, generally F.-V.F. appearance, be sure to view to fully appreciate.
Estimate $200 - 300

Accumulations
3835 HH/H/m Worldwide, Staggering Accumulation, 1860-2000. Tens of thousands mint & used stamps & souvenir
sheets from the four corners of the globe, dozens of albums with worldwide stamps or dedicated to a country or region,
some include Germany, France, Scandinavia, Greece, British Commonwealth, new issues in approval glassines,
Russia, year sets, mint China & PRC, Japan, mint British Omnibus sets, there is too much material to go through to give
any more than a sample description of what is present, needless to say the lot is in very mixed condition, but with loads
of, F.-V.F., it should make for some interesting sorting, come down and see this monstrosity, ex Worcester.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3836 H/m
Worldwide, Packet Maker’s Paradise, 1870-2000. The formidable balance of the Fortier’s philatelic
holdings, formed over five decades or longer, where to begin, a massive accumulation of stamps, sets and souvenir
sheets, containing quantities of mostly used stamps on/off paper, barely restrained within sevearal 8 foot tables and
piled high, everything and anything may be present, one will find some great old time items as well as a general holding
of USA commemoratives and regular issues, the largest intact holding of the kind that we have offered, patience will be
rewarded but be prepared as this one is enormous! As to be expected there is mixed condition, generally F.-V.F., ex
Worcester.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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3837 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Agglomeration, 1890-2000. Thousands of stamps covers and souvenir sheets filling
five large cartons, the first includes three Master Global albums with mint stamps such as Aegean Islands 19-30,
C8-C13, Albania C1-C7, Austria C32-C46, Bulgaria 316-335, Cape Verde C1-C9, Denmark C6-C10, Eritrea 175-180,
France 198-201, Iceland 209-211, Italy C28-C33, Russia 583-588, Saint Thomas & Prince Islands C1-C9, Spain
605A-605F, and there is still an album of British Commonwealth, along with unusual U.S. first day material, Vatican first
day covers, Hitler picture postcards, Vatican full sheets, large box of Israel material, some items not in the Globals have
moisture issues so a careful examination is advised, but this is not your run of the mill collection, dozen and dozens of
mint sets throughout, happy hunting!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3838 H/m
Worldwide, Old-Time Remainder Lot. If you’re into surprises (and organizing), this is your lot: and old-time
remainders lot with…you tell us! Stamp albums, mart books, stock books, album pages, loose pages, glassines,
stamps to mount, stamps to soak…you name it, this has it; there are hours of discovery and fun to be had; a quick rifle
through six inches of pages (a small portion of the whole) turned up mid-1960s Qatar mint (spot checked MNH),
1917-30 mint and used Liechtenstein, Denmark (including 3-5 used), Sweden 2 used, Officials (both perf 14 and 13),
and a 1903 5Kr Post Office nicely centered for this issue; France Ceres heads and Mersons; North Ingermanland,
Touva, German States, Roman States, Iran, clippings from old philatelic journals…find out what this smorgasbord has
hidden away; we’re sure you’ll find plenty to delight: search for varieties, add to your collection, or amaze your friends
with what you now have to swap or sell, here could be treasure, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3839 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Extravaganza, 1860-1970. Dozens of small stock books and glassine envelopes
with many thousands of mint & used stamps and souvenir sheets, needs drastic TLC but includes items such as
Bangladesh 68a, Belize 392a, Falkland Islands 119, French Polynesia C77a, Singapore 141a, 166a, Thailand
151-152, with gold foil stamps, singles, sets, mostly mint and mostly British Commonwealth, French Colonies and
Trucial States, unfortunately there foxing & moisture issues on some material and some condition issues, however the
sound stamps and souvenir sheets more than make up for it, with many $20.00 sets and souvenir sheets this lot will
require careful examination, but the effort will be substantially rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3840 HH
Worldwide, Gobbledegook, 1940-2000. Filling four large boxes, includes Russia first day covers and mint
blocks, worldwide first day covers, worldwide mint booklets, many hundreds of dollars in mint U.S. and Canada postage
with many full sheets, and mint and miscellaneous United Nations, a miner’s dream, please investigate, what was
checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3841 HH
Worldwide, Mint Potpourri, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include
Marshall Islands, Costa Rica, Saar, Afghanistan, Tuvalu, Argentina, Nevis, Libya, British Commonwealth, huge catalog
value, inspection suggested, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3842 H/m/)
Worldwide, Jambalaya, 1860-2010. Many hundreds of stamps, covers and souvenir sheets filling three
large cartons, includes small box of mint & used China, Fournier fakes, mint & used India collection, mint Ethiopia
varieties in a stock book, covers and picture postcards, mint Canada & U.S. postal stationery, mint Great Britain &
Canada booklets, please review, may be some hidden gems waiting to be unearthed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3843 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Gallimaufry, 1900-2000. Filling eight large cartons, there is a box of worldwide new
issues 1970-1990 with plenty of Korea, Japan, China and French Colonies, boxes of new issue United Nations, a
collection of U.S. commemorative panels, picture postcards, U.N. plate blocks, worldwide first day covers, 19th century
U.S. covers, an exciting lot to spend a cold winter’s weekend with, the new issues alone are worth many times our low
estimate, be sure and check this one out!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3844 H/m/)
Worldwide, Balance, 1880-1965. Thousands of mint & used stamps and souvenir sheets filling six large
boxes, with small box of Rwanda & Viet Nam, mint & used Manchukuo & Japan, mint St Pierre & Miquelon, decent China
& Japan, a diverse lot that needs some TLC, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3845 m
Worldwide, Accumulation of Used Stamps. Tens of thousands of used stamps, identified by country and
in small envelopes, includes 1,000s of China, Norway, Turkey, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, British Commonwealth,
Portugal, France and Great Britain, what else is anybody’s guess, put together many decades ago and in original
envelopes sorted by # or larger groupings, a packetmakers dream, cancels and varieties unchecked! you’ll need
patience to extract the value of this lot, but the reward will make the effort well worth while, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3846 H/m/)
Worldwide, Hodge Podge, 1860-2010. Housed in four boxes, thousands of mint & used singles and blocks,
with much used U.S., and a collection & assorted stamps of South America with emphasis on Peru, sheet file of
worldwide sheets, lots of interesting material, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3847 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries
include Korea, United Nations, Ghana, China, St. Vincent, Tunisia, and Libya, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3848 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include United
Nations, Great Britain, Honduras, Libya, Afghanistan, Costa Rica, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
3849 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include United
Nations, Korea, Great Britain, Libya, Afghanistan, Costa Rica, Honduras, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
3850 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include United
Nations, Libya, Honduras, Saar, Costa Rica, Greece, Argentina, New Zealand, fresh & clean, inspection suggested,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
3851 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include United
Nations, Costa Rica, Greece, Argentina, British Commonwealth, Libya, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
3852 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Smogasborg, 1860-2000. Presented in two large boxes, includes stockbook with
used Japan, mint & used China, Spain, mint ILO collection, mint & used Philippines collection, Trucial States, Iran, Iraq,
Israel and several worldwide collections, huge potential with some nice mint sets and singles present, please peruse,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
3853 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include Korea,
Bahamas, United Nations, Philippines, Russia, Viet Nam, Bermuda and Tonga, fresh & clean, inspection suggested,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,100 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
3854 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include Korea,
United Nations, Philippines, Viet Nam, Bermuda, Niue, and Tonga, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,100 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
3855 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include Korea,
United Nations, Philippines, Viet Nam, Bermuda, Niue, and Tonga, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,100 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
3856 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include Korea,
United Nations, Philippines, Viet Nam, Bermuda, Niue, and Tonga, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,100 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
3857 HH
Worldwide, Mint New Issue Accumulation, 1960-2000. Includes Mexico, Honduras souvenir sheets,
Tonga die cut issues, Poland, excellent break up value, please review, what was checked was o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $6,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3858 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1960-2000. Housed in a small box, includes Afghanistan, Mexico, Israel, Honduras,
Austria, Hong Kong, well worth a bid, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3859 HH/H/m Worldwide, Jumble, 1870-1980. Eight volumes in a large box, with two volumes of China and PRC which
need careful inspection, mint Canada, volume of Asia, mint British Commonwealth, U.S. Bank Note cancels lot, with
better sets & stamps scattered throughout, few condition issues if any, please review, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
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3860 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mish Mash, 1860-1950. Several hundred stamps on stock pages, heavy in Latin America,
Europe and British Commonwealth but some mint with Hungary C24-C25, excellent Italy airmails, Italy Aegean Islands
and Colonies, Norway 104-110, some moisture and condition issues, some with tropical gum, but overall a pleasing lot
with many better, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3861 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Salmagundi, 1852-2000. Large balance in three boxes, includes first day cover, mint
& used U.S. postal stationery, picture postcards, mint Bermuda issues, U.S. postage, mint Prexies, mint & used Great
Britain issues, U.S. revenues, metered mail collection, loads of material to sort through, sure to be some hidden gems,
mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3862 H/m
Worldwide, Accumulation with Better Items. Filled with hundreds of stamps in glassines or black dealer
approval cards and many on old auction cards filled with great sets and singles including these highlights: China 163 NH
PSE graded 90 certificate, Liberia set of errors with vignette omitted (333-37, C68-69), C27-36, Mexico 667-74, San
Marino 304, C19-20, C75, Switzerland 305, Vatican City C9-15, a good selection of early Mexico, Saudi Arabia and
early Imperial China, a group of modern PRC from the 1990’s, some South American and Caribbean specimen sets,
some Liberian specimens, a great collection of airmail stamps in a small stockbook and shoebox full of airmail covers
and WWII censored and military mail covers, plus many more interesting items, so be sure to add this lot to your viewing
list, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
3863 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Leftovers. It seems like someone just took all of the stamps they were working on
and threw them in a box, so there is a mix of more interesting better items with common stuff. Upon quick inspection, we
noted a few hundred covers, some Canadian small Queens and a large Queen, an old stock card filled with early Ceylon
Chalon heads, Israel 16 sheet, a couple early Japan used postal cards, a couple early Imperial Russian coat of arms
covers set to the United States and a couple albums of United Nations New York. An interesting mystery lot that you are
sure to find something of interest if you take the time to look, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
3864 H/m
Worldwide, Back Room Sweepings, 1880-1950. Approximately 155 pounds of on & off paper stamps, we
have no idea what is there, we just know there’s a lot of it, perfect lot for the packet dealer, you won’t find it any less
expensive, mixed condition as to be expected, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3865 H/m
Worldwide, Mint and Used Stock. In binder after binder of stock pages; from Penny Red imperfs and perfs
to Victorian Revenues and Dues; Australia and States; Romania; world duplicates; three Coronation Covers for QEII
(nice to have for her sapphire jubilee); binder full of glassines filled with duplicate US mint (772//1344), US used
multiples (1479//1926), mint US multiples and blocks (including plates), sheet folder with mid-1940s US sheets and a
sheet of 100 Philippines N25, even an Iran registered cover to Worcester, MA, “via USSR”, from the Imperial Bank of
Persia.
Estimate $400 - 600
3866 H/m
Worldwide, A Bit of Everything, 1852 Onward. In eight albums, stockbooks, binders; Afghanistan to
Vatican City, with stops throughout the alphabet; British Empire/Commonwealth well represented (16 Penny Reds,
along with some nice Canada); Iceland mint and used in dealer’s sales sheets #10//547 (with Semi-Postals, Airs and
Officials; a couple Customs cancels noted); US included; Minkus British Asia album with most stamps from 1950s-60s;
Austria, Hungary, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland mounted on homemade pages in binder; lots of hunting fun,
F.-V.F., ex Worcester.
Estimate $400 - 600
3867 H
Worldwide, Massive Horde Balance. Tens of thousands of stamps in glassines packed into 15 shoe boxes
and 10 small (shoe box sized) boxes, containing groups of stamps mostly sorted by country or geographic area and
mostly off paper with years that range from 19th century to mid 20th century, both centering and condition are mixed,
this will be a great philatelic treasure hunt, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $300 - 400
3868 H/m/)
Worldwide, Caboose, 1890-1990. Packed in a few boxes, includes mint & used U.S. stationery, U.S.
postage, U.S. first day covers and world wide on paper, inspection strongly urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3869 H/m
Worldwide, Stock and Collection. In small file box and clean Schaubek album and slip case containing a
lovely collection consisting of mostly British lovely sets of Birds, Animals and Flora. The album alone is worth the
minimum bid., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3870 H/m/)
Worldwide, Collection and Accumulation. In two beginner Scott International albums to 1945 plus a
bunch of baggies and a shoe box of bulk stamps, containing the usual strengths in British Commonwealth, Western
Europe, Latin and South America, particularly Canada, France, Great Britain, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal and Spain, a
good treasure hunt lot with some items in the $50 to $200 range, much F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3871 H/m/)
Worldwide, Collection Balance. Mostly from the mid-1980’s containing new issues and souvenir sheets
from the mid 1980’s, plus a U.N. N.Y. collection of singles and stationery to 1980, generally F.-V.F., be sure to take a
look… who knows that might be lurking here? (photo on web site).
Offer

Dealers Stocks
3872 HH/H
Worldwide, New Issue Stock, 1980-2000. Many thousands of mint singles, sets and souvenir sheets in six
boxes loaded in glassines, includes but not limited to mint Royal Wedding sets, with an incredible number of souvenir
sheets, locomotive topical collection, Walt Disney topicals, automobile topicals, China & PRC, British Commonwealth,
Europe, Latin America and Africa, everything you missed the first time through you can pick up now at a fraction of the
cost, a few dinged corners, generally F.-V.F., ex Worcester.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3873 H/m
Worldwide, Massive & Valuable Stock, 1860-1990. Many thousands of stamps in thirty nine volumes in six
large cartons, with just about every country imaginable represented, with singles, short sets and complete sets in
abundance, includes Europe, Latin America, British Commonwealth, Asia, Africa, Russia, French Colonies with proofs,
German & Spanish Colonies, great topicals, a tour de force of philatelic material with most items identified and priced,
sure to please, some condition issues, but overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3874 HH/H/m Worldwide, Useful Dealer Stock, 1880-1990. A nice collection of mostly mint material residing in two
binders and a display box, with mint items such as Bahrain 96-98, DDR 58-67, St. Vincent 186-197, Switzerland B132,
B144, used Switzerland collection with owner’s catalog $7,000.00, take your time checking out this one, a meaty group
ready for sale, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3875 HH
Worldwide, Extensive Mint Stock. Mostly mid to late 20th Century housed in glassines which include
Japan, Korea, France and Colonies, Scandinavia with booklets, Poland, Africa, Israel, U.N. and many other countries, a
few souviner covers are also included, a clean useful group suitable for retail, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3876 HH/H/m Worldwide, Stock of Mint & Used, 1870-1970. Approximately 25,000 stamps in thirty volumes, the usual
suspects make up the bulk with Latin America, Eastern Europe, and Africa, but has better coverage with Argentina
including revenues, France with Offices and Colonies, Greece, Italy, Spain & Colonies, Trucial States and Turkey, lots
of material to plow through, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3877 HH
Worldwide, Mint Dealer Stock. Neatly mounted on Vario pages and housed in six thick binders containing
useful, mostly late 20th Century British Commonwealth and worldwide sets, souvenir sheets, mini panes and blocks
etc., strength in topical related stamps with one binder containing mostly Marilyn Monroe, also included is a small box of
over 50 B.E.P/U.S.P.S. cards of stamps and early banknotes, a little bit of everything from around the globe, a quick
review should prove rewarding, o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

Stamp Boxes and Supplies
3878

Worldwide, Large Stamp Box Collection. An enormous collection of amazing and various metal, ceramic,
wood etc. stamp boxes, a wide selection depicting many different styles and formats, 115 boxes are being offered, also
included are 6 postal scales to round off the holding, a lifetime collection offered a one lot, well worth the time to inspect
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3879

Worldwide, Scott International Albums with Supplements. Includes seven albums, part V, XVI-XVII,
XXI-XIX, and fourteen supplements, great item for the newer issue collector, Ex-Milton Zucker Collection.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3880

Core Curriculum for the Philatelic Library, . Collection of twenty five books, includes Boggs’ “Foundations
of Philately”, Durst’s “History of the Bureau of Engraving & Printing 1862-1962", Brazer’s ”Essays for U.S. Adhesive
Postage Stamps", Gobie’s “The Speedy”, Engstom’s “Danish West Indies Mails 1754-1917 Vol 2", Van Dam’s ”The
Postal History of the AEF 1917-1923", and Dougan’s “The Shanghai Postal System”, F.-V.F. Estimate $250 - 350

3881

Notable Auction Catalogs Collection, . A collection of thirty catalogs, includes The Wagshal Collection of
Classic United States Stamps Part 4, The Dr. J. Paul Wampler Collection, The 1918 24¢ Inverted “Jenny” Plate Number
Block, The William H. Gross Collection, The Rush 1847 Cover, The Raymond Vogel Collection Part 1 & 2, The Islander
Collection, a great addition to your library, includes prices realized for those that we checked, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

3882

Philatelic Library, . A useful library that includes Johl “The U.S. Commemorative Stamps of the 20th
Century”, Brookman “The 19th Century Postage Stamps of the U.S. 2 vol autographed, Brazer ”The Trans Mississippi
Issue", Johl “U.S. Postage Stamps of the 20th Century” 4 vol autographed, Brookman “U.S. Postage Stamps of the 19th
Century” 3 vol autographed, Gobie “U.S. Parcel Post: A History”, 1869 Handbook, Doolin 1893 Columbian Exposition
Admission/Concession Tickets", and Boggs “The Postage Stamps and Postal History of Newfoundland”, a total of thirty
eight volumes, win and become enlightened, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

3883

Philatelic Library, 1930-2010. Filling five large cartons, includes American Stampless Catalog, Brookman’s
“The United States Postage Stamps of the 19th century”, Ashbrook’s “The United States Ten Cent Stamp of
1855-1857", with run of Siegel catalogs from the 1990’s to the 2000’s, please take a look, F.-V.F.
Offer

3884

Philatelic Postmarks/Postal History Handbooks, . Collection of ten books, with U.S. International Postal
Rates 1872-1996, Skinner Eno United States Cancellations 1845-1869, Simpson’s United States Postal Markings,
Billig’s Vol 33 19th Century United States Fancy Cancellations, Kay & Smith’s Pennsylvania Postal History, Norona’a
Cyclopedia of United States Postmarks and Postal History, and Lounsbery’s American Postal Markings, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

3885

Premium United States Philatelic Tome Collection, . A collection of eighteen better titles including
Brookman’s The United States Postage Stamps of the 19th Century Vol I-III, Willard’s The United States Two Cent Red
Brown of 1883-1887, Neinken’s The United States Ten Cent Stamps of 1855-1859, Turner’s Essays and Proofs of
United States Internel Revenue Stamps, Johl’s The United States Commemorative Stamps of the 20th Century Vol I-II,
Rustad’s The Prexies and many more, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

3886

U.S., & Foreign Philatelic Tomes. Library consists of Album Weeds Vol I-VIII, Brazer “Essays for U.S.
Adhesive Postage Stamps”, Brookman “The United States Postage Stamps of the 19th Century” Vol I-III, old Scott
Catalogs, Johl “The United States Postage Stamps of the 20th Century”, a useful lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

3887

U.S., Classic Philatelic Literature Lot 1899-1950. Includes 1899 Revenue Stamps of the United States,
three volumes of Brookman’s United States Postage Stamps of the 19th Century, French’s Encyclopedia of Plate
Varieties, Neinken’s Ten Cent Stamps of 1855-1859, Chase’s Classic United States Stamps of 1845-1869, Thorp’s
20th Century United States Stamped Envelopes, plus reprints of several classic tomes, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

3888

U.S., Necessary Philatelic Literature. Containing all the books that any respectable United States collector
must have in their library. If you don’t have any of these books, we recommend you consider them as we have found all
of them to be very helpful, consisting of: 19th Century Postage Stamps of the United States by Lester Brookman,
1947 edition, two volumes, Philatelic Foundation Opinions, by various Authors, Volume I, II and IV, First United
States Perforated Stamps - The 1857 Issues by Jon W. Rose, 2005 published by Collectors Club of Chicago, The
Identifier for Carriers, Locals, Fakes, Forgeries and Bogus Posts of the United States Volume I, Larry Lyons, 1998, The
United States One Cent Stamp of 1851-1861 by Mortimer Neinken, 1972 and it’s predecessor The United States
One Cent Stamp of 1851-1857 by Ashbrook, 1938, two volumes, The 3¢ Stamp of the United States 1851-57 Issue,
Revised Edition, Carroll Chase 1942, Sloane’s Column, by George B. Sloane, 1961, The 1851 Issue of United
States Stamps: a Sesquicentennial Retrospective by Hubert Skinner and Charles Peterson, 2006, Classic United
States Imperforate Stamps by Jon Rose, 1990, The United States 1¢ Franklin 1861-1867 by Don Evans, 1997,
United States Postage Stamps of 1869 by Jon Rose, 1996, Various Philatelic Journals: The United States
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Specialist, 2008-12, 55 Volumes, The Chronicle of the U.S. Classic Postal Issues, 1975-2014, 155 Volumes, The
Stamp Specialist, 12 Volumes, 1940’s, plus some books that may not be philatelic necessities, but could certainly add to
your philatelic education: The United States Trans-Mississippi Issue of 1898 by Randy Neil with Jack Rosenthal, 1997,
100 Greatest American Stamps by Janet Klug and Donald Sundman with Forward by William Gross, The Post Offices of
Massachusetts by Merolla and Crowther, 1981, Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue 1903 and 1909 Editions,
Stanley Gibbons Stamps of the British Empire 1908, Foundations of Philately by Winthrop S. Boggs, The Stamps that
Caused the American Revolution, The Stamps of the 1765 British Stamp Act for America by Adolph Koeppel, 1976, The
Yucatan Affair, The Work of Raoul Ch. de Thuin, Philatelic Counterfeiter by The American Philatelic Society, 1974,
United States Grills by William Stevenson and Notes on the Grilled Issues of the United States by Lester Brookman,
1980, Encyclopedia of United States Stamps and Stamp Collecting by Rodney Juell and Steven Rod, 2006.
Estimate $400 - 600
3889

Worldwide Philatelic Library. Includes 1976 American Revenuer, American Airmail Catalogue #2, Ma’s
Illustrated Catalogue of the Stamps of China, Holmes Specialized Catalogue of Canada & British North America,
Stanley Gibbons Specialized Stamp Catalogue Vol 1, Frickstad’s A Century of California Post Offices, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Please Vist Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site.
Also, you can bid on our site, and the site is fully
searchable.
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